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Abstract

Novel Polythiophenes for Biosensor Applications

Kate L. Clayton

The development of an enzyme biosensor employing a novel functionalised polythiophene matrix is presented. The research upon conducting polymer platforms for biological immobilisation is extensive but by no means exhaustive and therefore this investigation contributes to the field of glucose detection with covalently immobilised glucose oxidase upon novel copolymers of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate/3-methylthiophene (STA-MT), trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetic acid/3-methylthiophene (TTA-MT) and N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate/3-methylthiophene STTA-MT.

Polymer characterisation was performed using electrochemical techniques, primarily cyclic voltammetry. The examination of various substituted conducting polymers from the polythiophene family was performed where 3-methylthiophene was selected for copolymerisation due to its low oxidation potential and redox behaviour. Copolymerisation of the novel monomers provided reversible and stable films and succeeded in generating a range of copolymer ratios characterised by cyclic voltammetry with the available binding sites calculated using SEM-EDX. Film morphology and dopant intercalation were investigated, providing supporting evidence for the successful copolymerisation of novel monomers with 3-methylthiophene.

Optimisation of the biosensor format was investigated through analysis of film thickness, copolymer ratio and enzyme immobilisation time. A film thickness generated with 50 mC provided a stable film with good response to glucose over a wide range of immobilisation times and was employed for all other biosensor investigations. A 10% functional monomer content provided enhanced current signals upon glucose addition which supported the findings of Kuwahara et al where a 10% thiophene-3-acetic acid content within a thiophene-3-acetic acid/3-methylthiophene copolymer demonstrated enhanced biosensor behaviour. All studies were compared against the thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene system generated under the optimised conditions of the novel copolymer films.

The evaluation of the immobilised glucose oxidase as an amperometric biosensor within a mediated system employing p-benzoquinone was performed generating fast response times within 4 seconds, good stability and excellent current response to glucose between 1.4 and 1.9 mA/cm² after the addition of 15 mM of glucose. All three novel biosensor systems exhibit good analytical performance demonstrating excellent repeatability typically over 90%, reproducibility of over 80% and shelf-life stability of 85-96% over a seven day analysis and between 50-78% after 1 month.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MeCN</td>
<td>Acetonitrile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NH₄)₂S₂O₈</td>
<td>Ammonium persulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTA</td>
<td>Tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Conducting polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Counter electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Cyclic voltammogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>Dichloromethane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCC</td>
<td>Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>Diisopropylcarbodiimide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>Electroluminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI</td>
<td>Electromagnetic interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDX</td>
<td>Electron Diffraction X-ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>Fourier Transform Infra Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gox</td>
<td>Glucose oxidase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Gram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMO</td>
<td>Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hr</td>
<td>Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Current (Amperes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>Intrinsically conducting polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>Indium-tin Oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCl₃</td>
<td>Iron chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light Emitting Diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiClO₄</td>
<td>Lithium perchlorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMO</td>
<td>Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>3-Methylthiophene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmol</td>
<td>Millimole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Molar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mol</td>
<td>Mole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Molecular electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCl₅</td>
<td>Molybdenum chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>N-Hydroxysuccinimide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA</td>
<td>N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STTA</td>
<td>N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (spectroscopy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>Parts per million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAT</td>
<td>Poly(alkylthiophene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBT</td>
<td>Poly(bithiophene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDT</td>
<td>Poly(3-dodecylthiophene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT</td>
<td>Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLED</td>
<td>Polymer light emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT</td>
<td>Poly(3-octylthiophene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Potential (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Propylene carbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>p-toluene sulfonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>Reference Electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE</td>
<td>Saturated Calomel Electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBAClO₄</td>
<td>Tetrabutylammonium perchlorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBATFB</td>
<td>Tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3AA</td>
<td>Thiophene-3-acetic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>3-Thiophene carboxylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA</td>
<td>3-Thiophenemalonic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTA</td>
<td>Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFEE</td>
<td>Trifluoroborate–ethyl ether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₃CF₃</td>
<td>Trifluoromethyl sulfonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultra violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-Vis</td>
<td>Ultra violet -Visible spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vis</td>
<td>Visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>Wavelength (mM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm⁻¹</td>
<td>Wavenumber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE</td>
<td>Working Electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-Ray Diffraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*IUPAC; (2,5-dioxopyrrolidin-1-yl) thiophene-3-carboxylate known and referenced in this thesis as N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate*¹³⁷
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.0. The Discovery of Conducting Polymers

Prior to the discovery of conducting polyacetylene, polymer materials were generally utilised for their insulating properties. It was the birth of a new genre of research when enhanced electrical conductivity was produced through polyacetylene by Shirakawa et al. in 1977\(^1\). The way was paved and the direction was set for conducting polymer research, which led to Nobel Prize achievements in Chemistry for Hideki Shirakawa, Alan McDiarmid and Alan Heeger in 2000 “for the discovery and development of electrically conductive polymers”. An awareness of the advantages surrounding such materials began the surge forward for potential applications.

“In the field of observation, chance favours only the prepared mind” Louis Pasteur lecture 1854

Like most great discoveries the conducting properties of polymers were pursued due to acts of unintentional practice. Although deemed merely accidental, the highly conductive form of polyacetylene was not discovered by an untrained mind.

Polyacetylene was first noted for its ability to carry an electric current in 1961 by Hatano\(^2\). Although displaying only semi-conductive properties of \(7 \times 10^{-11}\) to \(7 \times 10^{-3}\) Sm\(^{-1}\) its true potential would soon be discovered. However it was not the only polymer to be examined for electrical qualities through this period. In 1968 “pyrrole black” was identified as a conductive material when it was electrochemically polymerised, producing a brittle film using a variety of oxidising agents\(^3\). Whilst it is the conducting nature of the materials that is of particular interest the precluding synthesis of polyacetylene and polypyrrole has been established in some detail since 1958 when polyacetylene was first synthesised by Natta et al\(^4-5\) as an intractable, air sensitive black powder and in 1916 for the chemical polymerisation of pyrrole\(^6\).

In 1967 the unfolding of Shirakawa’s achievement commenced at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. A researcher visiting Shirakawa’s group was attempting to synthesise polyacetylene in which a silvery material was produced contrary to the previous black powdered polymer usually obtained. This substance was the result of miscalculation and in fact 1000 times the normal amount of Zeigler-Natter catalyst had been
introduced into the reaction. The film was investigated and conductivities were found to demonstrate semi-conducting materials. A separate investigation led to the “doping” of polyacetylene which involved a chemical process exposing the films to halogens. The result was a film demonstrating conductivity similar to a metal a billion times more conductive than the 1961 findings of Hatano et al. The semiconducting silvery film represents an undoped form of polyacetylene intractable, insoluble and air sensitive and when doped with the halogen, iodine, becomes weakly oxidised, green in colour and possesses a high conductivity of $10^4$ Sm$^{-1}$.

1.1. What are Conducting Polymers

Intrinsically conducting polymers (ICP) are organic polymers that have been termed “synthetic metals”. They are a different class of polymeric materials that possess the electrical, electronic, magnetic and optical properties of a metal while retaining the associated characteristics of common plastics such as mechanical properties, solubility and processibility. The metal associated properties are inherent to the doped form reaching conductivities of $1$ to $10^4$ S cm$^{-1}$, although some range from poor conductivity $10^{-15}$ to $10^{-5}$ S cm$^{-1}$ towards semi-conducting values of $10^{-6}$ to $1$ S cm$^{-1}$.

1.2. Conducting Polymers

Conducting polymers differ from typical insulating polymer materials by permitting the movement of electrons through the structure initiating a current flow. The key feature allowing this transfer of charge corresponds to the conjugation present throughout the polymer backbone.

Polyacetylene is the simplest conjugated system and is the most studied conducting polymer to date. However there are significant limitations to this non aromatic polymer including processing difficulties and high instability in air. The effect that this has on the film is described as an initial increase in conductivity followed by a decrease due to irreversible oxidation destroying the conjugated structure.

Figure 1.1. Polyacetylene (PA)
Heterocyclic systems were developed in the 1980s and have become very popular conducting polymers offering increased stability, good conductivities and the ease of synthesis with the option of incorporating substituents into the ring for specific functionality.

![Structural representation of some conducting polymer units.](image)

1.3. Conductivity in Conducting Polymers

Conductivity is a measure of electrical conduction and is therefore employed to determine the ability of current flow through certain materials. Generally materials with conductivities less than $10^{-8}$ S/cm are considered insulators, measurements of $10^{-8}$ through to $10^3$ S/cm are categorised as semi-conductors and values greater than $10^3$ are classed as conductors\(^\text{11}\).
Conductivity within a conducting polymer is influenced by a number of parameters. The extent of doping within the polymer is of great value to the level of conductivity achievable\textsuperscript{14}, as well as the degree of strain acting upon the polymer backbone through the presence of substituents affecting conjugation length\textsuperscript{15-17}. Such factors provide a very complex assignment to the mechanistic interpretation of conductivity and as a result this translation is avoided and explanation is founded on the band theory.

Conducting polymers exhibit intrinsic conductivity between $10^{-14}$ and $10^2$ S cm\textsuperscript{-1} and the band theory is often used to explain the conductivity observed\textsuperscript{13}. The simplest model describes the three different categories materials can be classified under: insulating, semi conducting or conducting.

Polymers in their general function are insulators which are associated with a large energy gap between the conduction and the valence band. Conducting materials such as metals possess a continuous band with no gap as seen in figure 1.3. The space acting to separate these two groups is known as the band gap and is associated with a specific energy which is determined by the materials molecular structure.

Figure 1.3. Band theory diagram
1.3.1. Atomic Structure and Bonding

The conduction and valence bands, displayed as simple energy blocks, refer to a more complicated system. The valence band is associated with lower energy compared to the conduction band and serves as the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). In the ground state the HOMO or the bonding molecular orbital is fully occupied by electrons, which are observed in the case of insulating and semi-conducting materials. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) remains empty in the ground state which functions as the conduction band. When an external energy is applied to the system the molecules can be represented in their excited state in which electrons will be found in the anti-bonding region approaching a level of conductivity.

Molecular orbitals are generated by the bonding of two or more atoms. Covalent bonding arises when atomic orbitals of the individual atoms overlap allowing the electrons to interact and become associated to one another. A new orbital is then created with the two electrons being shared across both atoms. Bonding occurs so that lower energy molecular orbitals can be generated, however a higher energy molecular orbital exists, known as the anti-bonding molecular orbital.

1.3.2. Hybridisation and Conjugation

Hybridisation of carbon atoms into sp\(^2\) orbitals allows pi-bond formation with the interaction of one sigma (\(\sigma\)) and two pi (\(\pi\)) bonds. By definition conjugated hydrocarbon polymers contain a sequence of linked sp\(^2\) hybridized carbons. Polyacetylene demonstrates this linkage and therefore the acetylene molecule is linear. If the axis between the molecules is not parallel \(\pi\) bonding will not result and conductivity of the molecule through the conjugated backbone will be severely disrupted. As alternating double and single bonds are introduced the available electrons in the \(\pi\) orbitals become delocalised across the conjugated system affecting the energy state of the molecule. The associated energy is lower compared to systems without conjugation and therefore is thermodynamically stable (less reactive). The HOMO-LUMO gap is reduced through conjugation and so less energy is needed to overcome the band gap and therefore electrons are more easily promoted to the conduction band.
1.3.3. Conductivity in Metals

The band theory diagram (figure 1.3) demonstrates the metallic structure as a continuous energy band due to the large number of overlapping molecular orbitals significantly reducing the energy of the band gap. The electrons available for metallic bonding do not completely fill the molecular orbitals and this is what gives rise to the characteristic metallic properties. Unoccupied molecular orbitals permit the passage of excited electrons which require only a small quantity of energy such as an applied electrical potential or an input of thermal energy. The electrons are then free to move through the lattice initiating electrical and thermal conductivity.

The band gap associated with conducting materials represents an energy barrier below 0.2 eV and insulating properties occur with very large band gaps typically greater than 3 eV. Semi-conducting materials are somewhere in between with a band gap sufficient enough to prevent high conductivity but low enough to allow some electrons to jump the gap through the application of energy.

Conducting polymers generally fit in the class of semi-conductors. It is their alternating single and double bonds that provide the extended $\pi$ conjugated system and allows the process of conductivity. Various parameters influence the band gap value such as regioregularity, the doping level and the extent of the conjugation in the system. However conducting polymers cannot remain in their neutral state for conductivity to be established as they require doping before they can imitate the metallic state. Polythiophene band gap values have been reported to range from 2.2 eV in the undoped state to 1.7-1.8 eV within a regioregular format and can hypothetically reach 0.14 eV upon a doping level of 100%.

1.3.4. Doping of Conducting Polymers

Doping of the polymer systems can be introduced through either chemical or electrochemical processes. Doping is considered a redox reaction and so oxidation or reduction of the molecules produces the corresponding polycations and polyanions. This involves either the injection of an electron (n-doping) or the expulsion of an electron (p-doping). Semi-conductors can be doped producing p- and n-type mechanisms by the addition of atoms such as boron or arsenic. The doping in such systems provides either a partially filled valence band or excess electrons that
populate the LUMO. This is not the case for conducting polymers as an alternative method for storing charge across the polymer chain propagates conductivity through the backbone.

Upon oxidation of a conducting polymer system such as polypyrrole an electron is lost from the delocalised arrangement and a radical cation is formed. The radical and cation species are linked and this creates a polaron. By localising the charge, geometric modifications appear through the polymer system and lead to the appearance of electronic states in the band gap. Although the energy of the system is increased it is able to accommodate the newly produced charge within a quinoid formation and remains lower in energy. The formation of the defects is limited and in the case of polythiophenes is extended over two to four thiophene rings\textsuperscript{20,25-26}.

A bipolaron is formed upon further oxidation whereby the unpaired electron is removed which is favoured by a lower energy system. Continued oxidation gradually extends the bipolaron shells into overlapping bands, extending the upper valence and lower conduction limits to induce conductivity through partially filled electronic shells providing a semi-conducting state.
1.4. Polythiophenes

Thiophene belongs to a family of heterocycles that can undergo polymerisation through both chemical and electrochemical methods. From the brittle polypyrrole film produced by Dall'Olio to the free standing pyrrole film developed by Diaz in 1979\textsuperscript{27} investigations into an extended range of monomers was initiated. These included thiophene\textsuperscript{28-29}, furan, indole\textsuperscript{29}, carbazole, azulene, pyrene\textsuperscript{30}, benzene\textsuperscript{31} and polyaniline\textsuperscript{9,32}. These aromatic compounds all polymerise to produce polymers with differing qualities; however polythiophene is of particular interest due to its stability exhibited in both doped and reduced forms.
Polythiophene produced from the simple thiophene unit generates a polymer that is insoluble and difficult to process and characterise leading to little use in any potential application. Manipulation of the thiophene ring through chemical synthesis creates derivatives that present additional qualities associated with the polymerised compound influencing solubility, processability and functionality.

Substituted thiophenes presents a large area for investigation as the change in ring structure will influence many aspects including polymerisation, morphology, conductivity, stability and the opto-electronic properties associated with conducting polymer materials. Adaptation of the thiophene monomer represents one feature available for variation. Additional variables that have a direct effect upon the quality of the film are the solvent and dopant inclusive of the polymerisation process and of course the method of polymerisation itself.

1.4.1. Substituted Thiophenes

Polymerisation generally occurs through the $\alpha$-positions on the thiophene monomer which is also true of pyrrole. From the examination of the $\pi$ electron density at each carbon atom in the ring it is the $\alpha$-positions of the neutral monomer that retain the highest $\pi$ electron density and therefore would be mostly reactive in these locations\(^{33-34}\). By the incorporation of various substituents in the $\beta$-positions 2,4’ linkages can be minimised providing mainly the desirable 2,5’ couplings with possible head to tail arrangement.

Polymerisation of $\beta$-substituted thiophenes provides enhancement of regioregularity through electrochemical methods with head to tail linkages being predominant. Chemical oxidation however leads to the incorporation of defects\(^{35}\) and affects the planarity of the polymer structure causing loss of conductivity. Alternative methods include organometallic chemistry.

The nature of the substituent bonded at the $\beta$-position can influence the polymerisation process and also affect the properties associated with the resulting film. Steric hindrance and inductive effects are the principle factors dominating the onset of polymerisation and the overall structure of the resulting film. Steric factors
remain an obstacle for polymerisation as it is the large bulky shape of the substituent that shields the reactive sites at the $\alpha$-carbons.

Inductive or electronic effects of the substituent are more subtle in effect than the obvious obstruction anticipated with bulky groups, nevertheless they exert a strong influence upon the electronegativity of the ring. As it is the electron density that determines the reactive centres, the inductive effects of the side groups is of great importance for initiation of chain propagation. Strongly electron donating groups and electron withdrawing groups insert a push pull effect upon the thiophene aromatic system\textsuperscript{36}. Electron density is either increased at the $\alpha$-positions or minimised advancing or impeding the polymerisation reaction\textsuperscript{37-38}.

Strongly electron withdrawing species include nitro $-\text{NO}_2$ and cyanide $-\text{CN}$ groups with carboxylic acid $-\text{COOH}$ demonstrating electron withdrawing effects to a lesser extent. These side groups are able to pull electron density away from the ring structure destabilising the thiophene monomer. The monomer undergoes a one electron loss upon reaching the oxidation potential and due to the destabilised species, monomer or radical cation polymerisation is ineffective. As the reactivity of the radical cation intermediate increases, the chemical selectivity is decreased and as a result indiscriminate reactions with the solvent or other nucleophilic species within the vicinity of the electrode surface are produced\textsuperscript{39}.

The prevention of the polymerisation process can in some cases be overcome by the alteration of the electrochemical reaction conditions. As the HOMO energy of the neutral species is lowered through the attachment of these electron withdrawing groups an increase in oxidisation potential is required to initiate polymer growth. However the resulting polymer represents dark brittle intractable materials due to the high potentials employed which is reported to introduce over oxidation into the electrosynthesised polymer system\textsuperscript{40-43}. Further manipulation to the reaction conditions involves monomer concentration. A higher concentration of the monomeric polymerisation solution is necessary to obtain a conducting film demonstrated with the electropolymerisation of thiophene-3-acetic acid\textsuperscript{44-45}. Introducing increased monomer content enhances the probability of radical-monomer
reactions not radical-solvent interactions and therefore reduces the dissipation of short chain oligomers into the bulk solution.

On the contrary electron donating groups such as methyl, ethyl and benzyl release electronegativity into the ring causing an increase of electron density found at the alpha positions which act to introduce stability to the system. In this case the energy associated with the HOMO is increased enabling polymerisation to occur through a lower oxidation potential as seen with methyl substituted thiophene.

Table 1.1. Oxidation Potentials of Thiophene Monomers\textsuperscript{36}. (* Experimental data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>$E_{pa}$ (V) vs. SCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>monomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiophene</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,2'-Bithiophene</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Methylthiophene</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiophene-3-acetic acid</td>
<td>1.94 / 1.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Thiophenemalonic acid</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Bromoiothiophene</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Thiopheneacetonitrile</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Thiophene carboxylic acid</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Cyanothiophene</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Nitrothiophene</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Steric and negative inductive factors oppress propagation of the polymer chain reaction and therefore require more concentrated monomer starting solutions and increased oxidisation potentials to maintain the polymerisation rate\textsuperscript{46}. An additional negative effect upon polymerisation is reported by Li et al which again refers to the substituent bound to the ring\textsuperscript{47}. The nucleophilic character of certain side groups results in the attack of the species upon radical cation intermediates during the electrochemical polymerisation process. The substituents that can potentially facilitate nucleophilic attack provide the capability of enhancing the functional properties of the polymer and therefore have the potential to realise a variety of applications. The range of functional groups -NH$_2$, -OH and –COOH can be used in the covalent
immobilisation of enzymes\textsuperscript{48-49}. The carboxylic acid group commonly incorporated for this purpose\textsuperscript{50-55} has the ability to immobilise biological compounds and once adapted can be utilised within a biosensor device due to the specificity provided to the polymer by the biological entity. To effectively utilise the available functionality these monomers need to either be copolymerised with the corresponding unsubstituted heterocycle or protected so polymerisation can be facilitated. A simple and effective way for functional group protection is to react the acid group with an alcohol to produce an ester\textsuperscript{56}.

Functionality through the extension of the alkyl chain at the β-position has been utilised for the modification of a range of properties. Not only does the solubility of the corresponding polymer increase but steric factors that affect the polymerisation of the monomer can be resolved.

3-Methylthiophene is associated with the simplest alkyl species and generates improved conductivity over the unsubstituted monomer and remains highly conductive through the addition of longer alkyl groups. Methyl, ethyl and propyl thiophene demonstrate very compact films with extension up to nine carbons increasing the mean conjugation\textsuperscript{57}. Longer alkyl chains approaching 14 and 18 carbons show a decrease in conductivity due to the presence of a higher proportion of the insulating hydrocarbon chain and provide a less regular and more porous structure\textsuperscript{46}. Increased solubility is a desirable property due to the ability to process the materials and is advantageous for a number of characterisation techniques that cannot be employed for insoluble materials. Several groups have reported increased solubility with the extension of the alkyl chain\textsuperscript{58-61}.

Relieving the impedance of bulky side groups is accomplished through the addition of linear alkyl chains. Roncali \textit{et al} proved the necessity of inserting at least two methylene groups to separate the branched chain from the ring structure. The addition of the spacer link enabled polymerisation to proceed where it was not possible with the isopropyl branched group directly attached to the β-position and incorporating one methylene link required overoxidation to initiate polymerisation demonstrating the persistence of steric factors. The thickness of the prepared films for monomers that proved difficult to electropolymerise were thicker suggesting the production of a more
disordered film whereas neutralising the steric effects with the spacer methylene groups provided a film of relatively comparable thickness due to the facile arrangement generated by the longer alkyl chains.

Further adaptation of the thiophene monomer has been produced with one monomer in particular displaying enhanced qualities in terms of electrochemical and thermal stability\textsuperscript{40} and exhibiting high electronic conductivity\textsuperscript{62}. The monomer 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) is polymerisable at only the α-positions due to fully occupied β-sites on the ring. This leads to a homogenous planar structure with no defects that are potentially possible with single β-substituted thiophenes and therefore produces higher conductivities. It is a water soluble monomer and so biological entities can be stabilised within the same medium for immobilisation purposes.

For polymerisation to occur under lower oxidation potentials and therefore maintaining the integrity of the film dimerisation and further oligomerisation of thiophene monomers and their derivatives have been produced. Terthiophene is a common oligomer employed as a starting monomer to introduce mainly α-α linkages through the film and so improve regularity and therefore the extent of conjugation of the backbone. This method was employed by Vignali \textit{et al} to establish high conductivity in polymer films for photovoltaic applications\textsuperscript{63}. Modification of the terthiophenes has been encountered to introduce additional properties or to overcome the inflexibility and insolubility that the films demonstrate\textsuperscript{59}. Ballarin \textit{et al} constructed a tetramer with two hexamethylenic methoxy side chains and was successful in lowering the oxidation potential in comparison to other poly(3-alkylthiophene)s bearing monothiophenic repeating units\textsuperscript{64}, similarly tetramers of alkylthio-substituted thiophene aid the decrease of the oxidation potential\textsuperscript{65}. Beneficial effects upon polymer solubility were established due to the oxygen containing alkyl chains increasing the polarity with no steric contribution and a film was grown which offered enhanced electronic properties and facile film preparation. Terthiophenes with carboxylic functionality have been prepared\textsuperscript{66-67} which compensates for the difficulty associated with the polymerisation of carboxylic acid bearing monomers. However as the functionality is entrapped within the oligomer, customisation of optimum groups for biomolecule immobilisation cannot be realised.
1.4.2. Solvent

The effect of solvent upon the resulting polymer films shows varied results. Different solvents can be employed within the polymerisation process that produces differences in film formation, material quality and resulting conductivity.

Facilitating polymerisation by stabilising the generated radical cations is essential for the formation of longer polymer chains. Radical-radical couplings lead to short oligomeric chains and typically a coloured solution is observed due to the high solubility of low weight polymer material. Acetonitrile comprises nucleophilic character and favours the stabilisation of the radical intermediates. This effect is detrimental to monomer species that have increased instability such as the influence of electronegative groups upon the destabilisation of the radical cation causing side reactions and inhibiting polymerisation. Many monomer species that are important to the structure of the polymeric film require this solvent support which general solvent systems such as acetonitrile can provide.

Chen et al demonstrated that it is not a direct effect of the solvent that causes the properties of the polymer to alter, it is the ability of the solvent to facilitate the onset of polymerisation at lower potentials. Due to the polythiophene paradox in which a higher potential is required for the polymerisation of the thiophene monomer (1.6 V / Ag/AgCl) compared to the redox potential of the polymer (0.8 V Ag/AgCl) the films become overoxidised resulting in brittle intractable and insoluble films. In order to solve the problem of high oxidation potential a lewis acid, trifluroborate–ethyl ether (BFEE), solvent system is employed and forms a complex with the heterocyclic monomer through the lone pairs on the sulphur, lowering the electrochemical polymerisation potential due to the strong electrophilic property of BF₃, catalysing the deprotonation of thiophene on the electrode. This was proposed by Dietrich et al in which oxidation potentials of 1.0 V can be employed and overoxidation is not reached at 1.45-1.55 V producing high quality films with improved mechanical properties and conductivities.

1.4.3. Dopant Species

The choice of dopant ion can lead to interesting morphological changes where polymer colour is affected, this is known as ionochromism. McCullough et al
demonstrated colour change with varying counterion size upon regioregular polythiophenes with differing alkyl chain length and pendant carboxylic acid functionality. Small cations maintained the stacked nature of the film appearing purple whilst larger cations interrupted the backbone alignment producing twisted polymer chains producing a yellow colour. This was evident with polythiophenes containing short alkyl chains whereas the longer alkyl groups could accommodate the larger ions producing little colour variation. 3-methylthiophene is another monomer when polymerised with a specific anion results in a diverse morphological structure. A helicoidal arrangement is determined through XRD (X-ray diffraction) and UV-Vis (UV-Visible spectrometry) techniques with the incorporation of the anion SO$_3$CF$_3^-$.

The interpretation of the developed structure is rationalised by structural parameters in which the anion size fits perfectly between adjacent thiophene units providing anchorage and secondly electronic effects support the polymer-dopant interactions due to charge delocalisation through the polymer to the electron withdrawing SO$_3$CF$_3^-$ ion.

The extent of doping within the polymer also affects the structure shape and size. Undoped polythiophene and its derivatives are observed as a “noodle”-like assembly and when doped to 25% the fibrillar diameter increases in size. Higher doping levels have been reported to increase conductivity of the polymer however contrasting results from Waltman et al have also been reported which could be explained by different electrochemical parameters, electrode surface and the monomer purity.

1.5. Polythiophene Polymerisation

There are three general synthetic methods for polythiophene formation. Catalysed coupling of Grignard reagents or dihalothiophene monomers, electrochemical polymerisation and oxidative polymerisation. Each method offers different benefits such as planar structures, efficient scale up and area controlled growth.

1.5.1. Oxidative Polymerisation

Widely used chemical oxidants include ammonium persulfate ((NH$_4$)$_2$S$_2$O$_8$) and iron chloride (FeCl$_3$). Molybdenum chloride (MoCl$_5$) can also be employed as a stronger oxidising reagent however many other chemicals can be utilised such as hydrogen peroxide and transition metal salts. Oxidative polymerisation is a process of choice
where large scale production is intended and the resulting product is usually in powder form or a colloidal dispersion. The chemicals used are relatively inexpensive and the polymerisation is performed in a simple one step reaction generating high molecular weight polymer. The difficulty arises with the extraction of the oxidant and regioregularity within the material is considered poor. The mechanism of polymerisation can be followed from the electrochemical process outlined below, as it is generally assumed to be comparable.

1.5.2. Electrochemical Polymerisation

Oxidation of the monomer solution by the application of a voltage yields a polymer grown upon the surface of an electrode. Electropolymerisation of heterocyclic monomers other than thiophene follow the same general mechanism below.

![Electrochemical polymerisation mechanism](image)

Figure 1.5. Electrochemical polymerisation mechanism.
Upon reaching the oxidation potential of the specific monomer an electron is lost from the ring and a radical cation is produced. Radical cations react together to form a dimer. Protons are lost from the structure to leave a neutral dimer. The dimer is again oxidised due to the constant potential and forms another radical cation which in turn reacts with another radical cation to eventually produce an oxidised conducting polymer.

The neutral monomer requires a higher oxidisation potential than the corresponding dimer and higher molecular weight oligomers as coupling of monomers reduces the energy needed for oxidation. Thiophene requires a potential of +1.6 V / SCE to initiate polymerisation whereas only +1.1 V / SCE is needed for the oxidation of the polymer.

The removal of electrons through the material directly initiates anion movement into the polymer to counteract the positive charge. Each molecule looses 2.25-2.50 electrons creating 0.25 to 0.5 cation centres per heterocyclic unit therefore charge is stored over three sulphur rings.

1.6. Regioregular Poly(alkylthiophenes)

The band gap is the central dynamic function that is responsible for the levels of conductivities achievable and the colours obtainable from the conducting polymeric materials. The band gap can be altered by changes to the monomer units such as side chain addition or copolymerisation and the process of polymer doping.

To ensure the band gap remains small regioregularity is required. Conducting polymers are generally adapted through the ring structure to activate necessary functions specific to the materials purpose. Flexible, soluble and durable films are essential for characterisation and processing for possible applications and consequently derivatives of these materials allow such qualities. A typical monosubstituted thiophene is shown in figure 1.6 with the α-positions denoting the reaction sites however polymerisation can also occur through α-β and β-β linkages seriously disrupting the π-orital overlap between the monomer units. Further disruption arises from steric factors due to side chain interactions. Additional groups present on the ring cause the repulsion of the monomer units forcing the
conjugated backbone to twist and lead to a disordered π-orital arrangement. Due to the asymmetry of the substituted thiophene the side bearing the substituted group is denoted as the head (H) and the opposite side of the monomer represents the tail (T).

Figure 1.6. Denotation of head and tail arrangement in poly(alkylthiophene).

The head to tail (HT) conformation reduces steric hindrance between the units as the groups are furthest apart from the neighbouring thiophene units whereas the other three possible arrangements cause loss of conductivity.

Figure 1.7. Possible head to tail arrangement in poly(alkylthiophene).

Loss of conductivity due to the polymer alignment can be prevented through specific polymerisation routes which can produce almost exclusively head to tail couplings however increased cost and problematic scale-up are the compromise. Improved conductivity can be accomplished without complete regioregularity incorporating reduced vacuum annealing and copolymerisation$^{77-78}$. 
1.7. Electrochemistry

1.7.1. Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry is one of the most common electrochemical techniques for acquiring qualitative information about electrochemical reactions and for the determination of redox potentials, detection of chemical reactions that precede or follow the electrochemical reaction and evaluation of electron transfer kinetics. The technique employs a set potential window with data collected through forward and reverse scans monitoring the change in current. Cyclic voltammetry can offer many desirable advantages such as high sensitivity with detection limits reported at $10^{-5}$ M, selectivity towards electroactive species, a wide linear range, portable and low cost instrumentation and the use of a wide variety of electrodes.

To initiate the experiment a potential is employed to the system where no electrochemistry is detected $V_1$. The potential is then controlled at a set rate ($\nu$) to a potential limit encompassing electrochemical activity $V_2$. Upon reaching $V_2$ the potential is reversed and both redox processes are recorded. During the potential sweep electron transfer reactions are activated due to the specific potential values (redox potentials) and the potentiostat measures a current signal resulting from this process. The current generated is related to the rate at which the electrons have transported across the electrode-solution interface. The typical waveform for cyclic voltammetry is displayed as a triangular potential waveform.

![Figure 1.8. triangular potential waveform](image)

Figure 1.8. triangular potential waveform.
Figure 1.9 demonstrates a simple single electron transfer maintained under diffusion control in which the solution initially contained the ferrocene compound in the neutral state ($\text{Fe}^0$) and therefore the cathodic and anodic responses correspond to the following reactions:

Oxidation observed as the anodic response
$$\text{Fe}^0 \rightarrow \text{Fe}^+ + e^-$$

Reduction observed as the cathodic response
$$\text{Fe}^+ + e^- \rightarrow \text{Fe}^0$$

The current is produced from the above oxidation (positive current response) and reduction (negative current response) processes of the electroactive species Fe and is termed the Faradaic current as it obeys Faraday’s law. Faraday’s law states that the reaction of 1 mol of substance involves a change of $n \times 96,487 \text{ C}$ (n corresponds to the number of electrons involved in the reaction and 96,487 C is the Faraday constant in coulombs). The current is also directly related to the concentration of the analyte that is under the redox process and therefore by determining the redox potential the
concentration of the electroactive species at the surface can be established according to the Nernst equation.

\[ E = E^\theta + \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \left( \frac{[Fe^{3+}]}{[Fe^{2+}]} \right) \]  

Eq 1.1

Where \( E \) is the applied potential difference, \( E^\theta \) is the standard electrode potential for the redox reaction, \( R \) is the universal gas constant \((8.314 \text{ JK}^{-1} \text{ mol}^{-1})\) and \( T \) is the temperature in Kelvin. For current to be detected electron transfer from the electrode to the surface species has to occur. The Faradaic current measured is therefore dependent upon two factors: the kinetics of electron transfer and the rate at which the redox species diffuses to the surface\(^{82}\). The rate of such reactions is determined by the slowest step\(^{79}\) in which simple reactions such as the single electron transfer system of the \( \text{Fc}^{0/+} \) redox couple involve only the mass transport of the species, electron transfer across the interface and transport of the product back to the bulk solution\(^{79}\) whereas more complicated systems can include additional chemical processes such as chemical electrochemical (CE) mechanisms or electrochemical chemical (EC) systems depending upon the sequence of such steps. For a reaction in which the slowest step involves mass transport to the electrode surface the kinetics of the electron transfer is therefore fast and the current is said to be mass-transfer limited. These reactions are said to be Nernstian or reversible, which describes the \( \text{Fc}^{0/+} \) system.

All reversible voltammograms display the same general shape and can be both qualitatively and quantitatively rationalised by considering the voltage and mass transport effects\(^{81}\). In the case of the \( \text{Fc}^{0/+} \) system the ferrocene compound is initially present in the neutral state (0) therefore at \( t = 0 \) the bulk concentration consists of only the neutral form \( \text{Fc}^0 \) and no concentration gradient exists. The potential window employed (0-1-0 V) starts at a potential where no redox processes are initiated ensuring there is no flow of current, this is represented by the initial flat portion of the trace. As positive potentials are reached the concentration of the neutral form \( \text{Fc}^0 \) at the electrode surface begins to decrease due to the formation of the oxidised species \( \text{Fc}^+ \). During this process a high concentration gradient is generated due to the lower concentration of \( \text{Fc}^0 \) at the
electrode surface. This in turn produces more flux of $\text{Fc}^0$ to the surface creating a higher anodic current this is therefore represented by the increasing positive peak on the voltammogram as more $\text{Fc}^+$ is generated.

Assuming that the electron transfer rate is rapid due to Nernstian behaviour as the potential is decreased the measurable current, $i$, will be directly related to the diffusion rate (the flux) of the oxidised species to the electrode surface$^{82}$.

$$i = nFAj$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 1.2}^{82}

Where $n$ is the number of electrons, $F$ is Faraday’s constant, $A$ is the electrode surface area and $J$ is the flux of the oxidised species to the surface.

The peak occurs as the potential continues to increase. The concentration of $\text{Fc}^0$ depletes as the oxidised form $\text{Fc}^+$ predominates therefore as the concentration gradient begins to diminish a growing diffusion layer becomes more abundant limiting the flux to the surface and therefore a decrease in current can be seen.

Once the switching potential is reached the process occurs in the reverse direction. The bulk of the species around the electrode is now composed of $\text{Fc}^+$ and when the standard potential is applied a concentration gradient is generated in which this time the cathodic current dominates and $\text{Fc}^+$ is reduced back to $\text{Fc}^0$.

The cyclic voltammogram in figure 1.9 displays four important measurable factors $E^a_p$ and $E^c_p$ anodic peak potential and cathodic peak potentials respectively and $i^a_p$ and $i^c_p$ peak currents for the anodic and cathodic responses. Such extractable information can be used as diagnostic tests for the reversibility of the system known as the Nicholson and Shain criteria.

For a reversible system the peak separation between $E^a_p$ and $E^c_p$ should be around 59 mV for a single electron transfer (59/n mV).
$E_p$ is independent of scan rate which is expected within a Nernstian system in which the varying scan rates provide the same $E_p$ values for both the anodic peak current ($E_p^{a}$) and the cathodic peak current ($E_p^{c}$). $E^0$ which is the standard potential for the redox reaction can be determined by the average of both the $E_p^{a}$ and $E_p^{c}$. 

$$E^0 = \frac{(E_p^{a} + E_p^{c})}{2}$$

The peak currents for both the anodic and cathodic responses should be equal $i_p^c = i_p^a$ in which $i_p$ is proportional to the square root of the scan rate$^{80,83}$ and is also directly proportional to the concentration as seen with the Randle-Sevčík equation:

$$I_P = -(2.69 \times 10^5) n^{3} D^{1/2} C_0^{\infty} V^{1/2}$$

Eq 1.3

The scan rate is the rate of change of potential with time and has the units Vs$^{-1}$ or mVs$^{-1}$. By increasing the scan rate the current signal becomes greater. Therefore the scans below in figure 5 demonstrate that peak current is scan rate dependent.

Figure 1.10. Influence of voltage scan rate upon current response$^{81}$

The combination of two important equations can be used to explain the voltammograms current reduction.

$$i = nFADJ$$

Eq 1.2
\[ J = -D \left( \frac{dC}{dx} \right) \]  

Eq 1.4

Flux is related to the concentration gradient multiplied by the diffusion coefficient. The two equations provide the general expression for current response:

\[ i = nFAD \left( \frac{dC}{dx} \right) \]  

Eq 1.5

Where \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient (cm\(^2\)/s), \((dC/dx)\) is the concentration gradient at the surface (C concentration and x corresponds to a particular distance).

From the above equations a simple relationship can be determined. As diffusion is the movement across a concentration gradient the rate of diffusion (the flux) is directly proportional to the slope in Fick’s first law therefore a greater concentration gradient will produce greater flux of the electroactive species to the surface which in turn increases the current response. Thin depletion produces a steep concentration gradient as seen in figure 1.11 above and is caused by a fast rate of electron transfer \( k \) in which \( k > 10^{-2} \) cm/s corresponds to reversible systems. In contrast the slower scans in figure 1.11 provide greater depletion at the surface causing the gentle gradients above which in turn generate less current.
Extremely slow electron transfer rates that correspond to $k < 5 \times 10^{-3}$ cm/s are indicative of irreversible behaviour. In fact irreversibility, quasi-reversible behaviour and other non-ideal processes such as additional chemical reactions are usually of greatest chemical interest in which cyclic voltammetry provides useful information.

Figure 1.12. quasi-reversible reaction$^{81}$. 

Figure 1.12 demonstrates quasi reversible behaviour in which electron transfer is slow compared to the rate of mass transport. The rate constants are varied in the above diagram in which $k$ is gradually lowered and the corresponding redox responses shift increasing the peak separation. For non-reversible behaviour peak separation varies as a function of scan rate and peak current is now independent of the square root of the scan rate. For complete irreversibility the rate constant reaches values as low as $k < 5 \times 10^{-3}$ cm/s in which more distortion of the responses are seen and current becomes depleted.

1.7.2. Electrochromism

Electrochromism can be defined by the ability of a material to reversibly change colour under the influence of an applied electric current or field$^{85}$. 

Many conducting polymers display chromatic changes whilst undergoing electrochemical oxidation and reduction. Electrochromism is an inherent property shared by many conducting polymers in which the colour of the material is
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manipulated by the modification of the electronic structure. Through induced redox processes anion insertion and exertion causes the polymer backbone to morphologically alter. The twist and bend produced in the polymer accommodates the counter ion presence important for neutralising the film. Whilst doped, charge carriers are introduced producing new electronic states in the band gap therefore new electronic transitions are produced which cause the colour changing properties of the material. The band gap can be manipulated in several ways as a method for colour control\(86\).

Polythiophene conducting polymers generally display chromatic changes from blue in which the film is doped to red when the film is reduced.

The electrochemical process for polythiophene electrochromism is displayed below;

\[
PT + ClO_4^- \leftrightarrow PT^+ ClO_4^- + e
\]

Red Deep blue

Regioregularity and the incorporation of pendant side groups can be introduced by synthetic procedures and are key features in the chromic properties of polythiophenes\(87\).

Electrochromism encompasses only one avenue for inducing colour change; many conducting polymers exhibit chromism through a wide variety of external effects.

Polythiophenes can exhibit an optical response to changes in temperature\(88\) solvent, counter ion size\(69\), pressure and light exposure due to the structural alteration of the film and will respond with a colour change through the detection of chemical and biological moieties as the film is oxidised or reduced.

Considering the capabilities these materials hold, they have the propensity to operate in many devices. Electrochromism is a response that can be measured for use within sensor applications however amperometric detection is the response typically monitored whereby electrochromic effects are the accompanying feature. This is
generally the case for conducting polymers within biosensor formats. However the colour change is a nice addition to the detection process and provides opportunity to develop the sensor based on the two different approaches.

1.8. Applications

Conducting polymers have the potential to be utilised within a wide variety of applications due to their inherent properties and ease of manipulation. With the potential to achieve semi conducting and metallic states, colour transitions, biological compatibility, increased stability and processability conducting polymer materials are frequently reported within many areas of research and are therefore employed within many applications\(^{89}\).

Table 1.2. Applications of Conducting Polymers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conducting Polymer Material</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>poly (N-3-aminopropyl pyrrole-co-pyrrole)(^{49})</td>
<td>Biosensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polypyrrole(^{90})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polyaniline(^{48})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-methylthiophene/thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer(^{50-54})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)(^{91-92})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(3-methylthiophene) and poly(dibenzo-18-crown-6)(^{93})</td>
<td>Ion-Selective Electrodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polypyrrole(^{94})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polyaniline, polypyrrole, polyhexylthiophene and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)(^{95}) polyaniline/PPS(^{96})</td>
<td>Gas Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyaniline(^{97-98})</td>
<td>Electromagnetic Shielding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polypyrrole(^{99})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP)(^{100})</td>
<td>Battery Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)(^{101})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(bis-terthiophene)(^{102})</td>
<td>Photovoltaic devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>porphyrin/oligothiophene hybrid monomer(^{103})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oligo(3-hexylthiophenes)-perylene–oligothiophene(^{104})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-methylthiophene/thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer(^{105-106})</td>
<td>Fuel Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octanoic acid 2-thiophen-3-yl-ethyl ester(^{107})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)(^{108})</td>
<td>Electrochromic Devices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.9. History of Biosensors

Biosensor systems were first developed for analytical measurement by Clarke and Lyon in 1962 which became known as the enzyme electrode\textsuperscript{109}. Glucose oxidase was incorporated with an amperometric transduction mechanism in the form of an oxygen electrode. Oxygen was the monitored species as it exhibited a concentration change when the reaction was initialised. The consumption of oxygen responded to the catalytic oxidation of glucose and was proportional to the concentration of the analyte.

The biosensor term was not recognised until further developments were made utilising biological functions and physical transduction platforms. In 1977 this partnership was eventually established through the immobilisation of living microorganisms at an electrode surface. Rechnitz \textit{et al} developed a gas sensing ammonia electrode for the selective determination of the amino acid arginine\textsuperscript{110}. This device was described as a bio-selective sensor and was eventually shortened and widely regarded as a biosensor.

1.10. What are Biosensors?

A biosensor can be explained as the combination of two critical parts the bioselector / receptor and the transducer. The receptor is very specific enabling only the analyte of interest to be detected and therefore producing a reaction or response in acknowledgement to the analyte. The transducer detects the physiochemical change produced by the bioselector and converts the biochemical signal into a quantifiable electrical signal. The high specificity is created by the biological nature of the receptor which can include antibodies, enzymes, nucleic acid, microorganisms or cells.

![Biosensor schematic for glucose detection](image)

\begin{itemize}
\item Analyte: Glucose
\item Receptor: Glucose Oxidase
\item Immobilisation matrix: Conducting polymer material
\item Transducer: Electrode
\end{itemize}

Figure 1.13. Biosensor schematic for glucose detection
1.11. Transduction

The transduction element of the biosensor monitors the physiochemical change that occurs between the analyte and complementary receptor. The transducer can monitor the physiochemical change in various ways and the biosensor is classified accordingly. Therefore biosensors can be defined as being electrochemical, optical, thermal or piezoelectric. Piezoelectric, optical and thermal biosensors monitor the change in mass, light and temperature whereas measurements of current, potential and conductance relate to amperometric, potentiometric and conductimetric transduction systems respectively and are electrochemical in nature. The most common transducers within this field are electrochemical where current and potential are the measured parameters$^{111}$. Amperometric transducers or biosensors were the first of their type developed by Clarke and Lyon and are still a distinguished method of choice today.

1.11.1. Amperometric Biosensors

Amperometry employs the oxidation and reduction capabilities of chemical or biological species. Detection is achieved at the surface of a metal electrode where the redox reactions take place. The exchange of electrons generates an electric current which can be measured. Accessing the redox reaction directly from the receptor is difficult therefore the amperometric response is usually produced by an electroactive species generated from the reaction. Hydrogen peroxide is an electroactive species that is commonly formed through the oxidation of a redox enzyme and can be detected at the electrode surface provided that the oxidation potential is reached. The current signal produced is proportional to the concentration of analyte present therefore enabling quantitative determination through indirect measurement.

1.12. Electron Transfer Mechanisms

There are two main categories of electron transfer, direct and non-direct. Whichever the method of choice, the objective is simple; to deliver facile, rapid communication between the biological entity and the electrode surface. Immobilisation media represents a common intervention of this essential process and therefore an obvious approach would be to immobilise the enzyme/protein directly upon the bare electrode surface. The possibility of enhanced electron transfer relating to this theory is however unsuccessful as demonstrated by Wen et al$^{112}$. The biological molecule is incompatible with the inorganic surface and therefore attachment of a biocatalyst
upon an unsustainable environment causes denaturation of the biological recognition element and consequently, the bioactivity of the enzyme/protein is lost. However, as this method constitutes what is referred to as a third generation biosensor, research into the novel enzyme electrode structures have continued and advances in this area have been positive. A third generation biosensor utilises electron transfer directly from the source of the redox biomolecule, typically an enzyme belonging to the oxidoreductase family providing high sensitivity to the system and eliminating complicated diffusion effects as a result of immobilisation media. Wang et al utilised highly oriented pyrolytic graphite as an electrode that supported the biological nature of glucose oxidase\textsuperscript{113}. The enzyme was electrostatically adsorbed onto the surface and the signals observed could be associated with the FAD/FADH\textsubscript{2} redox couple. Furthermore Lu et al describes a polypyrrole conducting polymer with electrostatic hemoglobin (Hb) adsorption where direct electron transfer is established through the Fe\textsuperscript{2+} / Fe\textsuperscript{3+} redox couple associated with the heme protein\textsuperscript{114}.

Indirect electron transfer is commonly the method adapted as the materials and techniques employed within the biosensor format have been studied in depth over time providing the knowledge and understanding required for biosensor advancement. Such research has determined the advantages of electroactive compounds incorporated within immobilisation matricies. These particular compounds are known as mediators and operate to shuttle electrons across the immobilisation matrix electrode interface. Ferrocene and \textit{p}-benzoquinone are common examples of electron mediators\textsuperscript{50-51,54-55, 115-116} allowing facile electron transfer by accepting electrons from the biological entity and becoming oxidised at the anode. As well as facilitating electron transfer the incorporation of electroactive compounds lower the potential normally required to oxidise hydrogen peroxide generating the amperometric response. The exact potential can be varied by substitution of the ferrocene to fine tune the sensor response. By decreasing the applied potential common interferents that generally contribute to the electrochemical signal at potentials matching hydrogen peroxide oxidation are eliminated. Interferents such as uric acid and ascorbic acid are commonly found in blood which demonstrates a typical biological sample utilised for the analysis of many analytes including glucose.
Indirect electron transfer introduces a more complex system although this is compensated by prolonged biosensor life. Strong covalent linkage to the matrix increases the stability of the biological molecules delivering enhanced resistance against dynamic environments as well as providing protection against inhibitors. The enzyme is less susceptible to interfering species through the existence of the immobilisation matrix\textsuperscript{117} due to its physical protection and/or the potential to carry charge in order to repel known interferents\textsuperscript{117}. These media are typically polymeric and are favoured for their biological support due to their chemical and physical properties and ease of fabrication\textsuperscript{115}. However, slow diffusion through the matrix can limit the electron transfer mechanism as reported with the use of dialysis membranes\textsuperscript{110}. However, manipulation of the matrix thickness and choice of mediator are just a few techniques utilised to overcome potential slow electron transfer. In fact, the incorporation of unique immobilisation platforms that encourage electron transport and provide the potential to covalently bind biological species with facile electrochemical generation, biocompatibility and low cost are promising materials and are commonly referred to as intrinsically conducting polymers.

Mediators can be easily incorporated into a conducting polymer matrix by utilising their ability to carry current. As the polymer is generated using electrochemical methods, mediators bearing negatively charged groups can be introduced into the film structure through charge compensation adopted by the electrolyte. Therefore, the mediator simulates the role of the anion providing neutrality to the film and also assisting electron transport. Ferrocene carboxylate is an example used by Iwakura \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{116}.

**1.13. Biological Elements**

The biological element is the key to providing selectivity to the device and enables its use as a sensor for a specific analyte. The biological species is capable of recognising the presence, activity or concentration of a particular analyte in solution and will react to it in a certain manner. There are many biological entities that can be employed within a biosensor format. Enzymes are commonly integrated into the device although living cells\textsuperscript{110}, antibodies\textsuperscript{118-119} and DNA fragments\textsuperscript{120-123} have been investigated. Enzymes are involved in a biocatalytic reaction when in the presence of their
biological counterpart, whereas antibodies, DNA segments and cell receptors undergo a binding process regarded as affinity ligand-based biosensors.

The glucose sensor is a well-known and comprehensively studied biosensor format through its introduction in 1962 by Clarke and Lyon. Glucose oxidase is widely accepted as an analytical reagent in which the catalysed products are utilised within the food and cleaning industries in addition to clinical applications\(^{124-125}\). Glucose oxidase is therefore a heavily studied catalytic method representing a very stable and well-documented enzyme system. Due to its familiarity, cost, stability and high level of activity glucose oxidase is commonly used as a model for the development of biosensors.

1.13.1. Glucose Oxidase

Glucose oxidase (GOx; \(\beta\)-D-glucose:oxygen oxidoreductase) from *Aspergillus niger* is a flavoenzyme and belongs to a family of enzymes known as oxidoreductases. This group of enzymes can be exploited for their redox behaviour within a sensor format. The sensor response is generated through a redox mechanism catalysed by the enzyme in which the depletion of oxygen or the increase of hydrogen peroxide concentration can be monitored to assess the amount of glucose present through electrochemical methods.

\[
\beta - D - \text{glucose} + O_2 \xrightarrow{\text{GOx}} D - \text{gluconic acid} + H_2O_2
\]

Glucose oxidase catalyses the oxidation of \(\beta\)-D-glucose in the presence of molecular oxygen to \(\delta\)-gluconolactone which represents the reaction intermediate and therefore undergoes rapid hydrolysis to the reaction products gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide\(^{126}\). Its structural conformation represents a homodimer with a molecular mass of 160 kDa\(^{113}\). The surface of glucose oxidase is covered with thirteen lysine residues\(^{127}\) with an isoelectric point of 4.0-5.0\(^{128}\) and as a result has a net positive charge below the isoelectric point. Glucose oxidase importantly contains one tightly, noncovalent bound flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) cofactor per monomer. The FAD is the reaction centre of the enzyme and is the species that is oxidised and reduced therefore generating the FAD/FADH\(_2\) redox couple. The enzyme activity is determined through the FAD cofactor.
Enzyme activity can be affected due to the influence of extreme conditions such as temperature, pH, and nature of the solution. Additional factors such as measurement environment can also have an impact upon the catalytic activity of the enzyme due to the inhibiting species present within biological specimens such as blood.

Immobilisation of the enzyme is a recognised method that minimises or removes the difficulties and problems associated with free enzyme. An inert matrix is used to retain the enzyme, providing a barrier to obstruct interfering analytes and preserve catalytic activity upon the influence of extreme temperature and pH generating longer sensor lifetime and enabling repetitive analysis.

1.14. Immobilisation of the Biological Component

Immobilisation offers many advantages to the enzyme system, with various immobilisation techniques to choose from. However immobilisation can also introduce changes involving the enzyme environment, possible conformation changes and diffusion effects which all contribute to the apparent activity of the biological element. Recognising the optimum method and conditions is therefore important to avoid denaturation and retain activity as they are paramount to the sensor response.

It is important to maintain two essential factors through the immobilisation of the enzyme, enzyme stability and its biological activity.

1.14.1. Enzyme activity

Enzyme concentration has to be treated differently to common laboratory reagents and materials as the weight of the enzyme does not constitute the quantity involved in the reaction. Therefore only a small amount of the weighed enzyme maybe active and as it is the activity of the enzyme that is essential for the conversion of substrate to product it is important that a different term is identified.

The definition of enzyme activity is associated with the reaction rate and is expressed in enzyme activity units (U). This is the international unit (IU) which signifies that one unit (U) of any enzyme is defined as that amount which will catalyse the transformation of 1 micromole of substrate per minute. Therefore the activity of glucose oxidase can be expressed as the number of µmols of β-D-glucose oxidised to
D-gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide per minute. The specific activity of an enzyme is expressed as units of enzyme per milligram of protein (U/mg protein)

1.14.2. Enzyme Kinetics
First order kinetics can be determined by the direct relationship between the increase of substrate concentration and the reaction rate for a single component reaction. When substrate concentration is increased an enzyme-substrate complex is formed. This is the basic model developed by Michaelis and Menten.

\[
E + S \quad \underset{\text{ES}}{\overset{\text{E} + \text{P}}{\rightleftharpoons}}
\]

The model above illustrates the breakdown of the complex generating the products and liberating the enzyme demonstrating a first order reaction.

1.14.3. Michaelis-Menten Equation
Michaelis and Menten developed the enzyme substrate (ES) concept and derived the following equation important to enzyme studies.

\[
v_o = \frac{V_{max} \times [S_o]}{K_m + [S_o]} \quad \text{Eq1.6}
\]

The equation is important for obtaining \(K_m\) which is the Michaelis constant relating to a particular enzyme involved in the reaction and is a measure of the enzyme’s activity. The term \(V_{max}\) is the maximum velocity of the reaction obtained by a substrate concentration \([S_o]\) where the measured velocity \((v_o)\) no longer increases. A large \(K_m\) describes a less active enzyme as its dissociation from the enzyme substrate complex is not as effective as enzymes that are associated with a small Michaelis constant.

Several methods can be employed to obtain the \(K_m\) and \(V_{max}\) values; these are demonstrated in figure 1.14 and are based upon the Michaelis-Menten equation.
In order to determine the Michaelis constant of an enzyme the enzyme quantity is kept constant and the reaction velocity is monitored with increased substrate concentration. A plot of velocity against substrate concentration is generated producing the typical hyperbolic curve seen in plot A.

Using the plot to obtain the value for half the maximum velocity the substrate concentration can be determined following the relationship of the curve. This concentration is the value corresponding to the Michaelis constant. Although this experimental method produces the $K_m$ value it is not the most accurate determination. Due to the hyperbolic nature of the plot, $V_{max}$ is a value approaching a point of no curvature and therefore is not definitive. By manipulating the data to produce a linear
relationship shown in figure 1.14 plots B-D, $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ are more accurately obtained.

There are however significant errors associated with the linear models such as the Lineweaver-Burk plot as the reciprocal conversion of the data generates the greatest experimental error range. Furthermore deviation from linearity is not clearly apparent compared to the Eadie-Hofstee and Hanes plots which is important if a reaction mechanism is under investigation.

The direct linear plot is a more reliable method where a statistical approach is required.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1.15. Manipulation of enzyme kinetics data forming the direct linear plot.

The direct linear approach involves the velocity and substrate concentration pairs to be plotted upon each axis with the joining of the two points. The lines are then extrapolated to intersect in the $V_{max}$, $K_m$ region obtaining the values. When the data fits the Michaelis-Menten equation perfectly all the extrapolated plots meet at the same point providing the best-fit values for $V_{max}$ and $K_m$. As experimental data contain measuring errors several intersections may result in this case the median value is calculated and used for the best-fit data.

There are various methods based upon the Michaelis-Menten equation for the determination of enzyme kinetics. However when considering the rate of enzyme catalytic activity as a function of substrate concentration the important factors to determine are $V_{max}$ and $K_m$. The $K_m$ value determines the concentration of substrate
needed to achieve a given rate therefore a different enzyme with a lower $K_m$ value provides a higher rate of reaction when subjected to the same substrate concentration.

1.14.4. Immobilised Enzyme Kinetics

The kinetic information previously discussed concerns free enzyme systems. Analytical use of enzymes requires high stability and therefore immobilisation is paramount. Whilst immobilisation is essential the enzyme kinetics are likely to be affected and it is important to maintain the catalytic activity of the enzyme

Although physiological factors remain important they are somewhat alleviated by introducing immobilisation, which increases the biosensor effectiveness over wider pH ranges and at increased temperatures. Influential effects upon enzyme kinetics through immobilisation are thought to result from changes to enzyme conformation and stability, the enzyme microenvironment, and diffusion limitations through the surrounding solution to the film and internal diffusion through the matrix. These factors may provide both beneficial and problematic effects to the system.

1.14.5. Conformational Changes

In order for an enzyme to be effective towards the catalysis of a specific substrate the structure of the enzyme must remain in its natural conformation but must also have the freedom to adjust its spatial arrangement for effective interaction. The Koshland ‘induced fit’ hypothesis\textsuperscript{133} describes this morphological alteration generating the complete matching of structures. However there may exist a level of strain acting upon the enzyme resulting from the high number of binding sites. This will affect the enzymes ability to align the substrate to the active centre demonstrating non-productive binding. Additionally immobilisation in which the enzyme position is affected can cause blockage of the active site, the enzyme orientation is therefore unfavourable for receiving the substrate. To avoid these adverse effects a suitable immobilisation matrix is required. An environment, which allows the enzyme to take up its natural conformation, is essential with an optimum level of anchorage points to provide sufficient enzyme loading with minimal structural constraint.
1.14.6. Partitioning Effects

Two regions are classified within an immobilised enzymatic system, the micro environment which is the thin solution layer surrounding the enzyme and the macro environment representing the bulk of the solution. The micro environment is influenced by the surface properties of the enzyme which include temperature, pH and ionic character; these may be altered by the immobilisation procedure. If there is a significant influence upon these properties through immobilisation two different environments will result causing partitioning. Not only do partitioning effects originate from the enzyme properties but also the immobilisation matrix can contribute to the surrounding changes. Ionic character between the support and the solute can cause substrate accumulation or reduced concentration depending if the charged matrix acts to attract or repel additionally charged substrate material.

1.14.7. Diffusion Limitations

Diffusion of the substrate through the bulk solution to the immobilised enzyme is regarded as the external diffusion barrier and product diffusion through the support material toward the electrode exists as the internal diffusion barrier\textsuperscript{134}.

The rate of mass transfer is different in the two environments with transport across the liquid solid interface decreasing and therefore creating an accumulation of solute at the boundary. The solute has to cross this barrier to reach the immobilised enzyme and can be influenced by mechanical agitation of the solution. By stirring the bulk solution the rate of external diffusion is increased, penetrating the barrier into the matrix where internal diffusion now exists as the limiting factor. Internal diffusion is affected by the porosity of the support material and has an effect upon the substrate diffusion. If the catalytic action upon the substrate is faster than its diffusion to the enzyme, substrate depletion will occur within the vicinity of the enzyme and reaction velocity will decrease. Subsequently product formed will generate a concentration gradient leading to enhanced linear responses and elevated apparent $K_m$ values.

1.15. Immobilisation Matrices

Biosensor construction offers diverse possibilities due to the several matrix platforms available for the integration of the biological moiety. With the various matrices there are important considerations to be made. Relevance to their use in industrial processes
and cost especially if the sensor is only designed for single use. Issues regarding the nature of the support are pertinent for realisation of biological properties such as activity and reaction kinetics and most importantly the biocompatibility between the biological component and the material of choice. Ideally the matrix should be cheap, inert, physically strong and provide efficient and stable immobilisation of the biological species easily accessible to the substrate. Sepharose, cellulose, glutaraldehyde, hexamethyl diisocyanate and glass substrates can be used to support the choice of biomolecule following chemical modification and enables covalent and cross linking attachment. Acrylamide gels and cellulose acetate fibres can provide supports for cross-linking and entrapment and membrane confinement introduces a different concept of securing the analyte and allowing access through a semipermeable seal.

Conducting polymers are associated with a number of important advantages regarding their use in biomedical applications. Biocompatibility, the ability to immobilise the recognition element through a number of methods including entrapment, adsorption, covalent linkage and affinity binding, efficient electron transfer from the biochemical reaction to the electrode and the adaptable nature of the polymer material through copolymerisation or facile chemical modification to specifically tailor the electrical and physical properties of the support. The amount of material produced can be controlled by simply disconnecting the power supplied to the system and the area of conducting polymer produced is dictated by the size of the electrode surface. Such methods provide invaluable advantages where miniaturisation is an essential aspect of the final product and where specific control of material deployment is fundamental. Biosensor devices have the ability to take advantage of such techniques and therefore bimolecular immobilisation employing conducting polymers is of great interest.

### 1.16. Enzyme Immobilisation Techniques

Enzyme immobilisation is a critical part of the biosensor construction; it is the key to enzyme stability, which is not only necessary for the function of the device but also to maintain enzyme activity and to achieve increased lifetime. The attachment of biological species onto the polymer substrate can occur through various methods of which there are two main categories covalent or non covalent immobilisation.
1.16.1. Physical Adsorption

The incorporation of the enzyme into the polymer matrix proceeds through electrostatic forces. The static interactions arise from the positive charge negotiated within the polymer film due to its electrochemical oxidation and the overall negative charge upon the enzyme produced through the solution pH\textsuperscript{136-138}. The positive and negative effect causes the attraction of the species into the polymer material.

The solution pH needs to be carefully maintained to achieve adsorption of the enzyme however molecular interactions are considerably weak causing major disadvantages associated with this simple method. The non-covalent attachment of the biological species renders the recognition element unstable and biomolecule loss (desorption) is inevitable over time\textsuperscript{49,118}. Adsorption only produces a single monolayer at the polymer surface\textsuperscript{138} further increasing the potential of the species to leach out into the sample solution during measurements and therefore causing loss of longevity of the enzyme electrode and poor sensitivity. In addition controlling the concentration of the immobilised compound is difficult and random biomolecule orientations further increase the problematic nature of this technique.

Glutaraldehyde can be used to crosslink the enzyme to the polymer reducing leaching and supporting a more direct electron transfer to the electrode aiding the sensing performance. Increased response times are generated but stability is compromised due to denaturisation of the enzyme\textsuperscript{138}.

1.16.2. Physical Entrapment

Physical entrapment is a quick and simple way to immobilise biological species throughout the structure of the film. This therefore overcomes the monolayer limits seen by physical adsorption and so a larger concentration of the recognition element can be incorporated. The enzyme is entrapped during the polymerisation of the conducting material due to the enzymes partial negative charge and the positive polymer generated through oxidation. It is possible that the enzyme takes the role of the anion balancing the charge created during polymerisation. This method incorporates the two processes in one simple function avoiding time implications associated with the other methods such as adsorption, affinity binding and covalent immobilisation.
The limitations of this method include the mild conditions required to sustain the enzyme whilst it is entrapped this therefore limits the choice of starting monomer as it needs to be water soluble and easily oxidised. The produced polymer is likely to be hydrophobic which will affect the structure of the protein possibly leading to decreased biological activity. Hydrophilic properties can be imparted to the material through a synthetic approach, however this would then implement a more time consuming technique and remove the simplicity of a single-pot procedure. Additional problems involve high enzyme concentration, increased cost and potential difficulty surrounding substrate-enzyme accessibility which is essential to processes such as affinity complex formation (antibody-antigen and hybridization of nucleotides) and so other methods of immobilisation may be more beneficial.

1.16.3. Affinity Binding

This technique concentrates upon the attachment of the sensing element to the surface of the conducting polymer. It involves strong non-covalent interactions to secure the compound, which can provide minimal loss of biomolecule activity. Complexes that demonstrate this high obtainable affinity include the avidin-biotin interaction and DNA single strand pairing through an intercalator molecule. The method offers good control over the molecule “orientation” important for the facilitation of the analyte “interaction” and therefore high accessibility to the bound substrate.

1.16.4. Covalent Immobilisation

The immobilisation technique that far surpasses the methods mentioned so far in terms of binding strength is covalent attachment. Functionality imparted to the polymer backbone provides the covalent bond producing strong and efficient immobilisation generating a very robust and stable system under adverse conditions and subsequently improves the biosensor lifetime.

The disadvantages surrounding this method are; the increased complexity in comparison to the other techniques and the unsuitable reaction conditions that are unfavourable to biological species.

In most cases commercially available functionalised monomers are utilised and if they cannot be obtained synthetic routes provide an option. Functionalised polymer
Chapter 1 Introduction

Materials with aldehyde and carboxylic acid groups have been used for covalent immobilisation following different strategies. The use of carboxylic acid groups for covalent linkage is popular as there are commercially available monomers of this type and generation of the peptide linkage occurs through a well established reaction method. The difficulty associated in generating polymers with this particular species is due to the electron withdrawing effect it causes upon the starting monomer, therefore polymerisation can be problematic. The protection of these groups through esterification has been explored and eliminates polymerisation difficulties due to inductive effects although steric hindrance is likely to then constitute the limiting factor.

Activated esters assist the generation of covalent peptide linkage between the monomer and the biomolecule bearing amine groups. Such activated esters include \( p \)-nitrophenol, pentafluorophenol, 1-hydroxy benzotriazole, 3-hydroxy-4-oxo benzotriazine and N-hydroxysuccinimide where commonly a carboxylic acid group has been protected and functionalised to react with the amine groups under mild conditions.

1.16.5. Carbodiimide coupling

Carbodiimides are extensively used in the formation of peptide amide bonds from carboxylic acids and amines. The condensation reaction has been employed for the modification of conducting polymer substrates. Various carbodiimide coupling reagents exist and can be implemented within aqueous or organic reaction environments.

The carboxylic acid groups are esterified by the carbodiimide producing the very reactive intermediate \( \text{O-acyl isourea} \). Amine species located in protein molecules can then attach through the carbonyl carbon forcing electron rearrangement and the subsequent elimination of the carbodiimide reagent with oxygen attachment.

A second approach is to activate the carboxylic acid function on the monomer unit therefore ensuring all modified monomers have the potential to initiate biological binding followed by polymerisation into an activated matrix. This reaction can be performed within organic media as the protein is not introduced at this stage. This method generates a more complex web of side reactions through influential parameters such as the incorporation of bases or nucleophiles, reagent ratio, solvent
polarity and pH\textsuperscript{154}. The instability of the reaction intermediate O-acyl isourea causes the isolation of this compound to be extremely problematic. Therefore isolated O-acyl isourea compounds are uncommon and are mainly witnessed as intermediates as their instability forces racemisation to occur generating the more stable N-acyl isourea conformation which does not facilitate biological linkage\textsuperscript{155}.

The way to resolve this difficulty is to introduce an additive into the reaction solution that has the direct purpose of “trapping” and stabilising the reactive intermediate. By stabilising the species required for the amide coupling, peptide bonding can proceed through the formation of an activated ester. The main coupling catalysts used for this purpose are N-hydroxysuccinimide (HOSu) and N-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt).

1.17. Factors Influencing Sensor Response

Sensor response encompasses several areas that determine the overall effectiveness of an enzyme electrode. Optimising the response capability and maintaining signal reproducibility are important when developing the sensor. Equally rapid response times influence efficiency and enable glucose determination for practical analysis.

1.17.1. Optimising the Sensor Response

A major influence on sensor response is enzyme activity. The choice of enzyme determines the maximum rate of conversion for the substrate so a higher enzyme activity is favourable. To achieve optimum activity pH and temperature can be altered. Enzymes typically have a pH range over which they are operational however an optimum pH will exist where activity will be highest. Immobilised enzymes are likely to exhibit a pH range shift compared to soluble enzyme due to the different environment introduced, however activity is likely to be lost at pH values <3 and >9\textsuperscript{156}. Increasing the temperature generally sees a higher reaction rate as a 10 degree rise will approximately double the rate of reaction. Immobilisation benefits the enzyme when increased temperature is unavoidable as increased stability is imparted to the biological element. Room temperature is frequently employed, which is accepted as 25 degrees; however many countries with warmer climates employ higher limits as clinical measurements are performed in this environment. Enzyme loading is a commonly explored variable, as the amount of catalytic reagent deployed will affect the amount of product generated. The optimum quantity is dependent upon the
enzyme electrode structure including immobilisation matrix thickness and composition. Too much enzyme may decrease the matrix porosity obstructing diffusion channels and too little may lead to small signals.

1.17.2. Signal Reproducibility
Generating the optimum response is important but if it cannot be maintained then the sensor has little value for repeated analysis and therefore must conform to a single use disposable biosensor system. Stability of the response can be increased primarily through the immobilisation technique used to support the enzyme. Through the three commonly practised methods covalent attachment delivers the greatest stability to the system concerning enzyme leaching. The strong irreversible linkages improve the sensor’s long term stability and provide increased reproducibility where non covalent methods suffer from loss of enzyme. It is generally observed that biosensor longevity is associated with immobilisation efficiency and follows the order chemical attachment > physically bound > solubilised\textsuperscript{156}. The prepared enzyme electrodes should be stored in buffer solution when not in use and although room temperature is generally accepted, lower temperatures of 4 degrees and therefore refrigerator storage is recommended. Integrating a dialysis membrane or cellophane film aids stability of the system especially where chemical immobilisation is not practiced. The membrane permeability restricts passage of the enzyme but permits diffusion of the analyte into the film for detection. The dialysis membrane also prevents bacteria entering the polymer/enzyme matrix during storage.

1.17.3. Sensor Response Time
A wide range of factors that include diffusion effects, substrate and enzyme concentration, pH and temperature of the system, the membrane thickness and the potential to include additional membranes in the device affect sensor response time. It is important to generate a relatively quick response as biosensors are generally marketed on their “real time use” within environmental and clinical applications. Therefore all the variables must be considered and investigated to determine an effective response time.

1.17.3.1. Diffusion Effects
Sensors developed for analytical use are devoid of diffusion effects through a liquid surround as they are reagentless systems. In contrast experimental set ups employ
mechanical stirring and therefore mass transport must be considered. The rate of substrate movement is dependent upon the stirring rate of the solution therefore a faster stirring setting will afford a quicker response. Therefore it is important to fix the stirring setting at a constant rate to ensure response times are influenced through other factors. The analyte of interest is therefore directly in contact with the supporting enzyme matrix; therefore internal diffusion is the limiting diffusion factor.

1.17.3.2. Substrate and Enzyme Concentration

In general the higher the concentration of the substrate the greater the rate of reaction and therefore the faster the response time as more enzyme activity will increase the rate of conversion from start reagents to product. However there exists an enzyme loading limit as increasing the available activity also increases the supporting matrix thickness\(^{157}\). Increasing the thickness introduces an extended diffusion barrier and it is reported that when the limit is approached response times dramatically increase. Therefore depending upon the material used an optimal enzyme load versus thickness exists and must be investigated. It is recommended that a thin support material be employed with the highest enzyme activity incorporated into the matrix for obtaining rapid enzyme kinetics and hence rapid responses.

1.17.3.3. Effect of pH and Temperature

Achieving maximum enzyme activity requires optimal pH and temperature conditions; however the different environment produced through immobilisation causes a shift from their reported optimum values. Glucose oxidase has an optimum pH value of 5.5 within a solution environment whereas once immobilised shifts to encompass a possible range of pH 5.8-8.0\(^{158}\). Therefore to achieve the fastest responses the optimum pH should be utilised. However the sensor electrode may not demonstrate the same optimal behaviour as the immobilised enzyme and a compromise is therefore required. Extreme temperature differences can either denature the enzyme or significantly reduce the reaction rate and therefore room temperature is employed as the biosensor device will be used within this environment.

1.17.3.4. Matrix Thickness and Dialysis Membrane Effects

Stable measurements are governed by the diffusion rate of the substrate through the film to the enzyme and the diffusion of the catalysed products through the matrix to
the electrode surface. Matrix composition such as thickness and porosity contribute to the diffusion rate\textsuperscript{159} which affects the reaction rate to generate equation 1.7.

\[ V = \frac{K_d E_0 q^2}{DK_m} \]  

Eq 1.7

Membrane thickness \( d \), diffusion coefficient \( D \), the Michaelis constant \( K_m \), and the maximum velocity of the enzyme reaction \( V_{\text{max}} \) are related to provide \( V \) in which an increasing value indicates a higher rate of enzyme catalysis compared to the diffusion of the species. Where the rate of the enzyme reaction is faster than the rate of diffusion the process is referred to as diffusion controlled. In the opposite case where the enzyme reaction is the rate limiting step the process is reaction controlled. Diffusion controlled reactions provide advantages to the system where sensitivity is independent of enzyme activity and concentration, including inhibitors and pH variation. Temperature effects are minimal as diffusion is less affected than the enzyme reaction. Extended linear range and greater functional stability are also gained through diffusion limited biosensors however the major disadvantage corresponds inevitably to slower response times due to larger film thickness.

Incorporating a membrane secures the enzyme within the matrix and discourages microorganism growth however the speed of response can be affected with thicker membranes although this can be avoided if small scale membranes are employed.

1.18. Polythiophenes for Biosensor Applications

Many materials within the conducting polymer family have been investigated for potential use within a biosensor format however there still remains opportunity to potentially improve areas of the biosensor design.

Polythiophene is a conducting polymer that has a largely untapped potential use in biosensor systems. With the exception of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), polythiophenes have not been exploited in biosensors as they lack aqueous solubility. However post polymerisation treatment can allow enzyme immobilisation through a carbodiimide coupling reaction. Therefore various materials and analytes that require very diverse environments can function in one biosensor device.
The aim of this project is to produce a biosensor capable of facile analyte detection based upon the well documented glucose oxidase system. By tailoring the thiophene monomer to incorporate the functionality for covalent enzyme immobilisation the overall process for the biosensor construction can be simplified without loss of sensitivity.

Recent polythiophene biosensor research has seen the use of a range of polymer structures. A water soluble thiophene has been employed to produce poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene), PEDOT (compound 1). This material entraps the enzyme within the polymer matrix during the polymerisation stage and this can lead to some variability in the final sensor response due to enzyme leakage.

Korean researchers in 2005 produced poly(terthiophene-3’-carboxylic acid), compound 2. Whilst this material seems to be very reproducible in a biosensor format it does provide a fixed ratio of binding sites on the polymer layer which may, or may not be the optimum required.

Additional thiophene analogues demonstrated below show extended monomer systems for the incorporation of enzyme moieties.
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Compound 3

\[
\text{poly(thiophene-2-aminophenol-thiophene-3-acetic acid) (PTAPTAA)}
\]

Compound 4

\[
n-(4-(3-thienylmethylene)-oxycarbonylphenyl) maleimide (MBThi)
\]

The development of poly(thiophene-2-aminophenol-thiophene-3-acetic acid)\(^{161}\) by Kim et al maintains the use of the carboxylic acid functional group for successful immobilisation. However such a diverse and complicated system offers no additional advantages over simplified thiophene films and therefore attracts little attention for future research towards biosensor applications. Similarly the Middle East Technical University in Turkey prepared an extensive thiophene monomer \(n-(4-(3-thienylmethylene)-oxycarbonylphenyl)\) maleimide (MBThi)\(^{162}\) for the copolymerisation with pyrrole and styrene\(^{162-163}\). The copolymer was designed for the entrapment of enzymes, incorporating various organic units for their rigidity within the polymer backbone providing the polymer with superior mechanical and thermal stability. Although the stability of the polymer material is important it is the stability of the biological compound that offers long term use of the biosensor. Immobilisation of the biological species through entrapment is known to offer limited stability and therefore is not ideal for a multiuse biosensor device.
Compound 5

thiophene-3-acetic acid, thiophene and
dicyclopentadienyl iron-1,4-dienylmethyl-
2-(thiophen-3-yl)acetate
copolymer
(T3AA-T-TFc)

Compound 6

Thiophene-3-acetic acid/3-methylthiophene
copolymer
(T3AA-MT)

Compound 5 demonstrates a polymer matrix with a covalently bound mediator this is an advantage as the mediator would normally be introduced separately. The data for reproducibility and biosensor stability is not reported for this biosensor format which is important for such devices and therefore its performance is unclear\textsuperscript{164}. A common polythiophene format for biosensor applications that is prepared under organic conditions is displayed as compound 6 and is a copolymer of thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene. It is a simple and well documented functional copolymer capable of covalent attachment through the carboxylic acid substituent. The optimum composition has been determined requiring only 10% T3AA groups for potential enzyme attachment. Generation of the film upon a platinum electrode employing electrochemical techniques is typical using acetonitrile and dopants such as tetrabutylammonium tetrafloroborate and tetraethylammonium perchlorate (TEAP)\textsuperscript{53}. Differences are observed for the film thickness (6 mC/cm\textsuperscript{2} -800 mC/cm\textsuperscript{2} influencing enzyme loading\textsuperscript{51,54}. Enzyme attachment generally proceeds through a two step process with activation of the carboxylic acid groups using a carbodiimide reagent in
which a stabilising agent can be used. Enzyme immobilisation then follows in a buffered solution, with varied reaction times (1-24 hrs) at each stage\textsuperscript{48}.

**Compound 7**

\[
\text{N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate/3-methylthiophene copolymer (STA-MT)}
\]

**Compound 8**

\[
\text{N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate/3-methylthiophene copolymer (STTA-MT)}
\]

The proposed biosensor system that will be investigated for its amperometric response to glucose will incorporate an activated ester thiophene monomer. The two activated monomers will be investigated and synthesised from their corresponding starting compounds of thiophene-3-acetic acid and trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid which are inexpensive and commercially available. To enable activation of the carboxylic acid functional group N-hydroxysuccinimide will be used in combination with a condensation reagent of the carbodiimide family\textsuperscript{48,51-55,67,140-141,151-152}. It is envisaged that the prepared monomer will represent the primed species generated within the preparation of the simple T3AA-MT copolymer films creating a thiophene monomer ready for enzyme immobilisation. By introducing the activated species directly into the copolymer film enzyme immobilisation should proceed readily under controlled conditions through the use of a single buffered enzyme solution eliminating further preparation and simplifying the immobilisation process. Generating the film electrochemically with the incorporation of 3-methylthiophene will allow a range of
copolymers to be produced with the direct intention to quantify the content of the activated monomer specifically to optimise enzyme loading. Through the introduction of a spatially diverse monomer and a complete conjugated system seen in compound 8, changes to the film structure will be expected and subsequently the films may acquire modified properties. The characteristics of the films will be probed using cyclic voltammetry with FTIR and elemental analysis to determine the copolymer ratio. Further characterisation will include morphological studies upon the copolymers to generate information regarding porosity and film structure. Analysis of the dopant content for a range of copolymer compositions will be undertaken to gain an understanding of the film deposition process. In conjunction with the analysis of the activated copolymer systems the thiophene-3-acetic acid/3-methylthiophene and trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid/3-methylthiophene copolymers will be investigated for comparative studies.

This project is directed towards the successful development of a novel copolymer capable of covalently binding biological species for specific recognition of its complementary counterpart. Preliminary studies provide the foundation of this investigation exploring the electrochemistry of various polythiophene monomers to gain an understanding of the redox properties of the various polymer systems. By probing a range of thiophene monomers conclusions can be drawn regarding the changes to the monomer structure that can help elucidate potential problems and gain an insight into the properties required for successful polymerisation. It is also important to maintain the functionality needed to support the biological compound and consider the effects of electron transport through manipulation of the thiophene ring and copolymer ratio.
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Table 2.1. Reagents and Purity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reagent name</th>
<th>Purity</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thiophene Monomers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,2’-Bithiophene</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Dodecylthiophene</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Methylthiophene</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl thiophene-3-carboxylate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Octadecylthiopene</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Octylthiophene</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiophene-3-acetic acid</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Thiophenecarboxylic acid</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>Acros Organics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Thiophenemalonic acid</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrolytes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium perchlorate</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrabutylammonium perchlorate</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>Acros Organics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraethylammonium $p$-toluene sulfonate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrodes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glassy carbon 3 mm diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bioanalytical Systems Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold electrode 1.6 mm diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bioanalytical Systems Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indium tin oxide glass slides</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum electrode 1.6 mm diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bioanalytical Systems Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum wire 5 cm, 0.5 mm diameter</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>Fisher Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated calomel electrode</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sentek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver-Silver Chloride</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bioanalytical Systems Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Materials for Maintaining Electrodes and System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium oxide</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>Alfa Aesar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrocene (dicyclopentadienyl iron)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Reagents for Synthesis Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reagent</th>
<th>Purity</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tert-Butanol (anhydrous)</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3-Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N,N’-Diisopropylcarbodiimide</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Hydroxysuccinimide</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (III) chloride anhydrous</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lancaster Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol (anhydrous)</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum(V) chloride</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica TLC cards</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thionyl chloride</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reagents for Biosensor Investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reagent</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose Oxidase (EC 1.1.3.4, type X-S 155 U/mg from <em>Aspergillus niger</em>)</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium dihydrogenphosphate</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium chloride</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium chloride</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Solvents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetonitrile HPLC grade</td>
<td>Fisher Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dichlormethane laboratory reagent grade</td>
<td>Fisher Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuterated chloroform</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl acetate laboratory reagent grade</td>
<td>Fisher Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum ether laboratory reagent grade</td>
<td>Fisher Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylene carbonate</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.0. Synthetic Procedures

Several thiophene monomers were chemically synthesised to investigate electrochemical polymerisation techniques. Esterification employing thiophene-3-acetic acid as the starting reagent was the focus for each synthetic procedure.

2.0.1. Synthesis of Methyl thiophene-3-carboxylate

The synthesis of simple thiophene esters are described in schemes 2.1 and 2.2. The method followed the procedure from Ruff and Abenas\textsuperscript{166} and Ganapathy \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{167} with the formation of the acid chloride from the addition of dichloromethane and thionyl chloride.

\begin{center}
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Scheme 2.1. Synthesis of methyl thiophene-3-carboxylate

Thionyl chloride was added in excess to a solution of thiophene-3-acetic acid (0.5 g) dichloromethane (50 ml) and toluene (20 ml). The reaction mixture was heated under reflux for 5 hours, cooled and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. Dry dichloromethane (40 ml) was added and the reaction vessel was placed under nitrogen. Anhydrous methanol (5 ml) was added under nitrogen and the reaction was left to stir for 1 hour in which the progress of the reaction was monitored using TLC. Purification was performed upon silica gel column chromatography using a ratio of 2:1 ethyl acetate and petroleum ether solvent system. The fractions were collected and the solvent was removed leaving an off-white solid material which was determined to be the methyl thiophene-3-carboxylate with a yield of 51.5%.
Table 2.2. $^1$H nmr (500 MHz) Data in CDCl$_3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift ($\delta$)</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>No. of H</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.31-7.28</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.17-7.16</td>
<td>d,d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.07-7.05</td>
<td>d,d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOCH$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOCH$_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3. $^{13}$C nmr (500 MHz) Data in CDCl$_3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift ($\delta$)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>171.57</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOCH$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.58</td>
<td>CHSCHCHCCH$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.07-128.26</td>
<td>Thiophene ring carbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122.91-122.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.06</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOCH$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.65</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOCH$_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IR Data
C=O st. (ester) 1735 cm$^{-1}$
C-O st. (ester) 1216 cm$^{-1}$ and 1154 cm$^{-1}$
C-H st. (alkene C=C-H) (Ar-H) 2904-3097 cm$^{-1}$

2.0.2. Synthesis of Tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate

![Scheme 2.2. Synthesis of tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate](image)
The same method was employed for the synthesis of tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate where the methyl alcohol was substituted for the butyl alcohol reagent (0.5 ml). The yield obtained was 54.9%.

Table 2.4. $^1$H nmr (500 MHz) Data in CDCl$_3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift (δ)</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>No. of H</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.31-7.29</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.16-7.15</td>
<td>d,d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.07-7.06</td>
<td>d,d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOC(CH$_3$)$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOC(CH$_3$)$_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5. $^{13}$C nmr (500 MHz) Data in CDCl$_3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift (δ)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>170.4</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOC(CH$_3$)$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.3</td>
<td>CHSCHCHCCH$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.4</td>
<td>Thiophene ring carbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOC(CH$_3$)$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOC(CH$_3$)$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>CH$_2$COOC(CH$_3$)$_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IR Data
- C=O st. (ester) 1733 cm$^{-1}$
- C-O st. (ester) 1141 cm$^{-1}$ and 1080 cm$^{-1}$
- C-H st. (alkene C=C-H) (Ar-H) 2929-3107 cm$^{-1}$
2.0.3. Synthesis of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate

N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate was prepared from thiophene-3-acetic acid using dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) as coupling reagent detailed in scheme 2.3.

![Scheme 2.3: Synthesis of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate](image)

The general procedure for the synthesis is as follows: Thiophene-3-acetic acid (1.86 g), DCC (2.7 g) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (1.5 g) in an equal mole ratio were combined with 90 ml of acetonitrile. The reaction was stirred for 24 hours at room temperature and monitored through TLC. When the reaction had reached completion it was filtered and the solvent was reduced under pressure. The reaction mixture was purified upon a silica column with ethyl acetate and petroleum ether at a ratio of 1:1. The product was collected as an off white solid material which was determined as N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate with a yield of 66.0 %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift ($\delta$)</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>No. of H</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.35-7.34</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.32-7.29</td>
<td>d,d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.11-7.10</td>
<td>d,d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\text{CH}_2\text{COOC(CH}_3\text{)}_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\text{CH}_2\text{COOC(CH}_3\text{)}_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.7. $^{13}$C nmr (500 MHz) Data in CDCl$_3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift (δ)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>168.98</td>
<td>CH$_2$COON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166.25</td>
<td>CH$_2$COON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.62</td>
<td>CHSCHCHCCH$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126.25</td>
<td>Thiophene ring carbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.31</td>
<td>CHSCHCHCCH$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.25</td>
<td>CH$_2$COON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IR Data
C=O st. (ester) 1724 cm$^{-1}$
C=O st. (Saturated anhydride –CO-N-CO-) 1781 cm$^{-1}$ and 1823 cm$^{-1}$
C-O st. 1198 cm$^{-1}$ and 1253 cm$^{-1}$
C-H st. (alkene C=C-H), (Ar-H) 2849- 3095 cm$^{-1}$

2.0.4. Synthesis of N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate

Equal mole ratios of all reagents were used to synthesise N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate. Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid (67.1 mg) was prepared with the same method for the synthesis of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate in scheme 2.3. N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate was obtained with a yield of 59.8%.
Chapter 2 Materials and Methods

Table 2.8. $^1$H nmr (500 MHz) Data in CDCl$_3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift ($\delta$)</th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>No. of H</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.85-7.81</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CHCHCOON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.57-7.56</td>
<td>d,d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.33-7.31</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.28-7.26</td>
<td>d,d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H-position 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.40-5.97</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CHCHCOON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.82-2.81</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CHCHCOON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.9. $^{13}$C nmr (500 MHz) Data in CDCl$_3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift ($\delta$)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>169.36</td>
<td>CHCHCOON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162.32</td>
<td>CHCHCOON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143.21</td>
<td>CHCHCOON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136.82</td>
<td>CHSCHHCCHCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127.55</td>
<td>Thiophene ring carbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110.95</td>
<td>CHSCHHCCHCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.62</td>
<td>CH$_2$COON(CO)$_2$(CH$_2$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IR Data
C=O st. (ester) 1724 cm$^{-1}$
C=O st. (Saturated anhydride –CO-N-CO-) 1761 cm$^{-1}$ and 1784 cm$^{-1}$
C-O st. 1213 cm$^{-1}$ and 1194 cm$^{-1}$
C-H st. (alkene C=C-H), (Ar-H) 2852- 3098 cm$^{-1}$

2.1. Polymer Generation

2.1.1. Chemical Polymerisation
Chemical polymerisation was performed upon the three acid substituted monomers 3-thiophenecarboxylic acid, thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-thiophenemalonic acid along
with thiophene and bithiophene, which were known to polymerise readily. The same quantity of each monomer material (0.5 g) was dissolved in 25 ml of acetonitrile and 1.0 g of anhydrous FeCl₃ was introduced to the mixture as the oxidant. A second set of chemical polymerisation was performed for the same monomers with a more powerful oxidant (MoCl₅).

**2.1.2. Electrochemical Polymerisation**

Electrochemistry investigations were performed using autolab software with a general-purpose electrochemical system installed with windows version 4.9. A conventional three-electrode set up was employed with a platinum working electrode, platinum wire counter electrode and an Ag|AgCl/KCl sat reference electrode. A 1 mM ferrocene solution was used for checking the integrity of the system each day and aluminium oxide slurry provided the ideal medium for electrode surface regeneration after subsequent film formation.

Development of the polymer film upon the platinum working electrode surface was typically produced with 0.1 M of monomer in a 0.1 M electrolyte solution of 10 ml solvent. The parameters chosen depended upon the experiment undertaken but included those listed below. Initial studies of polymer growth were performed by cyclic voltammetry and eventually potentiostatic conditions generated thicker films with a passed charge of 800 mC for microscopy and elemental characterisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate</td>
<td>Acetonitrile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium perchlorate</td>
<td>Propylene carbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrabutylammonium perchlorate</td>
<td>Dichloromethane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraethylammonium p-toluenesulfonate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.2. Film Characterisation**

The polymer films which remained attached to the electrode surface were washed thoroughly in acetonitrile to remove excess monomer and electrolyte.
Cyclic voltammetry was chosen for the characterisation of the electrochemically-generated polymer incorporating a monomer free solution with 0.1 M electrolyte and 10 ml of organic solvent.

2.3. Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

Atomic absorption spectroscopy was employed for the quantification of carboxylic acid functional groups within various copolymer ratios by sodium exchange.

Plastic volumetric flasks and beakers were used within the investigation to avoid sodium absorption onto glass and the primary standard sodium chloride was used after oven drying (50 °C overnight) for the sodium exchange and standard preparation for the instrument.

Homopolymers of 0.6 M thiophene-3-acetic acid (2.2 V 800 mC) and 0.1 M 3-methylthiophene (1.7 V 800 mC) were first grown and used at the same weight to determine the accuracy of the method. A five figure analytical balance was used for accurate mass determination in which 0.45 mg films were used and weighed to constant mass.

The films were placed in 2 M Na⁺ solution and agitated for 10 minutes then left overnight. An extensive wash method was employed to eliminate trapped sodium from the material which included three, 30 second vortex of the ion exchanged film in hot ultra pure water followed by 20 minutes of gentle boiling in 40 ml and finally 50 ml of hot ultra pure water washed over the film in a filter using a pipette.

After 30 minutes in the oven to dry at 100 °C the films were placed in epindorff tubes with 1.2 ml of high grade (low sodium content) concentrated HNO₃ and left to completely dissolve.

Calculation for Sodium Ion Content in a 0.45 mg Poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) Film.

\[
Mols = \frac{0.45 \times 10^{-3} \text{g}}{142 \text{gmol}^{-1}} = 3.17 \times 10^{-6} \text{ mol}
\]
\[
\text{Concentration} = \frac{3.17 \times 10^{-6}}{0.0012} = 2.64 \times 10^{-3} M
\]

\[2.64 \times 10^{-3} \times 23 \times 1000 = 60.72 \text{ ppm of Na}^+\]

From the calculation above a suitable dilution could be determined for the atomic absorption spectrometer as the highest concentration measureable is 1 ppm.

Standards were prepared from a 10 ppm Na\(^+\) stock solution covering the range 0.1-1 ppm and were run on the instrument using a sodium lamp set at a wavelength of 589 nm. The Standards were prepared fresh each day providing a straight line calibration graph.

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy with Elemental Detection

Microscopy enables a pictorial representation of the structure generating morphological information. In this case scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is employed for the visual characterisation of the polymer films.

Scanning electron microscopy forms the images seen by the generation of electrons in contrast to conventional microscopes that utilise light. This approach allows for larger depth of field, greater magnification and higher resolution. The images obtained are created through either secondary or backscattered electrons which are generated when the incident electron beam interacts with the specimen.

Backscattered electrons originate from the incident beam and have been deflected through a circular path around the atoms nucleus. Such electrons that occupy this path have sufficient energy to exit the sample whereas lower energy backscattered electrons have generally passed through smaller angle scattering events to eventually emerge from the material. Due to the differing nuclei within the various atomic species the number of deflected electrons will vary as larger atoms will increase the amount of backscattered electrons.

Secondary electrons can also be used for viewing the image. The electrons detected are outer shell electrons released from the sample atoms by interaction with the
incident beam. They are low in energy and so can only escape from a shallow depth to be detected.

![Diagram of various forms of energy release produced through sample irradiation](image)

**Figure 2.1 Various forms of energy release produced through sample irradiation**

### 2.4.1. Elemental Analysis

The scanning electron microscope is equipped with elemental acquisition capabilities in the form of an energy-dispersive x-ray detector. X-rays are the result of the emission of inner core electrons, leaving the atom in an ionised form where stabilisation then occurs by the transition of an outer electron to fill the vacancy with the generation of an x-ray photon. The energy of the emitted x-ray photon is associated with the elements electronic configuration and is therefore unique to the individual element.

Films were grown potentiostatically upon either the platinum working electrode or ITO glass depending upon film thickness and amounts required.

Due to the conducting properties of the polymer materials the samples did not require sputter coating and were therefore peeled away from the electrode surface and mounted upon aluminium stubs for microscopy examination upon the solution side of the electro generated material.

Secondary electron detection was responsible for the images generated. A range of magnifications were employed to establish detailed polymer film topography.

Backscattered electron mode enabled elemental mapping of the samples and x-ray generated signals were used to identify the composition and measure the abundance of
elements in the sample. For reliable elemental data the system recommended a high-energy electron beam set to 20 kV and a working distance of 10 mm. Spot size remained constant at 69 and dead time was recommended to be no lower than 20%. The parameters chosen remained unchanged where elemental information was concerned in order to compile data over several areas of the sample for the generation of average values.

2.5. Fourier Transform Infra Red Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Both monomeric and polymeric material were characterised by infra red spectroscopy. Monomers obtained commercially were analysed along with synthetically produced monomer as a method for identification. Spectra were recorded over the range of 400 cm\(^{-1}\) to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) and data provided in absorbance mode for comparison purposes. Copolymer composites were characterised through FTIR for assignment of the carbonyl function group and its intensity.

2.6. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

Commercial and synthetic monomers were analysed on a 500 MHz NMR instrument using both carbon and proton NMR operation for identification and to assess the purity of the synthesised material. The solvent used was CDCl\(_3\) unless otherwise stated.

2.7. Biosensor Analysis

Optimum conditions were established for the sensor device in which the methods for the optimised biosensor system are reported here, all other experimental conditions are documented with the results in chapter 5.

2.7.1. Film Preparation

Copolymer films of thiophene-3-acetic acid/3-methylthiophene, trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid/3-methylthiophene, N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate/3-methylthiophene and N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate/3-methylthiophene were grown potentiostatically at 2.2 V until a charge of 50 mC was reached. The electrodes were washed with acetonitrile to remove excess monomer and electrolyte and then left on the bench top for the solvent to evaporate prior to enzyme immobilisation.
2.7.2. Enzyme Immobilisation

Copolymers containing the activated ester (N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate/3-methylthiophene and N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate/3-methylthiophene) were placed in 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 with 16 mg /5 ml (153100 Units/G) glucose oxidase (Aspergillus niger) for six hours and left to stir gently at room temperature. After six hours the enzyme electrodes were removed from the enzyme solution and rinsed with phosphate buffer solution in which they were then stored and kept at room temperature (unless otherwise stated) until they were analysed.

Copolymers with the carboxylic acid group were immobilised with glucose oxidase (16 mg) in a 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 with EDC (60 mg) for six hours at room temperature for a direct comparison.

2.7.3. Response to Glucose

A three electrode system was prepared as stated in section 2.1.2. The analysis of the enzyme electrodes were performed in 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution with 0.01 M sodium chloride as the electrolyte under constant stirred conditions. 0.1 M p-benzoquinone was employed as a mediator using the same amount stated in the literature\textsuperscript{54} for the generation of reproducible results.

Amperometry was used to monitor the current signal to 0.1 M additions of glucose with an applied potential of 0.45 V with the mediator in solution and 0.70 V when no mediator was used. Sufficient time was allowed upon each glucose addition for the signal to stabilise and an accurate reading to be recorded. All data was displayed as current density against glucose concentration.
2.8. UV Spectroscopy

UV spectroscopy was used to establish whether the glucose oxidase was active prior to its immobilisation\textsuperscript{169}.

A 16 mM glucose sample was prepared by taking 4 ml of a 0.2 M glucose stock solution and diluting to 50 ml with deionised water. A blank was used containing only deionised water.

An enzyme working solution was also prepared containing 7.50 mM phenol, 2.50 mM 4-aminophenazone, 0.5 IU/mL GOx, and 20 IU/mL HRP in 25 ml of 0.10 M pH 7.0 phosphate buffer.

2 ml of the enzyme working solution was delivered to a cuvette followed by the addition of 0.4 ml of the 16 mM glucose solution. The reaction mixture was shaken and inserted into the spectrometer. The first reading was taken immediately and a stopwatch was started. Absorbance values were then taken every minute for 10 minutes. The same method was followed for the blank and the data was recorded and displayed in table 2.11.

Table 2.11. Absorbance Readings Taken from an Enzyme Assay and Blank Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Glucose Assay</th>
<th>Blank Assay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.2. Measurement of absorbance as a function of time for glucose oxidase assays with and without glucose.

The increase in absorbance where glucose was present demonstrated that the enzyme was active and therefore was used for immobilisation upon the conducting polymer platforms in chapter 5.
Chapter 3 Electrochemistry of Polythiophene Materials
3.0. Electrochemistry of Polythiophenes

Thiophene compounds were investigated using electrochemical techniques to establish criteria for polymerisation and film stability for their potential use as a substrate to accommodate a biological species. Simple thiophene compounds were explored initially with the dimer 2,2’-bithiophene, chosen as a substitute for the thiophene monomer as thiophene is unsuitable for prolonged use due to its odoriferous effects.

The electrochemistry of simple polythiophene materials has been extensively investigated\textsuperscript{17,24-25,34-35,41,44,170}. The repetition of this work within our own experimental set up is important in order to understand and interpret the subsequent behaviour of novel materials.

3.0.1. Electrochemical Polymerisation of Bithiophene

Polymer film generation is dependent upon several factors such as solvent, potential, and monomer concentration. The potential required to initiate polymerisation is the oxidation potential and can be determined by cycling voltammetry of a monomer / electrolyte solution. The current increase observed indicates polymerisation at the electrode surface with an increase in current through subsequent scans. Cyclic voltammetry is also used to probe the electrochemistry of the resulting film. Typically a large potential sweep is employed for the investigation of new compounds to ensure all the electrochemical data is collected.

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the electrochemical oxidation of bithiophene in a 0.1 M monomer solution using TBATFB as electrolyte. The signal increase at 1.16 V indicates the oxidation of the monomer and is typified by the presence of a hysteresis or nucleation loop characteristic of the polymerisation of conducting polymers\textsuperscript{7,45,65,67,78}. Further extension of the potential towards positive values seen in figure 3.1 introduces over oxidation. It is recommended that over oxidation be avoided due to irreparable damage to the film. Disruption caused along the polymer chain backbone through twisting destroys the conjugative effect that is responsible for film conductivity\textsuperscript{15-17}. 
Potentiostatic polymerisation was used as a different approach to determine the oxidisation potential of bithiophene. A series of experiments employing fixed potentials were performed over 60 s concluding that successful polymerisation does not commence until a sufficiently high potential is applied, determined for bithiophene as 1.2 V. Following all potentiostatic polymerisation experiments visual examination of the electrode surface was the initial method for identification of film formation which was coupled by the more reliable determination by characterisation through cyclic voltammetry.

Table 3.1. Potentiostatic Polymerisation of Bithiophene (SCE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8 V</td>
<td>No visible film</td>
<td>No redox signals in CV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 V</td>
<td>No visible film</td>
<td>No redox signals in CV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 V</td>
<td>No visible film</td>
<td>No redox signals in CV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 V</td>
<td>Dark yellow film</td>
<td>No redox signals in CV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 V</td>
<td>Black film produced</td>
<td>Broad redox signals in CV.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thick films generated by potentiostatic or potential cycling methods are difficult to characterise. The characterisation of a thick film produced by cyclic voltammetry can be seen in figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2. Characterisation of poly(bithiophene) utilising a wide potential window.](image)

Broad oxidation from +0.6 V is observed with no clear oxidation peaks and reduction represents a broad peak at around -0.25 V. These ill defined responses are unsuitable in terms of characterising the effects of growth parameter changes and therefore a potentiodynamic method was employed which allowed reliable oxidation and reduction information to be generated by setting the oxidation potential of the monomer as the cycle limit and controlling the amount of cycles passed for film development.

Figure 3.3 displays the typical i/E curve recorded during polymer potentiodynamic electrogeneration. The potential was cycled from 0 to +1.2 V at a scan rate of 100 mV s\(^{-1}\). The initial scan shows current increase from +1.0 V due to oxidation of the monomer to which a cathodic process occurring at \textit{ca.} + 0.7 V is directly associated.

Oxidation occurs more readily over consecutive cycles compared to the first potential scan. Monomer oxidation requires a larger potential for radical cation formation
compared to the longer polymer chains formed after several cycles. This is evident from the decreasing positive potentials required to oxidise the polymer upon increasing scan number.

The redox responses account for the p-doping and the de-doping of the bithiophene polymer growing upon the electrode. The electrolyte present in the polymerisation solution provides the anions that dope the developing film upon oxidation and de-dope the material through reduction over increasingly negative potentials. Polymer deposition can be indicated by the current signal increase, which is observed through consecutive cycling as the polymer layer thickens effectively increasing the surface area of the electrode.

Investigations into the cycle number for film generation concluded that five cycles over the potential range 0 V-1.2 V-0 V produced an even film that covered the electrode surface. Visible electrochromic switching could be detected from dark blue when oxidised to red upon reduction of the film and detailed redox data was provided when characterised through cyclic voltammetry.
3.0.2. Stability of Poly(bithiophene) during Cycling

Narrow potential range and low cycle numbers demonstrate maximum detail in the CV of the resulting poly(bithiophene) material seen in figure 3.4 where a monomer free CH$_3$CN/TBATFB solution was used and a potential window from 0.0 V to +1.4 V at 100 mV s$^{-1}$ was employed. The first scan demonstrates a clearly defined redox couple occurring at +1.09 V and +0.67 V. A negative shift directly follows upon the anodic response of the second scan which then progressively became more anodic through increased cycles. Signal decrease was evident, and the current fell to less than 40 % of the original anodic response although the rate of decline slowed with each cycle.

The initial large oxidation response is commonly observed with the electrogeneration of conducting polymers$^{171}$ as it is likely residual monomers or oligomers become trapped in the resulting polymer. The decreasing current throughout the remaining cycles can be explained as a result of the degradation of the pi orbital overlap through the polymer backbone described previously as over oxidation. This was observed through the manifestation of a second oxidation response from +1.2 V to +1.4 V.

![Figure 3.4. Degradation of poly(bithiophene) characterised by cyclic voltammetry.](image-url)
Characterisation potentials were investigated to establish a cycling limit that would conserve the integrity of the film thereby generating redox responses that would resist current decrease and potential shift.

Poly(bithiophene) films were grown under potentiodynamic conditions to +1.2 V for five consecutive cycles using TBATFB in both the growth and characterisation solutions. Their characterisation utilised three upper potential limits of +1.2, +1.4 and +1.6 V and can be seen below. The effect of higher potentials acting upon the film was clear. A larger second oxidation wave is generated when scanning out to +1.6 V destroying the film and generating minimal reduction on the reverse scan. The same effect was seen by Kabasakaloglu et al with polythiophene where redox features are lost and conductivity is destroyed at potentials above +1.4 V\textsuperscript{72}.

![Graph showing current-voltage characteristics](image)

**Figure 3.5.** Characterisation of bithiophene employing various potentials.

Initialising characterisation at 0 V where there was no electrochemistry and restricting scan potentials to +1.2 V generated a clear redox couple with a sharp anodic peak at +1.14 V followed by reduction at +0.72 V which, over several cycles maintained peak currents indicating a reversible process with high stability as shown in figure 3.6.
3.0.3. Electrochemical Characterisation of Bithiophene

The shape of the poly(bithiophene) voltammogram was dependent upon the starting potential of the cycle. Initialising polymer characterisation at potentials when the film was electrochemically active induced a much broader voltammogram with two reduction processes compared to starting the cycle at 0.0 V. Due to the broad response a wider potential window was employed to capture the electrochemical data, reducing the film thickness by controlling the cycle number provided additional information upon characterisation. The film generated by a single polymer growth cycle (0-1.2-0 V) clearly contains two redox couples in comparison to the single redox pair observed in the forward mode of characterisation. Oxidation is seen at +1.0 V with an ill defined response at +1.2 V and reduction of the film provides two broad cathodic responses seen at +1.0 V and +0.61 V.
3.0.4. Influence of Solvent and Dopant upon Bithiophene Growth

There exists a range of solvents suitable for electrochemical experiments the relevant solvent properties include solvating power and reactivity. Acetonitrile, dichloromethane and propylene carbonate were the three solvents investigated. All offer good solvating power important for ionic character with acetonitrile providing high stability under oxidative and reductive potentials, dichloromethane recommended for oxidative electrochemistry and propylene carbonate effective for use with lithium salts.

According to Roncali, the solvent used to electrogenerate conducting polymers provides influential effects upon the structure and properties associated with the film. It is therefore important to employ a solvent that possess high polarity to ensure the ionic conductivity of the system. Also electrochemical resistance of the solvent is important to enable film generation without suffering extensive decomposition at increased positive potentials.

The support electrolyte is an essential constituent in the electrochemical growth of conducting polymers. The electrochemical oxidation leads to the incorporation of...
charge compensating anions into the polymer film. The anions are referred to as the dopant ions and provide conductivity within the conjugated structure upon oxidation. However the film becomes electrically insulating when the dopant is forced out of the polymer through electrochemical reduction. The interaction of specific dopant ions in the polymer has been reported with suggested anion involvement occurring mostly within the polymer growth.

The dopant species employed within this investigation were \( p \)-toluene sulphonate, perchlorate and tetrafluoroborate. Two perchlorate species were studied with Li\(^+\) and TBA\(^+\) as the associated cations.

The three electrolytic solvents have been investigated to monitor the electrochemical behaviour upon the electrodeposition of the conducting film with the intercalation of four different dopants.

The electrochemical responses seen within different solvents demonstrate the facile electropolymerisation of 2,2-bithiophene in acetonitrile. Oxidation at lower potentials is achieved in acetonitrile with the most accumulated charge seen more clearly when five growth cycles had been completed.

Figure 3.8. The fifth 2,2-bithiophene growth cycle in a range of solvents with TBATFB.
Table 3.2. Polymer Growth Data for Different Solvent and Electrolyte systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Dopant</th>
<th>1st Scan (µC)</th>
<th>5th Scan (µC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetonitrile</td>
<td>TBATFB</td>
<td>73.82</td>
<td>138.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>190.4</td>
<td>136.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBAClO₄</td>
<td>126.5</td>
<td>359.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiClO₄</td>
<td>151.8</td>
<td>503.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylene Carbonate</td>
<td>TBATFB</td>
<td>37.85</td>
<td>56.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBAClO₄</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiClO₄</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>146.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dichloromethane</td>
<td>TBATFB</td>
<td>15.22</td>
<td>14.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBAClO₄</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>43.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these results the main response observed was clearly the higher current produced when acetonitrile was the solvent. The tabulated data displays the charge accumulated upon the first and fifth scans demonstrating their higher values. Various dopants were employed in the study which emphasized the larger currents obtained in this solvent where figure 3.9 displays the fifth scan of bithiophene grown in the various electrolyte media.
It was clear that the perchlorate grown films generated the larger currents with PTS demonstrating limited electrochemical activity. A single weak anodic signal is observed for the PTS incorporated solution with reduction remaining absent. Each electrolyte that produced increasing current signals through successive growth cycles developed the reduced form of the poly(bithiophene) film upon the electrode surface. The PTS electrolyte that did not generate the typical polymer growth response resulted in a yellow film. Therefore the PTS anion does not support polymer growth but passivates the electrode surface forming a yellow non conducting material observed after five potential sweeps.

The large current responses generated by LiClO$_4$ in acetonitrile can be associated with facile polymerisation in comparison to the other solvents and dopants investigated and therefore will be incorporated in the following electrochemical studies.

### 3.0.5. Investigating Different Dopants within Film Growth and Characterisation

The electropolymerisation of bithiophene in various solvent and electrolyte systems concluded that LiClO$_4$ and acetonitrile generated the largest current signals after five growth cycles with good adherent films covering the electrode surface.
The investigation of electrolyte employed for film characterisation is also important as the behaviour of the polymer material during the charge-discharge process is affected by the dopant used\(^{176}\). Both the anion and cation influence the redox processes and this is generally observed through the shape of the cyclic voltammogram\(^ {175\text{-}176}\).

Characterisation of the electrogenerated films were investigated through cyclic voltammetry in which five growth cycles were used to produce the film with the resulting polymer characterised at 50 mV s\(^{-1}\). The slower scan rate enabled more detail to be observed upon the redox signals.

![Graph of poly(bithiophene) growth in LiClO\(_4\) with characterisation in acetonitrile incorporating different dopant species.](image)

Table 3.3 displays the data for the anodic and cathodic signals generated using three different dopants for characterisation whilst maintaining LiClO\(_4\) as the growth electrolyte. Although the general shape was similar the main differences concerned the peak heights and oxidation potentials. The largest currents were seen with TBATFB however the oxidation potential was more positive at +1.13 V. Each anodic
peak represented a broad response with reduction clearly demonstrating two signals when TBATFB was employed.

Comparing the films produced with LiClO$_4$ to those grown with TBATFB generated some interesting results.

![Voltammogram](image)

**Figure 3.11.** Poly(bithiophene) growth employing TBATFB with characterisation in acetonitrile incorporating different dopant species.

General observations could be made which demonstrated some similarities and differences between the two different growth dopants used. Using TBATFB as the electrolyte for polymer generation produced films with decreased anodic peak current response which was on average over 50% lower. Overall the anodic peaks are sharper and the clear reduction responses are again evident with TBATFB employed as the characterisation dopant. This could be directly influenced by the TFB$^-$ anion as TBAClO$_4$ did not produce such a reduction response.

Pre-peaks are observed mainly when ClO$_4^-$ is the characterisation anion. This is evident within the films formed through TBATFB growth. The voltammogram in figure 3.10 generated with LiClO$_4$ and characterised with the same dopant also shows
a small pre-peak and it is possible that the LiClO$_4$ generated film with TBAClO$_4$ characterisation could present a pre-peak. The identification of the pre peak is difficult as the films generated with LiClO$_4$ have greater currents and more polymer is produced therefore the thicker films may conceal such details.

The anion is generally associated with achieving charge neutrality of the oxidised polymer$^{39,75-76,177}$ where different anion species have influenced the resulting polymer characterisation demonstrated upon polypyrrole films$^{28,175}$. However it is reported by Tourillon and Garnier et al that the variation of counterion inclusion upon polythiophene conducting polymers show no difference in the cyclic voltammetry traces$^{17}$, clearly the dopant investigation in this report does not provide the same outcome. Interestingly the films generated using both LiClO$_4$ and TBATFB demonstrate decreasing oxidation potentials for the same dopant range used within the characterisation. This can be seen in table 3.3 where polymer oxidation potentials for the various dopants decrease steadily in the following order TBATFB > TBAClO$_4$ > LiClO$_4$. The cation has been reported to influence the behaviour of the polymer film during the charge discharge process due to the facile removal of the smaller and more mobile Li$^+$ cation from the oxidised polymer film$^{176}$. This could partially explain the lower oxidation potentials associated with the lithium electrolyte. As evidence exists for both doping processes it is difficult to determine the exact charge-discharge mechanism however it is clear to conclude that each voltammogram displays unique redox behaviour. This is also true when the growth electrolyte is kept constant and different dopants are used for characterisation but employ the same anion or cation.
Table 3.3. Data Produced from Various Dopants Employed for Both Growth and Characterisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dopant Polymer Growth</th>
<th>Dopant Characterisation</th>
<th>, (V)</th>
<th>, (µA)</th>
<th>, (V)</th>
<th>, (µA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBATFB</td>
<td>TBATFB</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBAClO₄</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiClO₄</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiClO₄</td>
<td>TBATFB</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBAClO₄</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiClO₄</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.0.6. Effects of Scan Rate upon Poly(bithiophene)

The investigation of scan rate upon poly(bithiophene) characterisation demonstrates diffusion controlled oxidation, this is deduced from the linearity of the anodic peak current (\(I\)) on the square root of the potential scan rate (\(V^{1/2}\)).

Figure 3.12. Linear relationship for current Vs \(\sqrt{\text{scan rate}}\) for Poly(bithiophene).
The poly(bithiophene) films were generated over five potential cycles and characterised (1.4 V-0 V-1.4 V) with the chosen scan rates of 10, 50, 100, 300 and 500 mV s$^{-1}$.

Kinetically limiting factors that cause linearity to deviate can be associated with film thickness and polymer chain relaxation$^{64}$. Increasingly thick films become more disordered with the introduction of defects affecting the packing of the polymer$^{25,178-179}$ this then decreases the conductivity of the electrode surface and damages the conjugation preserved within thin films. In addition polymer relaxation through dopant anion expulsion can seriously be affected by sterically hindered species occupying the polymer material. As linearity for the $I_{p,a} V^{1/2}$ plots are preserved for the poly(bithiophene) polymer, film thickness and steric limitations have no bearing upon the kinetics of the oxidation process. Typical factors that cause a non-zero intercept is non-faradaic current generated by high solution resistance and large distance between the reference and working electrode. Such resistance can be minimised by reducing the electrode gap and introducing a large concentration of electrolyte.

Utilising 2,2’bithiophene for the generation of a conducting polymer film provided a thiophene polymer structure free from substituent groups that could be electrochemically investigated. The simple structure enabled a series of experiments to examine the external influence of dopant and solvent without interference from reactive groups associated with the polymer.

The bithiophene system generated an understanding of the synthesis and electrochemistry of conducting polymer materials this was extended by incorporating linear alkyl chains to the ring structure in order to probe the electrochemical properties of substituted thiophene compounds.

### 3.1. Alkyl Thiophene Analogues

Probing the electrochemistry of various substituted thiophenes generates important information on their redox behaviour, which can be directly related to the structure of the polymerised film. The presence of differing side groups bonded to the thiophene
ring dramatically alters the electrochemistry observed and therefore provides valuable insight into the properties associated with the polymer\textsuperscript{25,46,57}.

Alkyl substituted thiophene compounds offer many advantageous properties useful for a number of applications. Increased polymer solubility can be generated through the alkyl moiety desirable for processibility and characterisation. Polymer morphology can be controlled to a certain extent where porosity is an important property of the material without introducing steric factors limiting conductivity. 3-Methylthiophene the simplest alkyl thiophene analogue has been shown to demonstrate very desirable qualities and is therefore commonly encountered due to its high conductivity and relative inexpense\textsuperscript{36,176,180}.

3.1.1. Electrochemistry of Poly(3-methylthiophene)

Investigating the electrochemistry of 3-methylthiophene provides a good starting point for probing the properties of hydrocarbon side groups and demonstrates the significant effect that a simple thiophene derivative can produce.

The 3-methylthiophene monomer unit is substituted with a CH\textsubscript{3} (methyl) group located at the beta ring position. Although only a small alkyl chain is introduced many properties of the polymer change. The generation of a lower oxidisation potential (+0.8 V) in comparison to unsubstituted thiophene (+1.1 V) is observed however a higher potential is required for polymerisation (+1.35 V) than bithiophene (+1.2 V)\textsuperscript{17}. Conductivity is reported to increase\textsuperscript{25,46,75} and the redox data provides additional information especially through scan rate variation. An example of 3-methylthiophene polymer growth can be seen below. Current increases through each consecutive sweep incorporating the potential window 0 V-1.7 V-0 V.
The thin films of 3-methylthiophene displayed in figure 3.14 represent very similar traces to thin film bithiophene with the broad single oxidation and the two reduction responses. The difference between the characterisation voltammograms at 50 mV s$^{-1}$ is
the oxidation potential where the introduction of a methyl group shifts the peak 300 mV cathodically.

Examination of 3-methylthiophene with increasing growth cycles demonstrates the signal increase as more material is deposited and also the extending potential gap between the redox responses. Over three or more growth cycles the appearance of a pre-peak is visible however upon slower scan rates with a film generated through a single potential cycle the pre-peak is also evident. This suggests that at faster scan rates of 100 mV s\(^{-1}\) some of the film details are obscured until enough material is generated for the response to be seen.

The poly(3-methylthiophene) films were grown through 0 V-1.7 V-0 V over five scans at 100 mV s\(^{-1}\). The effect of scan rate upon redox response of the poly(3-methylthiophene) films were investigated over the range 20-200 mV s\(^{-1}\).

**Figure 3.15.** Characterisation of poly(3-methylthiophene) at 20 mV s\(^{-1}\).
Figure 3.16. Characterisation of poly(3-methylthiophene) at 200 mV s$^{-1}$.

The pre-peak signal is well defined through slower scan rates. As faster rates are employed the anodic and cathodic signals lose their distinct structure and combine forming broad peaks in which two anodic and one large cathodic peak remains as seen with a 200 mV s$^{-1}$ scan rate.

Increased detail is generated when a slower sweep rate is used to scan the polymer. Examination of the trace where 20 mV s$^{-1}$ was used demonstrates the pre-peak location at +0.32 V on the first sweep with the major oxidation peak at +0.63 V and a possible anodic shoulder signal at +0.80 V. The reverse scan shows two reduction responses at +0.74 V and +0.28 V.

The pre-peak seen through the poly(3-methylthiophene) voltammogram series is reported in the literature, and has been attributed to the presence of different conjugation lengths and to the presence of two conformers. Additionally relaxation effects linked to reversible polymer swelling, resistivity changes and electronic structures, relating to bipolaron, polaron plus bipolaron and pi-dimers have all been postulated in the attempt to identify and explain polymer behaviour.$^{181-182}$
3.1.2. Electrochemistry of Thin Film Poly(3-octylthiophene)

The extension of the hydrocarbon chain from a single methyl group to a hydrocarbon chain comprising of eight carbons exerts only a small effect upon monomer polymerisation seen with a slight increase in polymerisation potential.

![Figure 3.17. Growth of 3-octylthiophene over five scans.](image)

The increasing current through each potential cycle of 0 V-2.0 V-0 V indicates the deployment of polymer film on the electrode surface as seen with 3-methylthiophene. A single polymerisation cycle is used to probe the redox characteristics of the film.

Characterisation of the longer alkyl chain displays two significant effects. Firstly the anodic oxidation potential of the polymer increases to +1.03 V compared to +0.8 V with 3-methylthiophene and secondly the redox features show a very different composition demonstrating a more symmetrical arrangement.
Figure 3.18. Characterisation of poly(3-octylthiophene) at 100 mV s\(^{-1}\).

Figure 3.19. Characterisation of poly(3-octylthiophene) at 20 mV s\(^{-1}\).

Examination of the thin film produced by one growth cycle (0.0-2.0-0.0 V) at 20 mV s\(^{-1}\) demonstrates the narrow oxidation at +1.03 V and symmetry of the redox signals.
with absence of further anodic response. The anodic and cathodic peaks are separated by a lower potential value of +0.1 V which demonstrates an almost perfect reversible system for surface immobilised species. This suggests that the space generated by the octyl chain allows significantly greater movement of ions through the film facilitating the redox processes compared to bithiophene in figure 3.10 with a separation of +0.4 V. It is reported by Roncali\textsuperscript{57} that increasing the length of the alkyl chain to 7-9 carbons produces the extension of the mean conjugation length and an increase of the electrochemical reversibility which can be observed by the trace symmetry.

### 3.1.3. Electrochemistry of Thin Film Poly(3-dodecyl thiophene)

3-Dodecyl thiophene is substituted with a 12 carbon chain located at the beta position upon the ring. A higher potential of +2.5 V was needed to stimulate polymerisation owing to the increased monomer size restricting the diffusion rate.

![Figure 3.20. Growth of 3-dodecylthiophene over a single scan.](image-url)
Increasing the carbon chain by four carbons produces a significant effect upon the oxidation potential of the polymer extending the peak to more positive potentials. Oxidation occurs at +1.38 V indicating greater oxidation difficulty, with peak separation increasing from +0.1 V for 3-octylthiophene to +0.38 V producing a more irreversible system.

3.1.4. Electrochemistry of Thin Film Poly(3-octadecylthiophene)

3-Octadecylthiophene has an extended 18 carbon chain. Due to the steric requirements of the large alkyl chain and the solubility of oligomeric materials electrochemical growth only generated very thin films which did not adhere well to the electrode surface. Characterisation generated poor electrochemistry with low current and therefore was not investigated further.

The investigation of thiophene compounds substituted with linear alkyl chains provided a good understanding of the electrochemical properties associated with these materials. Facile polymerisation was generated and good conducting polymer films with low oxidation potential were obtained. To further increase the attractive qualities
associated with these materials introduction of functionality is essential. The polymer films generated could be potentially employed in a device or reaction. For the application of biosensor devices the polymer film is required as an immobilisation platform providing functionality for covalent biological attachment. Such functional species include: carboxylic acid groups, amine groups or activated ester sites.

The electrochemistry of some acid substituted thiophene monomers was therefore investigated to find a suitable monomer that can be further modified to facilitate enzyme immobilisation. The proposed monomer would potentially allow a more efficient immobilisation to occur due to its activated status. This would potentially mean all binding sites would be occupied and therefore enhanced current responses would result. With the monomer in this activated format there would be no requirement for functional priming prior to enzyme immobilisation reducing the uncertainty associated with the amount of sites primed and potentially reducing the overall process with a possible decrease in the time needed for optimum biological attachment.

Polymerisation of this monomer will generate a material with different morphological properties. It is expected that the immobilisation matrix will provide a more porous structure due to the large ester species allowing facile substrate and product diffusion and generate a good sensor response.

The following section describes the electrochemical examination of commercially available acid substituted thiophene compounds. Determination of the reaction conditions needed to generate polymerisation and the investigation of their inherent properties are important for the development of materials with larger functional species such as the activated ester compound.

3.2. Acid Substituted Thiophene Monomers

It is well known that the carboxylic acid group is a species that undergoes facile peptide linkage through the loss of water. The reaction can be implemented within organic or aqueous environments for acid substituted thiophene polymers and is relatively simple requiring only a condensation reagent and the biological molecule without the need of advanced conditions. Due to the simple procedure and the varied
approaches available, carboxylic acid substituted monomers are readily utilised for biological attachment within conducting polymer films $^50-55,67,137,140-141$.

3.2.1. Chemical Polymerisation

There are a number of commercially available carboxylic acid substituted thiophene monomers that have the potential to provide covalent attachment to biological species. Four of these are explored through chemical and electrochemical methods to stimulate polymerisation. It is important to investigate the ease of polymerisation for the different monomers as the substituents are likely to exert some influence on the process. Chemical methods employing iron chloride and molybdenum chloride were used to provide a quick indication to the polymerisation capabilities of the thiophene derivatives including non-substituted thiophene and its dimer 2,2’-bithiophene. Once polymerisation was confirmed electrochemical techniques were employed to generate the material upon the electrode surface and characterisation was performed.

Table 3.4. Carboxylic Acid Substituted Thiophenes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer 1</th>
<th>TCA</th>
<th>3-Thiophenecarboxylic acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Structure of Monomer 1" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer 2</th>
<th>TMA</th>
<th>3-Thiophenemalonic acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Structure of Monomer 2" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer 3</th>
<th>TAA</th>
<th>Thiophene-3-acetic acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Structure of Monomer 3" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer 4</th>
<th>TTA</th>
<th>Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Structure of Monomer 4" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As expected polymerisation of thiophene and 2,2’-bithiophene occurred readily with both oxidant reagents however the acid substituted monomers did not generate any polymer material with the iron chloride oxidant despite prolonged reaction times. Molybdenum chloride which is a more powerful oxidant was introduced to the acid substituted monomers in which a fine precipitate of both poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) and poly(trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid) was generated after several days. 3-thiophenecarboxylic acid and 3-thiophenemalonic acid failed to polymerise.

From the information gathered employing chemical polymerisation upon the various thiophene compounds, it is expected that the acid substituted thiophene monomers will not polymerise readily through electrochemical methods. However adopting electrochemical techniques to generate conducting polymers provides a diverse system and therefore many parameters can be investigated for the successful growth of a functional thiophene film.

### 3.2.2. Electrochemistry of 3-Thiophenecarboxylic acid

3-Thiophenecarboxylic acid is the simplest of the four carboxylic acid containing monomers, with the functional group directly attached to the thiophene ring. Although the ring structure was associated with the smallest substituent out of the three investigated, electrochemical polymerisation was not successful.

Figure 3.22 demonstrates the falling current signal produced through the attempts to generate a conducting polymer film from the 3-thiophenecarboxylic acid monomer on a glassy carbon electrode. A steady decrease of the anodic response is observed with no hysteresis commonly encountered with the deposition of conducting polymer films. Reduction upon the reverse scan is also absent despite efforts to extend, limit and stabilise the potential employed. Platinum and gold electrode surfaces were also explored but failed to assist polymer deposition. In addition increased monomer concentration was investigated but proved unsuccessful in the generation of a polymer film.
To confirm that polymerisation had not taken place on the electrode surface the electrode was cycled in monomer free solution and compared against a blank run where no polymer growth had been attempted. Figure 3.23 demonstrates the absence of redox signals normally observed with conducting polymer films.
3.2.3. Electrochemistry of 3-Thiophenemalonic acid

3-Thiophenemalonic acid offers an additional carboxylic acid functional group extended away from the immediate vicinity of the thiophene ring by a single methylene spacer. Similarly the voltammogram displays no hysteresis or reduction compared to the 3-thiophencarboxylic acid monomer and no film formation despite the small anodic peak at +1.9 V observed upon successive cycles. Further investigations monitoring electrode surface, varied potential windows using cyclic voltammetry and fixed potential through potentiometric methods and monomer concentration were again employed with no observed film deposited which was confirmed through characterisation.

![Cyclic voltammogram of 3-thiophenemalonic acid.](image)

Figure 3.24. Cyclic voltammogram of 3-thiophenemalonic acid.

3.2.4. Electrochemistry of Thiophene-3-acetic acid

Thiophene-3-acetic acid incorporates a methylene spacer between a single carboxylic acid group and the thiophene ring. The same experiments were performed in order to generate a conducting polymer film however all proved unsuccessful except where increased monomer concentrations were employed. Monomer concentrations of 0.1 M were incorporated for the successful polymerisation of 2,2’-bithiophene in the initial studies. The same concentration was initially implemented for the electrochemical investigation of the acid substituted thiophene monomers and then extended. The
particular arrangement of the acetic acid substituent within the structure allows polymerisation to commence under increased concentrations where the other species are shown to inhibit polymer growth.

Figure 3.25 demonstrates the current decrease associated with thiophene-3-acetic acid with low monomer concentration employing a wide potential window. The absence of an electroactive film is established upon the characterisation voltammogram where no redox processes are observed.

Figure 3.25. Cyclic voltammogram of thiophene-3-acetic acid.

Figure 3.26 clearly demonstrates polymerisation of 0.6 M thiophene-3-acetic acid with characteristic current increase through each completed cycle. Electrochemical polymerisation of thiophene-3-acetic acid was initiated at low monomer concentrations of 0.1 M and further investigated at 0.1 M increments to reach 0.6 M where polymer growth and the corresponding film deposit was detected.

Characterisation of the 0.6 M poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) demonstrates a rapidly decreasing anodic signal at +2.0 V with a corresponding reduction response disappearing at +0.89 V. The absence of reproducible cycles indicates the difficulty of
the polymer structure to accommodate the movement of dopant during the charge-discharge process.

**Figure 3.26.** Growth of thiophene-3-acetic acid.

**Figure 3.27.** Characterisation of poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) grown using a high monomer concentration of 0.6 M.
Characterisation seen in figure 3.27 clearly displays an unstable system where subsequent cycles fail to fully reoxidise and reduce the polymer leading to decreased current redox responses. Such behaviour supports steric effects which also influence the onset of polymerisation seen within the investigations of 3-thiophenemalonic acid and 3-thiophenecarboxylic acid. Oxidation of these compounds through cyclic voltammetry resulted in the formation of yellow non-conducting films which were independent of monomer concentration. As a film is successfully deposited in the case of thiophene-3-acetic acid some characterisation is detected however the substituent causes a disordered monomer structure that restricts anion movement within the film. The polymer needs to be flexible to this movement in order to retain its arrangement otherwise strain on the system will lead to a collapse in conjugation with polymer degradation.

3.2.5. Electrochemistry of Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid

The polymerisation of trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid remained unsuccessful. Standard monomer concentrations of 0.1 M were initially investigated but failed to initiate polymer growth. Thiophene-3-acetic acid polymerisation required high monomer concentrations of 0.6 M and therefore this option was explored. Increasing the concentration introduced solubility problems and the compound would not go into solution despite trying a range of solvents therefore this compound was not investigated any further for the generation of a homopolymer film.

From the examination of the four acid substituted thiophene monomers it is clear that the incorporation of a side group to the ring structure influences the ability of the compound to undergo polymerisation.

3-Thiophenecarboxylic acid demonstrated that the close proximity of the carboxylic substituent to the ring inhibited the polymerisation of the monomer. A yellow discolouration of the electrode surface was evident causing passivation of the electrode. The degeneration of the electrode surface was caused by the formation of a non-conducting film through the disturbance of the conjugated system produced by the carboxylic acid species directly attached to the ring and is observed through the current decrease upon subsequent cycles.
3-Thiophenemalonic acid demonstrated the same effect upon the electrode surface as 3-thiophenecarboxylic acid. This result was anticipated, as the structural features of the monomer require a larger spacial distribution and the electronegativity provides greater instability to the polymerisation of the compound. Although the carbon linker offers some steric relief in the system the degree of occupancy imposed by the side group is significant and fails to compensate the steric effect.

Thiophene-3-acetic acid and trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid also suffered from steric effects rendering polymerisation problematic. The thiophene-3-acetic acid functional group is separated by a single methylene spacer providing some flexibility to the large carboxylic acid group, whereas movement within trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid is disabled due to the double bond character.

The contribution of steric effects was large as increased solvation affects film generation. Steric influence reduces the chance of cross-linking, imparting less strength to the polymer and with the presence of a dipole between the substituent and the ring within a polar environment polymer chain solvation was adversely supported. In addition it is well documented that due to the requirement of increased positive potentials competition is generated between growth and deactivation of the polymer during the polymerisation process. This was initiated by over oxidation and was dependent upon electrochemical stability of the polymer and the efficiency of the deposition \[44\].

The application of large positive potentials and the imbalance associated with the electronegativity of the compound are also responsible for the prevention of chain propagation. The accompanying factors impede the radical cation coupling mechanism due to nucleophilic attack. Potentials equalling +1.2 V or greater are known to induce the oxidation of water. Water will exist within the reaction solution occupying a small percentage but will generate nucleophiles under positive potential influence. The nucleophiles will attack the radical centres of the monomers causing the inhibition of polymerisation at the reactive sites \[75\].

The determining factors limiting the polymerisation of thiophene-3-acetic acid and trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid was therefore a combination of effects. The steric
requirement of the substituent to some extent physically hinders oxidised monomer contact, the substituent polarity increases solubility and the increased potentials employed introduces adverse over oxidation and nucleophilic attack.

However the successful polymerisation of thiophene-3-acetic acid was achieved in which a visible polymer film was produced on the electrode surface. Polymerisation was initiated through the application of greater positive potentials, monomer concentration and reduced steric restraint. The high concentration employed for the growth of thiophene-3-acetic acid is responsible for the sustained radical cation to radical cation interaction allowing a film to be deposited before intermediate reactions prevent chain formation resulting in soluble oligomers.

Increased monomer concentrations for trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid was not possible because of the restricted solubility of the compound and therefore increased radical cation formation could not be initiated.

3.3. Electrochemical Investigation of the Activated Ester Compounds

The incorporation of substituents on the thiophene ring is generally employed to deliver functionality to the material. Any extension to the thiophene ring structure will impose a number of effects on the resulting polymer. Changes to the structure, morphology chemical and physical features are likely to occur to some extent and may be beneficial to the application of the material. However it is likely that substituents will influence the generation of the polymer and it is important that the compound remains responsive to electrochemical polymerisation.

Small changes to the electrochemistry of alkyl substituents were found in the previous section leading to the determination that the continuous addition of flexible groups up to 12 carbons provided an increase in solubility with little polymerisation difficulties occurring from steric factors. Steric hindrance was evident when the carbon chain was increased to 18 and branched configurations were investigated. This resulted in poor polymer growth with little characterisation data and signal degradation over repeated cycles.
The electrochemical investigation of functional thiophene carboxylic acid monomers presented additional problems with inductive effects leading to destabilisation of the radical cation sites and therefore polymerisation difficulties, however in some cases where steric hindrance was not the dominating factor the onset of polymerisation was successful by increasing monomer concentration.

The spatial bearing of the attached substituent was found to be significant to the film growth and subsequent characterisation. It was therefore expected that the bulky nature of the activated ester groups would present similar difficulties.

Thiophene-3-acetic acid provided the starting compound desirable for further modification. Several aspects were responsible for this choice which included the synthetic approach through the functional COOH terminal, the availability of the compound and its low cost. This compound has the ability to polymerise through an applied voltage due to the presence of the methylene link providing a degree of flexibility and the introduction of elevated concentration.

3.3.1. Electrochemical Investigation of Tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate

The investigation of activated ester substituents starts with simple synthesised thiophene esters incorporating a methyl and a large butyl group to the monomer. By investigating the parameters required to generate a suitable polymer film from the methyl and butyl esters it can be determined if the polymerisation of the activated ester will be successful. Furthermore the established methods can be employed with the activated ester in order to use less of the synthesised material.

Polymerisation of both methyl and butyl ester substituents were investigated initially at a concentration of 0.1 M employing wide potential windows of 0.0 V-2.0 V-0.6V. Polymerisation under these conditions was not successful and resembled the attempts to polymerise 0.1 M thiophene-3-acetic acid.

Employing a higher monomer concentration of 1 M was found to produce both the hysteresis loop commonly generated within electropolymerisation of conducting polymers and significant current increase upon each subsequent growth scan.
Successful polymerisation of poly(tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate) can be seen in figure 3.28.

**Figure 3.28. Growth of tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate.**

**Figure 3.29. Characterisation of poly(tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate).**
Implementing five growth scans utilising a 1 M monomer solution produced a thick black film. Complete film oxidation was not reached and therefore reduction remained absent. The successive scans continue to show decreasing signals due to the steric properties of the monomer and the thickness generated opposing the intercalation and removal of dopant ions. A thinner film was produced by lowering the number of growth cycles to two. Characterisation of the film seen in figure 3.30 shows both oxidation and reduction peaks generated though the movement of dopant ions. Signal depletion persists through progressive cycles owing to the bulky nature of the side group restraining the flexibility of the polymer which is needed to accommodate dopant migration.

![Figure 3.30. Characterisation of poly(tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate).](image)

Successful growth of poly(tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate) demonstrates a key goal to the potential achievement of an activated ester deployed through the same electrochemical techniques. The characterisation of this sterically hindered polymer is an indication of the behaviour likely to be observed with the activated ester substituent.
3.3.2. Electrochemical Investigation of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate

Synthesis of the novel N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate monomer was prepared using the well established carbodiimide reagent commonly employed within peptide synthesis details of which are described in chapter 2 section 2.0.3.

Polymerisation was initiated using a wide potential window of 0.0 V-2.5 V-1.0 V. A high positive potential was required which extended towards the negative potential region to ensure the complete reduction of the material. Interestingly only a slight increase in monomer concentration was required despite accommodating the large ester substituent indicating side reactions were minimal and the oxidised monomer was stable.

![Figure 3.31. Growth of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate.](image-url)
Characterisation did not produce the redox responses expected. Although an oxidation peak was observed at +2.16 V the signal behaviour was unusual as the peak increased through the characterisation cycles. Peak decrease is generally observed for sterically hindered materials due to the difficulty of adjusting to the intercalation of dopant. Additionally there is complete absence of reduction therefore steric factors may well be affecting dopant release from the polymer even by extending the potential window to negative potentials reduction was not produced.

The poly(N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate) behaviour was not typical of a conducting polymer film. Steric factors can be blamed for the redox responses observed, this however can easily be resolved through copolymerisation. A mixed polymer system will potentially neutralise the steric effect to generate a stable copolymer which can be repeatedly cycled with access to the conducting properties of the film.

Figure 3.32. Characterisation of poly(N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate).
3.4. Copolymerisation

Copolymerisation has worked successfully for a number of research groups with thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene (T3AA-MT) frequently reported\textsuperscript{37,50-55}. Copolymerisation with 10% acid group content demonstrates enhanced responses to glucose which has been explained by the high conductivity achieved\textsuperscript{54}. Initial studies in this section include copolymerisation of thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene (T3AA-MT) and also with tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate (BTA-MT) investigated with increasing total concentration.

The incorporation of the functional species into a copolymer film was investigated by adjusting the monomer ratios to within a fixed total monomer concentration so the redox responses of the different compositions could be compared. This was successful for the novel N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene (STA-MT) copolymerisation over a range of concentrations including the well documented thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene (T3AA-MT) copolymer analysed for comparison purposes.

Copolymerisation of the trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and its corresponding synthesised ester N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate with 3-methylthiophene (TTA-MT), (STTA-MT) was also established. Solubility of these compounds were problematic however the recommended 10% functional content was achievable with a low monomer content and so all copolymer systems could be compared seen in figure 3.37.

Figure 3.33 demonstrates the electrochemical behaviour of films generated through the increase in concentration of the thiophene-3-acetic acid monomer in the polymerisation solution. As the total concentration increases the current response increases which would be expected as the higher concentration generates a thicker film. Signal intensity started to decrease with 0.4 M thiophene-3-acetic acid present in the solution. This can be explained due to the enhanced content of acid groups present in the film which affected the conjugation in the material. As more acid groups were incorporated into the structure the polymer chain flexibility became influenced by
steric effects increasing the difficulty to oxidise the polymer. This can be observed by the shift of the oxidation response to more positive potentials.

Figure 3.34 displays the copolymerisation of tert-butyl thiophene-3-carboxylate and 3-methylthiophene. Current increase is not as evident as the total concentration rises although copolymerisation is supported by the observed change in the voltammograms as redox responses are altered. The influence of the large butyl ester monomer is clear as increasingly higher potentials are needed to oxidise the film demonstrating the same anodic peak shift seen with the T3AA-MT system.

Figure 3.33. Copolymerisation of T3AA and MT with increasing concentration of the functional thiophene monomer (T3AA) characterised at 100 mV s⁻¹.
The copolymerisation of T3AA-MT and BTA-MT with increasing T3AA and BTA concentration demonstrates a clear change in the characterisation voltammograms compared to poly(3-methylthiophene). Although the shape of the voltammogram indicates a change in the material generated, due to the increasing concentration it is difficult to determine optimum monomer ratio which is important for future biosensor investigations. Therefore T3AA and STA copolymerisation with MT has been performed with a total concentration which will also associate the redox responses generated to the successful integration of the monomers in the resulting material.

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 list the molar ratios used in the polymerisation solution and provides the corresponding functional monomer content for both T3AA and STA calculated through elemental analysis in chapter 4.

The voltammograms covering the range of concentrations investigated are displayed below in figures 3.35 and 3.36 and have been labelled with their relevant T3AA and STA content.
Figure 3.35. Copolymerisation of T3AA and MT with a total concentration of 0.6 M characterised at 50 mV s$^{-1}$.

Table 3.5. T3AA-MT Molar Ratio and Percentage Functional Monomer Content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molar Ratio T3AA-MT</th>
<th>Monomer Percentage Ratio</th>
<th>T3AA Content in Polymer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05-0.55 M</td>
<td>8.3-91.7%</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1-0.5 M</td>
<td>16.7-83.3%</td>
<td>13 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2-0.4 M</td>
<td>33.3-66.7%</td>
<td>17 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3-0.3 M</td>
<td>50-50%</td>
<td>17 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4-0.2 M</td>
<td>66.7-33.3%</td>
<td>28 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5-0.1 M</td>
<td>83.3-16.7%</td>
<td>53 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.36. Copolymerisation of STA and MT with a total concentration of 0.3 M characterised at 50 mV s$^{-1}$.

Table 3.6. STA-MT Molar Ratio and Percentage Functional Monomer Content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molar Ratio STA-MT</th>
<th>Monomer Percentage Ratio</th>
<th>STA Content in Polymer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.03-0.27 M</td>
<td>10-90%</td>
<td>6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06-0.24 M</td>
<td>20-80%</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12-0.18 M</td>
<td>40-60%</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-0.15 M</td>
<td>50-50%</td>
<td>16 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.18-0.12 M</td>
<td>60-40%</td>
<td>23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.24-0.06 M</td>
<td>80-20%</td>
<td>26 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.7. Redox Data for 3-Methylthiophene and the Copolymer Materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer Growth Solution</th>
<th>Monomer Conc. M</th>
<th>Monomer Concentration</th>
<th>$E_{p}^{A'}, E_{p}^{A''}$ V</th>
<th>$I_{p}^{A'}, I_{p}^{A''}$ µA</th>
<th>$E_{p}^{G'}, E_{p}^{G''}$ V</th>
<th>$I_{p}^{G'}, I_{p}^{G''}$ µA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.32, 0.63</td>
<td>7.6, 29.6</td>
<td>0.73, 0.28</td>
<td>-23.9, -14.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3AA-MT</td>
<td>0.05-0.55</td>
<td>0.38, 0.70</td>
<td>10.2, 65.6</td>
<td>0.70, 0.32</td>
<td>-42.3, -30.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>0.39, 0.75</td>
<td>10.6, 38.7</td>
<td>0.69, 0.29</td>
<td>-30.0, -19.2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2-0.4</td>
<td>0.77, 27.0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-20.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3-0.3</td>
<td>0.35, 0.89</td>
<td>4.9, 17.1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4-0.2</td>
<td>0.46, 0.97</td>
<td>4.76, 13.1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA-MT</td>
<td>0.03-0.27</td>
<td>0.35, 0.72</td>
<td>31.3, 134.0</td>
<td>0.64, -96.0</td>
<td>0.28, -71.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.06-0.24</td>
<td>0.40, 0.79</td>
<td>54.0, 210.0</td>
<td>0.67, -156.0</td>
<td>0.37, -122.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.12-0.18</td>
<td>0.87, 141.0</td>
<td>0.67, -107</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-79.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.15-0.15</td>
<td>0.90, 134.0</td>
<td>0.69, -96.3</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-76.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.18-0.12</td>
<td>0.69, 0.91</td>
<td>65.5, 100.0</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>-71.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.24-0.06</td>
<td>0.95, 60.2</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-28.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The voltammograms displayed for the copolymerisation study of T3AA and STA demonstrate a clear relationship between the amount of functional monomer incorporated into the polymer film and the redox responses obtained. Both copolymerisation voltammograms also indicate a relationship between the current signal generated and the different amounts of T3AA and STA in the electrogenerated film. Table 3.7 displays the corresponding redox data in which the observed relationships are confirmed.

Increasing the content of the functional monomers through copolymerisation demonstrates an increasing oxidation potential. The T3AA-MT copolymer shows the presence of a measureable anodic pre-peak within most of the voltammograms in figure 3.35 followed by a broad oxidation. The position of both oxidation peaks move to more positive potentials indicating the increased difficulty of oxidising the film where more T3AA monomers are incorporated. Interestingly as the total concentration remains the same an additional relationship can be observed reflecting a decrease in current response as the percentage content of T3AA increases. This is shown very
clearly in figure 3.35 with a broadening of the major oxidation peak as higher T3AA content is approached.

Copolymerisation of STA-MT demonstrates the same relationships through increasing STA content. Broader responses are evident within the characterisation of STA-MT copolymer films and therefore the pre-peak is not always measureable in the voltammograms produced. However it was still observed that both oxidation peaks became more positive as more STA was introduced into the polymer and the current decreased from 10% STA through the higher STA percentage content investigated.

![Figure 3.37](image-url)  
Figure 3.37. Comparison of the four copolymers with 10% functional content.  
A STA-MT, (0.06-0.24 M) B T3AA-MT, (0.05-0.55 M) C STTA-MT, (0.04-0.26 M) and D TTA-MT (0.05-0.55 M).

Copolymerisation of trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate with 3-methylthiophene was performed in which 13% and 12% (respectively) was the maximum content achievable due to the restricted solubility of the compounds. A functional content of 10% was established for both copolymer materials and was combined for comparison with the T3AA-MT and STA-MT copolymers in figure 3.37.
Copolymerisation successfully provided a method of incorporating a monomer with polymerisation difficulties into a solid platform. Figure 3.37 displays the various copolymer systems all containing 10% functional monomer content in which clear differences can be seen in the voltammograms produced.

The major difference observed in figure 3.37 is the current signal generated for the 0.06-0.24 M STA-MT copolymer. The total concentration used is 0.3 M which is half the total concentration of the T3AA and TTA-MT series at 0.6 M and still generates a signal approximately four times the magnitude. Comparing this trace to the 0.04-0.26 M STTA-MT material it is clear that even at the same total concentration of 0.3 M the STA-MT copolymer produces an enhanced response. The structure of the functional monomer must therefore play a significant role and could potentially influence the current through different effects. The effectiveness of the polymerisation process is likely to impact the current obtained as sterically hindered monomers are more difficult to polymerise. Furthermore the presence of a rigid double bond linker chain provides increasing obstruction towards the coupling of radical species and electron withdrawing groups deactivate the alpha ring carbons needed for polymerisation. Therefore increasingly problematic species may lead to less material being generated at the electrode surface and as the concentration is directly related to the current low signals will correspond to the growth of thinner films. The properties of the films themselves maybe responsible for the difference in current obtained upon characterisation. Morphology is important as a structured polymer backbone that can compensate the movement of anions due to flexible side chains aid production of larger currents. Also side groups such as the carboxylic acid that possess a negative charge could potentially repel anions or permit self doping effectively neutralising the film\textsuperscript{183-184} therefore generating the small currents seen for the T3AA and TTA incorporated materials.

The increasing amount of functional monomer incorporated into the film generated increasingly positive oxidation potentials this was demonstrated clearly for both the T3AA-MT and STA-MT copolymers in figures 3.35 and 3.36. Higher oxidation potentials indicate the difficulty associated with oxidising the material and figure 3.37 was used to determine the major oxidation potentials of the copolymers which were T3AA +0.70 V, STA +0.79 V, TTA +0.72 V and STTA +0.73 V. This demonstrated
that the ester monomers required higher positive potentials due to the steric hindrance imparted by the substituent. Also the extended linker chain potentially alleviated the strain in the system indicated by the lower oxidation potential as the large group was now positioned further away from the main polymer chain. The oxidation potentials for the carboxylic acid functional monomers are similar indicating that a 10% content does not impart large steric effects and therefore lower potentials are not observed for the TTA monomer contributing the extended linker chain.

Overall good current response was seen with all copolymer materials especially STA-MT providing enhanced signals. Oxidation potentials remained in the region of hydrogen peroxide oxidation at 0.7 V therefore accessing conductivity through the film will aid oxidation at the polymer/solution boundary as well as at the electrode surface generating good response to glucose.

Introducing a simple thiophene monomer such as 3-methylthiophene into the polymerisation process generated radical cation species at low oxidation potentials which were capable of radical-monomer coupling aiding the growth of a conducting polymer film. In addition to facile polymerisation the introduction of a simple thiophene monomer imparted desirable properties to the resulting film. Copolymerisation with 3-methylthiophene effectively diluted the large functional species alleviating the steric hindrance within the polymer. This generated a stable conducting polymer platform essential for the electron transfer which will be generated to the electrode from the immobilised redox enzyme. Optimisation of the material through different copolymer ratios produced a film with low oxidation potential corresponding to the oxidation of hydrogen peroxide. Copolymerisation will therefore provide an important method to optimise enzyme loading for the biosensor system.
Chapter 4 Polymer Film Characterisation
Having shown in chapter 3 that combining different thiophene monomers in the polymerisation solution produces an observed variation in the electrochemistry it is evident that copolymerisation takes place to some extent. Investigating different ratios of thiophene compounds for copolymerisation generated a series of voltammograms displaying a clear change in the redox signals potentially demonstrating manipulation of the polymer content. Analysis of the polymer content is important and this is especially significant where the copolymer produced is to be incorporated into a biosensor format for the immobilisation of the essential biological recognition element.

The number of potential binding sites for the biological component is associated to the percentage content expressed for the functional thiophene monomer, in this case either the carboxylic acid species thiophene-3-acetic acid (T3AA) and trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid (TTA) or the activated ester form N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate (STA) and N-Succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate (STTA). Therefore by successful determination of the thiophene monomer content responsible for biological covalent attachment the copolymer ratio can be fine tuned to provide the optimum number of binding sites for achieving maximum sensor response.

Chapter 4 describes the different methods employed for the determination of the number of potential binding sites by exploiting the functionality of the thiophene ring. The polymer films were also characterised based on their doping capacity as they were electrochemically polymerised and further examined through SEM-EDX to determine the film morphology and anion content. Characterisation techniques included infrared spectroscopy, atomic absorption spectroscopy, surface bound electroactive species and SEM-EDX.

Investigation of the copolymer content was based upon the well studied T3AA-MT system and the activated ester monomer STA-MT. Past research performed upon the T3AA-MT system found that at 10% functional content the sensor achieved optimum performance \(^5^4\). Therefore the aim was to not only produce a wide range of copolymer compositions but to produce the 10% available binding sites for both systems in order to maximise the sensor response. The range of copolymerisation compositions for the trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and its activated ester compound was limited. The
solubility of both compounds was low and therefore only 10-13% functional group content was achievable.

The copolymer monomer ratios for thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene were chosen based upon research by Shimomura et al and provided a good range of concentrations to investigate. N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene copolymer demonstrated lower concentrations due to the synthesis procedure of the novel copolymer covering a wide concentration range.

4.0. Techniques Investigated for Functional Monomer Content

4.1. Infrared Spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy was used in order to analyse the compound ratio within the polymer film through excitation of the carbonyl species. The carbonyl group exists as a strong sharp peak in the region 1820 - 1660 cm$^{-1}$ and therefore should be clearly distinguishable and easily monitored for calculating the percentage content.

Ten individual polymer films were made starting with the 0.6 M thiophene-3-acetic acid (T3AA) homopolymer where 800 mC of passed charge at 2.2 V was used to develop a thick film that could be easily peeled away from the electrode surface for IR analysis. The spectra obtained for the homopolymer were good, displaying the carbonyl stretch at 1704 cm$^{-1}$ as expected and reproducibility was calculated for the ten samples. The 0.5-0.1 M T3AA-MT copolymer was also analysed in which the carbonyl and hydroxyl groups were clearly reduced compared to the T3AA homopolymer. Further copolymer analysis was not successful as the lower T3AA content failed to be detected and the carbonyl stretch used for ratio calculation was absent. Therefore only data from the T3AA homopolymer and the 0.5-0.1 M T3AA-MT copolymer was obtained from this series and represented in figures 4.1 and 4.2 with tabulated carbonyl absorbance at 1704 cm$^{-1}$ and reproducibility in table 4.1. Also displayed in table 4.1 is the data obtained from 0.2 M STA and 0.24-0.06 M STA-MT. The homopolymer demonstrates the carbonyl stretch occurring at 1733 cm$^{-1}$ which is expected for an ester compound however the 0.24-0.06 M STA-MT copolymer analysis was problematic and a clear carbonyl absorbance peak was not observed however the carbonyl peak was measured as a broad response between 1731
and $1715 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ seen in figure 4.2. Due to the difficulty associated with measuring the carbonyl species further copolymer ratios could not be determined.

Table 4.1. Absorbance Data from the Carbonyl Species Present in Ten Polymer Films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Number</th>
<th>0.6 M T3AA</th>
<th>0.5-0.1 M T3AA-MT</th>
<th>0.2 M STA</th>
<th>0.24-0.06 M STA-MT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.0657</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.0473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.0244</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.0540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.0486</td>
<td>0.0762</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.0451</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.0344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0713</td>
<td>0.0627</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0871</td>
<td>0.0424</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.0351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0824</td>
<td>0.0877</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0736</td>
<td>0.0778</td>
<td>0.0933</td>
<td>0.0405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.0659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.0473</td>
<td>0.0736</td>
<td>0.0374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.0585</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.0393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSD</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% quantity</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1. IR Spectrum of 0.6 M T3AA (blue) and 0.5 M-0.1 M T3AA-MT copolymer (red).
Figure 4.2. IR Spectrum of 0.2 M STA (blue) and 0.24 M-0.06 M STA-MT copolymer (red).

The results displayed in table 4.1 demonstrate a calculated ratio for the copolymers with a potential 45% functional content available for 0.5-0.1 M T3AA-MT and 24% available 0.24-0.06 M STA-MT. However the associated error is very large and unfortunately does not provide the precision required for accurately determining the polymer composition. In addition the failure to produce data for the majority of samples possibly due to morphological changes within the film causing reduced sensitivity leads the investigation of copolymer ratio onto alternative methods.

4.2. Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

Atomic absorption is used for elemental analysis and therefore to use this technique the polymer materials needed adapting. This method was employed due to its high sensitivity and to overcome the difficulties surrounding film morphology. The objective was to first determine the concentration of the thiophene-3-acetic acid homopolymer and then use the results to calculate the percentage composition of thiophene-3-acetic acid within a range of copolymer materials at constant mass generated from known concentration ratios in the polymerisation solution.

In order to detect the amount of potential binding sites in the polymer the carboxylic acid groups were ion exchanged with sodium and then following acid exposure
dissociation of the sodium provided the concentration that was related to the thiophene-3-acetic acid content.

Although this method provided positive results from the initial investigations the reproducibility was poor and the technique required long and time consuming manipulation to the samples under study. Due to the lengthy nature of the method it was not applied for any further samples and a more efficient technique was sought out. The experimental details can be found in Chapter 2.

From this investigation it was determined that in order for the content of potential binding sites to be calculated a simpler technique was needed. This would eliminate large sources of error and reduce the analysis time required for the investigation.


SEM-EDX provided a successful technique that not only determined the copolymer ratio of the electrochemically grown films but generated data based upon the dopant inclusion through the same analysis. Morphological information was also obtained therefore generating data for several investigations. This technique was also non destructive as the polymers’ inherent conductivity required no sputter coating treatment. The ease of sample preparation, quick analysis times and amount of information generated provided the large majority of data represented in chapter four.

Table 4.2 below displays the elemental data collected from the technique with most of the samples ranging in copolymer ratio in order to determine a wide range of functional content which can be further investigated in a sensor format. Two polymers were grown for each investigation with three sites analysed per sample. The average value of the six readings taken is displayed in the table below with their relative standard deviation. The analysis time was five minutes as previous experiments showed no change in the data obtained after extended periods of 30 minutes to an hour.
To determine the percentage of functional thiophene content a 0.6 M thiophene-3-acetic acid homopolymer was grown, rinsed in acetonitrile and then left in a desiccator overnight to dry. It was expected that the poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) would produce an oxygen to sulphur ratio of two however the actual value was calculated at 2.38 in which residual oxygen can also be seen within the poly(3-methylthiophene) at similar content. This was most likely due to trapped oxygen from the solvent or evidence of over oxidation obtained during polymerisation and so provided a more reliable oxygen estimation and was therefore used to calculate the percentage content of thiophene-3acteic acid within the copolymer series.

The same process was performed for the N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate series where an oxygen to sulphur ratio of four was anticipated however a value of 4.65 was determined and used in the following calculations.

Additional thiophene derivatives have also been investigated and were introduced within chapter 3 for their electropolymerisation capabilities and redox characteristics. Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and its synthesised activated ester counterpart have also been investigated with particular interest upon the generation of a 10% functional content. The low percentage is reported to provide enhanced response to glucose within a biosensor system$^{54}$ and is therefore determined at a concentration ratio of 0.04-0.26 M STTA-MT seen in table 4.2 however 0.06-0.24 M STTA-MT also produces a functional content close to 10% due to the calculated error.

The dopant ratio was also calculated for all samples in which poly(bithiophene) (PBT) and poly(3-dodecylthiophene) (PDDT) were also investigated for their dopant ratio and have been included at the end of the table for comparative purposes.

Percentage error is included for all dopant and functional thiophene calculations which vary considerably this demonstrates the variability of the films when small areas are investigated, however based upon the average measurements a clear trend can be seen.
Table 4.2. Elemental Data Representing Percentage Atomic Weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer Sample</th>
<th>F/S Ratio</th>
<th>O/S Ratio</th>
<th>Average Number of Thiophene rings TFB is distributed over</th>
<th>% Ratio of functional monomer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M MT</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>36% 38%</td>
<td>5.8 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 M T3AA</td>
<td>0.0490</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>60% 14%</td>
<td>20.4 100%±7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5-0.1 M T3AA-MT</td>
<td>0.0894</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>26% 24%</td>
<td>11.2 53%±6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4-0.2 M T3AA-MT</td>
<td>0.0993</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>31% 19%</td>
<td>10.1 28%±2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3-0.3 M T3AA-MT</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>18% 20%</td>
<td>6.4 17%±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2-0.4 M T3AA-MT</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>7% 15%</td>
<td>4.7 17%±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1-0.5 M T3AA-MT</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>17% 32%</td>
<td>3.1 13%±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05-0.55 M T3AA-MT</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>14% 30%</td>
<td>2.7 10%±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 M STA</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>13% 17%</td>
<td>3.3 100%±8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.24-0.06 M STA-MT</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>27% 48%</td>
<td>6.0 26%±6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.18-0.12 M STA-MT</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>27% 31%</td>
<td>2.8 23%±3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-0.15 M STA-MT</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>36% 26%</td>
<td>3.4 16%±2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12-0.18 M STA-MT</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>29% 40%</td>
<td>3.4 12%±2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06-0.24 M STA-MT</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>7% 15%</td>
<td>2.9 10%±0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03-0.27 M STA-MT</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>27% 54%</td>
<td>2.3 6%±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05-0.55 M TTA-MT</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>13% 16%</td>
<td>2.0 10%±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1-0.5 M TTA-MT</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>8% 6%</td>
<td>2.0 13%±0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04-0.26 M STTA-MT</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>21% 25%</td>
<td>3.6 10%±1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06-0.24 M STTA-MT</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>22% 31%</td>
<td>2.8 12%±1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M BT</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>6.8 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M DDT</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td></td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0.5 0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By decreasing the concentration of the functional thiophene monomer in the growth solution the functional content of the copolymer was also reduced. This was expected and can also be seen in the work published by Kuwahara et al. However the work...
done by Kuwahara et al demonstrated little variation of the resulting thiophene-3-acetic acid content to the percentage in the growth solution where in this study a marked difference was seen.

Reducing the percentage of the thiophene-3-acetic acid monomer content in the growth solution from 100% to 83% decreases the content in the resultant copolymer by nearly 50% indicating the difficulty surrounding the polymerisation of this compound. However N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate demonstrates an even larger drop in concentration within the electropolymerised material as an 80% N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate content represents only 26% of the functional compound. This data supports the results generated in chapter 3 where a higher potential cycling limit of +2.5 V was needed to produce a film of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate compared to +2.0 V for the growth of thiophene-3-acetic acid this is also established by Li et al and can be explained by the steric influence imparted on the molecule coupled with the electron withdrawing effects of the substituent.

In conclusion a successful variation of functional content was established through both copolymer series and can be used for evaluation within the biosensor construction. The additional monomers of trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate were established as copolymers with 10% functional content as it was envisaged a lower concentration of binding sites would increase sensor response and unfortunately solubility issues limited the generation of a series of different compositions.

The dopant ratio was also investigated for the different thiophene derivatives. It is reported that polythiophene accommodates one charge for every 3-4 thiophene units which seems to be the accepted value. Interestingly a trend was observed through the thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer series where increasing the acid concentration had a direct effect upon the level of doping associated with the material. It can be clearly seen by reducing the thiophene-3-acetic acid content the fractional dopant per thiophene unit increases. From the very low value of 0.049 charges per unit for a polymer comprised completely of acid groups to 0.375 for a copolymer with a 10% thiophene-3-acetic acid fraction. Interestingly upon esterification of the acid groups the variation of doping content with copolymerisation ratio no longer applies and a
fairly stable dopant value can be observed at around 0.3 charges per thiophene unit.
The effect of decreasing dopant/charge associated with the copolymer film as more
thiophene-3-acetic acid units are introduced could be evidence of self doping

Self doping represents a different mechanism of achieving charge neutrality within a
conjugated polymer as the counterion is covalently bound to the polymer. Oxidation
causes the film to become positively charged which is compensated by proton
migration and balanced by the oppositely charged counterion attached to the polymer
normally established by the electrolyte. As the charge distribution over the
polymer is reduced conductivity is observed to decrease in which there are
several attributing factors. The charge carrier distribution over local polymer chains is
restricted due to their increased distance caused by the bulky substituents.
Additionally the self doping species such as CO$_3^-$ and SO$_3^-$ are also likely to decrease
the conjugation in the material due to polymer twisting as the polymer attempts to
compensate the large side groups.

The evidence suggests that it is the influence of side group upon the thiophene ring
that controls the degree of doping in the system. However it is not confirmed if these
effects are entirely due to the self doping properties of the substituent or if a
combination of factors such as steric or inductive effects exists.

Waltman et al concluded similar differences in doping content upon thiophene
derivatives where $\beta$-substitution decreased the amount of charge associated with each
thiophene unit. It was found that poly(3-methylthiophene) had only 0.12 of
fractional charge per thiophene with polythiophene displaying a value of 0.22.
However electrical conductivity evaluated for the polymer materials did not support
the dopant values as poly(3-methylthiophene) demonstrated a 100-fold increased
response against polythiophene and therefore suggests there are several parameters
that effect electrical conductivity.

In contrast to the self doping concept dopant values for trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid
were high at around 0.5 but upon esterification reverted to the 0.3 fractional charges
per thiophene unit seen for the majority of the thiophene ester series. A rigid linker
chain is reported to provide enhanced doping due to the increased porosity of the
polymer allowing facile anion movement in and out of the film. This may also be true for the trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid monomer as a double bond separates the side group from the polymer backbone therefore possibly increasing the charge calculated in the system.

Poly(bithiophene) and poly(3-methylthiophene) display similar dopant levels however with significant hydrocarbon chain influence seen with poly(3-dodecylthiophene) dopant levels dramatically increase to 2.22. Upon further examination of the data it can be seen that although the atomic percentage of the dopant is uniquely high the sulphur content of the film is significantly low. This maybe explained due to the extended hydrocarbon chain attached to the monomer effectively diluting the sulphur content and encouraging dopant integration due to the porous nature of the material.

Although interesting data can be observed for the dopant values it is difficult to fully evaluate this effect when a number of influential parameters maybe responsible. Without further investigation it can only be speculated that the side group demonstrates some control upon the charge capacity of the material.

4.4. Surface Coverage using Electrochemistry

A further method for the calculation of surface coverage was to be implemented in which the details can be found in chapter 2, however due to the capability of the SEM-EDX technique this was not required and thus removed the complex calculations associated with the method. Surface coverage was not the only information achievable through this procedure as confirmation of molecular attachment can also be provided with the possibility of determining experimental details that can be implemented within the biosensor fabrication step.

Examination of successful binding upon polymer substrates through cyclic voltammetry has been investigated and attempted within this study.

The introduction of an electroactive species with amine groups was established in order to determine if covalent binding could be accomplished. The expected response using cyclic voltammetry would be to witness the redox properties of the chosen electroactive compound over the electrochemistry of the polymer material.
The electroactive species selected was 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine. This compound contains two amine groups that can be covalently bound to the activated ester group via a peptide bond with no additional reagents needed for the reaction to occur. The compound was dissolved in acetonitrile generating a 0.1 M solution and was used under stirring to soak the copolymer materials generated from a solution containing a large concentration of potential binding sites and a second solution with only a small concentration of binding sites. The percentage of available binding positions was calculated at 26% with a ratio corresponding to 0.24-0.06 M STA-MT in the polymerisation solution and 10% associated with 0.06-0.24 M STA-MT this was determined from the data obtained by elemental analysis in section 4.3.

Investigations start with the 0.06-0.24 M STA-MT polymerisation solution comprising of 10% binding sites. The material was grown potentiostatically at 2.2 V obtaining a film after using 2.5 mC of charge. The copolymer was then exposed to the diamine compound for 30 minutes then rinsed and cycled in a monomer and diamine free solution. The results can be seen in figure 4.3 below.

Figure 4.3. Comparison of redox properties established within the electroactive film and the copolymer materials with and without diamine exposure at 30 minutes.
Two well defined redox processes can be seen at approximately -0.0156 V and +0.45 V and +1.0 V and +0.67 V for the 3,5,6-tetramethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine which should therefore be seen when bound to the copolymer film. The initial scan 1 of the copolymer exposed to the diamine solution shows a possible anodic response corresponding to the second oxidation of the diamine compound however upon subsequent scans the redox responses revert to the electrochemistry seen for the film with no diamine exposure seen at scan 8. As figure 4.3 shows covalent binding did not take place this could be due to the short 30 minute exposure time and therefore increasing the time may promote binding of the electroactive diamine species.

After three hours of diamine exposure the copolymer film was extracted from solution and rinsed with acetonitrile to remove all unbound species. The electrodes were again cycled in a 0.1 M TBATFB acetonitrile solution free from the diamine compound and thiophene monomer.

Figure 4.4. Comparison of redox properties established within the electroactive film and the copolymer materials with and without diamine exposure at three hours.
Scan 1 demonstrates an anodic response corresponding to the entrapped diamine with a possible shoulder oxidation also seen within the diamine scan. As the copolymer was further cycled both anodic responses decreased. Compared with no diamine soak it was possible that covalent attachment had not taken place as reduction responses were absent. It was possible that the number of available binding sites was too low to be detected over the electrochemistry of the material or the exposure time was not sufficient to enable efficient binding.

Infrared analysis was performed on a thicker film with the same composition 0.06-0.24 M STA-MT with 3 hours diamine exposure to confirm that amine groups had not been covalently bound.

The number of binding sites was increased to 26% (0.24-0.06 M STA-MT) and an exposure time of three hours was implemented in order to achieve the redox responses of the diamine.

![Graph showing current vs potential for different samples](image)

**Figure 4.5.** Comparison of redox properties established within the electroactive film and the copolymer materials with and without diamine exposure at three hours.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates clearly the effect of covalently bound 3,5,6-tetramethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine. Both the oxidation and reduction responses can be seen over the electrochemistry of the film and continue to be evident upon the 8th scan.

Infrared analysis verified the shift of the carbonyl stretch from 1731-1715 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1644 cm\(^{-1}\) which was consistent with the formation of an amide bond. A primary amine at 3405 cm\(^{-1}\) was present which corresponded to the unbound amine located on the para position on the ring. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the appearance of these peaks with the retained carbonyl peak at 1715 cm\(^{-1}\) indicating that not all the ester groups reacted and therefore 3 hours may not have been long enough for complete amine attachment upon thicker films of 800 mC with 26% potential binding sites.

One issue regarding the results displayed for all copolymer ratios and exposure times was the absence of the first redox couple of the 3,5,6-tetramethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine. This observation is also acknowledged through the work of Li et al. The research of Li et al followed a similar approach using the same functional monomer of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and obtained the same difficulty surrounding the generation of redox responses corresponding to the electroactive compound employed. As stated by Li et al the conductivity of the film was limited to oxidative regions where electrical transport was accommodated and we see redox
processes of the copolymer material. The electroactive compound used by Li was a naphthoquinone derivative, which displayed very negative redox potentials and subsequently was not electrochemically accessible. The electroactive compound used in this study did possess a positive redox couple and demonstrated this effect successfully in figure 4.5 upon a copolymer with 26% potential binding sites although the first redox response of the diamine was not successfully accessed due to the redox potentials occurring in the reduced region of the material. However it is also possible that as covalent binding takes place through one or both amine groups the electrochemistry of the electroactive diamine compound could change, thereby producing only one redox response which can be seen in figure 4.5.

Upon analysis of the diamine soaked copolymer 0.06-0.24 M with 10% binding sites seen in figures 4.3 and 4.4 the first potential sweep of the amine exposed copolymer showed that the first redox couple was absent which corresponded to the reduced region of the film however upon film oxidation the second oxidation response of the diamine was clearly observed over the anodic portion of the conducting copolymer. Upon subsequent scans the disappearance of the anodic signal was evident and indicated absorption of the species rather than the covalent link initially anticipated. This could be explained by the fully occupied ring structure of the diamine compound with the amine groups effectively hidden amongst the methyl substituents. The accessibility to the activated ester groups is reduced further due to the obstruction generated by the short side chain to the polymer backbone and therefore covalent immobilisation is obstructed. Also due to the low percentage of binding sites three hours may not have been sufficient to allow covalent binding to take place and therefore longer times may be required, alternatively if binding did occur it may be possible that it was not enough to be detected over the redox chemistry of the film.

By employing more binding sites and a three hour diamine soak covalent binding was possible; this finding can be used as a guide for the determination of enzyme immobilisation with considerations regarding enzyme exposure time to the percentage of binding sites present.
4.5. Film Morphology

As already mentioned SEM-EDX provided detailed images of the polymer materials aiding characterisation through visual representation of the film morphology. Each thiophene compound where possible was studied through the high magnification available with the microscope and clear differences were seen between the various homopolymers. For copolymer determination the images established a facile method of obtaining confirmation of structural changes expected through the influence of compounds with different spatial characteristics.

All films generated for the scanning electron micrographs were potentiostatically grown at the monomers corresponding oxidation potential until 800 mC of charge was passed. Such growth conditions were developed in order to obtain a thick enough film which could be extracted without damaging the polymer surface. The films were then rinsed with acetonitrile and left to dry in a desiccator overnight. The insets show the polymer at higher magnification.

![Figure 4.7. Poly(bithiophene) grown from a 0.1 M solution with TBATFB as electrolyte at +1.2 V.](image)

Figure 4.7. Poly(bithiophene) grown from a 0.1 M solution with TBATFB as electrolyte at +1.2 V.
Figure 4.8. Poly(bithiophene) grown from a 0.1 M solution with TBATFB as electrolyte at +1.2 V.

Figure 4.9. Poly(bithiophene) grown from a 0.1 M solution with TBATFB as electrolyte at +2.2 V.
Information regarding the film quality is initially determined simply from the transfer of the material from the electrode surface to the microscope. Poly(bithiophene) represented a brittle polymer that did not form a strong film and therefore can be seen in several fragments in figure 4.7. The images seen upon higher magnification show a bead structure with the growth of the polymer beads at uniform size. Interestingly, generation of the polymer at increased potential displayed in figure 4.9 produced a decrease in the bead size and a less porous morphology with an observed deterioration in the image quality. The potential applied at +2.2 V for poly(bithiophene) exceeds the oxidation limit and introduces overoxidation. Overoxidation is known to disrupt polymer growth alignment and therefore the conductivity of the material. The poor image quality is the result of overoxidation as it is the conducting nature of the polymers that produces good useful images without the requirement of sputter coating. With simple ring substituents the film characteristics can change significantly seen with poly(3-methylthiophene) below.
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Figure 4.10. Poly(3-methylthiophene) grown from a 0.1 M solution with TBATFB at +1.7 V.
Figure 4.11. Poly(3-methylthiophene) grown from a 0.1 M solution with TBATFB at +1.7 V.

Poly(3-methylthiophene) demonstrates very different film quality compared to poly(bithiophene) with the successful removal of the complete polymer film from the electrode surface seen in figure 4.10. The film was stronger suggesting uniform growth with a defined growth pattern observed through higher magnification in figure 4.11. The material displays a polymer bead arrangement with densely populated 3-dimensional rope-like formations extending outward from the polymer base. The difference in film morphology is clearly influenced by the nature of the side group, in this case the methyl substituent imparted advantageous qualities to the polymer producing a stronger intact film with potentially greater surface area that would be desirable within a biosensor format.
Figure 4.12. Poly(3-dodecylthiophene) grown from a 0.1 M solution with TBATFB at +2.0 V.

Figure 4.13. Poly(3-dodecylthiophene) grown from a 0.1 M solution with TBATFB at +2.0 V.
Poly(3-dodecylthiophene) is a thiophene monomer that has a 12 carbon chain substituent. By extending the alkyl chain associated with the thiophene ring the film strength was further increased which can be seen in figure 4.12 due to the ease of removal and its durability through the sample preparation. The significant changes to the film topography is clear, a compact 2-dimentional film is produced without the typical bead-like composition seen with the poly(bithiophene) and poly(3-methylthiophene) materials. Closer inspection revealed a smooth surface arranged in a mesh network displaying considerable porosity, again this would provide good properties for an immobilisation matrix however oxidation of the polymer becomes increasingly difficult with +1.3 V needed to oxidise the film determined in chapter 3 section 3.1.3.

Introducing bulky side groups again alters the film morphologies seen. Poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) was grown using a concentration of 0.6 M the high concentration employed was necessary for initiating film growth as lower concentrations did not produce a polymer film which was investigated in Chapter 3 section 3.2.4.

Poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) is particularly important as it provides the necessary functionality required for peptide linkage, and therefore a durable film is desirable.
Figure 4.14. Poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) grown from a 0.6 M solution with TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.15. Poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) grown from a 0.6 M solution with TBATFB at +2.2 V.
Figure 4.16. 0.4 M thiophene-3-acetic acid and 0.2 M 3-methylthiophene grown with 0.1 M TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.17. 0.4 M thiophene-3-acetic acid and 0.2 M 3-methylthiophene grown with 0.1 M TBATFB at +2.2 V.
Figure 4.18. 0.3 M thiophene-3-acetic acid and 0.3 M 3-methylthiophene grown with 0.1 M TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.19. 0.3 M thiophene-3-acetic acid and 0.3 M 3-methylthiophene grown with 0.1 M TBATFB at +2.2 V.
Figure 4.20. 0.05 M thiophene-3-acetic acid and 0.55 M 3-methylthiophene grown with 0.1 M TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.21. 0.05 M thiophene-3-acetic acid and 0.55 M 3-methylthiophene grown with 0.1 M TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) produces a very interesting growth pattern seen in figure 4.14. Combinations of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional growth formations are
observed producing what resembles a flower pattern. Such growth has been studied in metal deposition\textsuperscript{187} where both mechanisms have been observed\textsuperscript{188} and the deposition pattern controlled through electrolyte concentration and voltage obtaining either dendric or fractal formations\textsuperscript{189}. Similar studies have been extended to conducting polymers following their discovery with mixed results. Different thiophene compounds\textsuperscript{188,190} including the investigated poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) have been examined and deposition in a two-dimensional layer-by-layer process has been evidenced in contrast to the 3-dimensional models of nucleation and growth reported in earlier research. Both models have been reported and therefore support the 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional growth seen in the micrograph. The clear patterns that can be seen in figure 4.14 are characterised by the open, random and chain like structures that seem to have no natural length scale and can be well described as fractals\textsuperscript{191}. Examination of the 2-dimensional arrangement that has adhered to the electrode surface at X250 magnification represents a very compact grain structure homogenous in nature and upon higher magnification a close packed polymer bead formation is evident. Interestingly when the copolymer ratio is altered a clear change in the morphology can be observed. Even at low magnification a visible difference in the films can be seen where the polymer attached directly on the electrode surface demonstrates the generation of larger colonies of polymer material in figure 4.16 until it becomes securely fixed on the electrode and cannot be removed in its entirety (figures 4.18 and 4.20). Additionally the fractal growth changes displaying more layers with rounded ends until no fractal growth is present with lower thiophene-3-acetic acid concentration seen in figure 4.20. The higher magnifications at X250 demonstrate a more porous morphology as less thiophene-3-acetic acid is incorporated into the film this can be observed more clearly at X2000 magnification displayed as the smaller images.

The lower concentrations of thiophene-3-acetic acid and higher concentrations of 3-methylthiophene used to produce the copolymer increased the adherence of the film to the electrode surface. Upon equal ratios of monomer in the polymerisation solution the material generated was more strongly attached to the electrode surface as extraction was more difficult and some polymer broke away. When only 0.05 M of thiophene-3-acetic acid was present most of the polymer remained on the electrode leaving only the outer ring. Similar results have been reported by Minett et al\textsuperscript{119}. 
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Figure 4.22. Poly(N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate) grown from a 0.2 M solution with TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.23. Poly(N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate) grown from a 0.2 M solution with TBATFB at +2.2 V.
The micrographs of the novel poly(N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate) display a very different morphology in comparison to the poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) material. By extending the spacial requirement of the side group through esterification a highly compact film is developed forming the material only upon the electrode surface. The film is two-dimensional with no evidence of fractal growth surrounding the material although an outer frame is defined by a procession of bulbous formations. Film properties are enhanced indicating improved durability with a degree of flexibility and therefore the film remained intact through its characterisation. Closer observations at X250 magnification show large beaded clusters in contrast to the grain arrangement of the poly(thiophene-3-acetic acid) and further magnification demonstrates the solid structure as cauliflower compositions demonstrating multiple, large and more complex constructions.

Figure 4.24. Poly(N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate) grown from a 2.0 M solution with TBATFB at +2.2 V.
Figure 4.25. Poly(N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate) grown from a 2.0 M solution with TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Polymer growth from a high concentration of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate generates a three-dimensional mass of material with developed bulbous regions that seem to decrease in size through the polymer. A flat polymer film does not form and therefore the resulting material would be difficult to assemble as an immobilisation platform. Increasing the magnification reveals a dense rope formation resembling a very different structure to the cauliflower clusters seen at lower monomer concentration.
Figure 4.26. 0.24 M N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 0.06 M 3-methylthiophene copolymer grown with TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.27. 0.24 M N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 0.06 M 3-methylthiophene copolymer grown with TBATFB at +2.2 V.
Figure 4.28. 0.06 M N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 0.24 M 3-methylthiophene copolymer grown with TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.29. 0.06 M N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 0.24 M 3-methylthiophene copolymer grown with TBATFB at +2.2 V.
The copolymerisation of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene could be visually identified by the SEM technique. By introducing a small amount of 3-methylthiophene the flat film grown through the polymerisation of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate in figure 4.22 resembled a more three-dimensional structure and was brittle. These qualities were directly imparted through the incorporation of the 3-methylthiophene with morphological characteristics representing both polymers. This can be seen in the higher magnification micrographs with a combination of smaller cauliflower clusters embedded in a more porous bead-like matrix. As more 3-methylthiophene was introduced the sterically hindered N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate became more diluted and the material grown was less brittle and more compact with a fibrillar structure.
Figure 4.30. 0.06 M N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate and 0.24 M 3-methylthiophene grown with TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.31. 0.06 M N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate and 0.24 M 3-methylthiophene grown with TBATFB at +2.2 V.
Figure 4.32. 0.05 M trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and 0.55 M 3-methylthiophene grown with TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Figure 4.33. 0.05 M trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and 0.55 M 3-methylthiophene grown with TBATFB at +2.2 V.

Copolymer films of trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate with 3-methylthiophene were grown with a 10% functional monomer
content. Both demonstrated compact films at low magnification however higher magnification showed more detail. STTA-MT resembled a porous morphology at X2000 magnification displaying linear polymer clusters like a string of beads. TTA-MT demonstrated dense polymer morphology for the outer ring formation. Interestingly the polymer located at the electrode surface became detached from the rest of the material indicating a strong adherence to the platinum surface.

In conclusion all polymers grown from mixed monomer solutions demonstrated successful copolymerisation. Excellent examples can be seen from the electromicrographs displayed particularly for the T3AA-MT and STA-MT materials.

The introduction of increasingly smaller concentrations of T3AA led to a more porous film that was well adhered to the electrode surface and STA-MT changed the highly compact and rigid film of STA into a thicker film displaying some 3D character which was less dense. STTA-MT and TTA-MT materials also revealed different morphology to the poly(3-methylthiophene) displaying more compact and solidly formed structures.

SEM is a very powerful and useful tool that has contributed significantly to the characterisation of conducting polymer films. Morphological changes can be seen through the manipulation of the polymer backbone by introducing sterically impeding and inductive substituents producing a range of film qualities. Brittle intractable polymer materials to durable and flexible films can be obtained with micrographs demonstrating the associated structural changes. Copolymerisation is evident as homopolymer materials are combined to demonstrate the characteristics of two morphologies in one polymer material. The visual representation of the materials generates useful information for their use as immobilisation platforms. Uniform polymer growth, thickness and porosity have direct effects upon sensor behaviour and contribute to its operation influencing diffusion rates and response times. Therefore by using SEM for characterisation the morphology can be tailored through side group incorporation or copolymerisation allowing different properties to be generated.

SEM-EDX also allowed the functional monomer content to be calculated for the full range of copolymer materials. The instrument was quick, simple and non destructive
proving to be the most effective technique available therefore avoiding long preparation and high source of error with atomic absorption and limited data through FTIR. Importantly copolymerisation was determined and a wide range of copolymer ratios were established for further analysis within a biosensor format investigated within chapter 5.
Chapter 5 Biosensor Analysis
Within this study polythiophenes have been chosen as the conducting polymer materials to be investigated as the immobilisation matrix for glucose oxidase through covalent attachment. It was envisaged that the conducting nature of the polymer would enable facile signal detection; however, efforts to exploit this property proved problematic, and this was due to the signal being operated at a potential which produced a partially oxidised polymer. Since the exact degree of oxidation was unknown and apparently highly variable, the subsequent attempts to obtain reproducible biosensor data were unsuccessful. This is not uncommon with conducting polymer sensors where in the past options such as over oxidation of the material has been employed to produce consistent material and hence reproducible analytical data\textsuperscript{192}. In this instance a mediated system was designed which employed a potential value at which the polymer was mostly reduced producing a stable and reliable background signal for subsequent analytical measurements. In this case \(p\)-benzoquinone was used within all investigations instigating facile electron transport to the electrode surface. A deoxygenated solution was employed aiding mediation through the electroactive compound and therefore limiting reaction to oxygen.

The novel copolymer materials studied for their biosensor properties in this chapter were all grown to include approximately 10% functional content for potential enzyme attachment. The copolymers studied were trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and 3-methylthiophene (TTA-MT), N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene, (STA-MT) and N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate and 3-methylthiophene (STTA-MT). As data comparison is important when assessing new models included within this chapter is the study of previous work reported by Kuwahara \textit{et al}. A polythiophene copolymer platform containing an optimum 10% yield of thiophene-3-acetic acid electropolymerised with 3-methylthiophene was explored for its response to glucose in which the published parameters were followed closely in order to replicate the results generated by Kuwahara \textit{et al}. \(p\)-Benzoquinone was the mediator employed within Kuwahara’s work and therefore it was also chosen as the mediator within this study. The pH used for the investigation of sensor performance was pH 7.0 which is commonly implemented due to the shift in pH optimum observed in immobilised systems\textsuperscript{51,54,113,117}. Kinetic data is displayed for the novel biosensor systems and the replicated thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-
methylthiophene copolymer generated using Hanes plots. All the results for the copolymer materials are compared and displayed in section 5.1.5 table 5.13.

5.0. Sensor Response in a Non-Mediated Environment

5.0.1. Investigation of The Novel N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-Methylthiophene Copolymer

Before the analysis of the prepared biosensor systems was initiated a blank was tested. The blank consisted of electropolymerised 3-methylthiophene with no functional monomers present to enable covalent immobilisation. The amount of charge passed was 100 mC in a 0.1 M monomer solution. The electrode was then exposed to an enzyme buffer solution under stirring for 8 hours after which the electrode was washed with buffer solution and analysed for its response to glucose.

![Figure 5.1. Response to glucose for the poly(3-methylthiophene) blank.](image)

The plot resembles Michaelis-Menten behaviour which can be explained by the absorption of free enzyme trapped within the polymer matrix. Covalent immobilisation cannot be implemented within this material due to the absence of functional monomers, and therefore the signal generated in figure 5.1 is likely to originate from absorbed enzyme. This is supported by the low $K_m$ value of 1.99 mM.
calculated using Hanes plots and a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 0.00011 mA/cm$^2$ indicating good enzyme activity with no adverse immobilisation effects influencing the kinetic data. Although a response was detected it was over 100 times lower than the average response of an enzyme electrode generated with covalent binding sites and therefore did not interfere with the analysis of the following biosensor investigations.

### 5.0.1.1. Reproducibility

The enzyme electrodes were produced with 400 mC of charge at +2.2 V and exposed to enzyme buffer solution for 24 hours. The 10% N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate content is responsible for the covalent immobilisation of the glucose oxidase within the copolymer and therefore was the assumed method of enzyme incorporation.

![Figure 5.2](image.png)

**Figure 5.2.** Reproducibility of three 400 mC enzyme electrodes.

Reproducibility was extremely low for enzyme electrodes without a mediator as not all enzyme electrodes provided a measureable response. Three enzyme electrodes generated with 400 mC of charge were analysed and a coefficienty variation (\% RSD) of the responses obtained was calculated at 127\%. The large reproducibility error could be explained due to problems associated with substrate diffusion and electron transport difficulties. Furthermore the fabrication process could introduce error as thicker films extending away from the electrode surface are less robust and are more
likely to be damaged through enzyme immobilisation and sensor analysis therefore loss of polymer material may be responsible for the variation in biosensor response observed.

5.0.1.2. Investigation of Length of Enzyme Exposure upon Sensor Response

Copolymer films were generated through passage of 100 mC of charge at a potential of +2.2 V. A range of enzyme immobilisation times were chosen in which they are generally quoted in hours and are found to range considerably. Figure 5.3 displays large current responses at short exposure times with a decreasing response to glucose as the time period for enzyme immobilisation becomes longer.

![Figure 5.3. Current response generated for varying enzyme exposure times.](image)

The kinetic data for the various enzyme exposure times in figure 5.4 were determined using Hanes plots and can be seen in table 5.1 where $V_{\text{max}}$ and $K_m$ values are presented. $V_{\text{max}}$ represents the maximum reaction rate at a particular enzyme concentration and $K_m$ is the Michaelis constant. The $K_m$ value is an indication of the activity of the enzyme as it defines the substrate concentration required to achieve a given rate. Due to various factors such as immobilisation that can influence the enzyme behaviour the kinetic data is often affected and therefore $K_m$ is termed the apparent $K_m$. 
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Figure 5.3 demonstrates the response to glucose mainly over long exposure times (6-24 hours) however a five minute enzyme exposure time was implemented to investigate the response generated. Interestingly after only five minutes current response was very high compared to the 6, 18 and 24 hour investigations.

The kinetic data displayed in table 5.1 for the five minute immobilisation period can be compared to free unbound enzyme as determined for the poly(3-methylthiophene) material and therefore longer immobilisation times were needed to generate covalent bonding. Six hours resulted in a good signal to glucose and represented a slightly higher $K_m$ value implying possible structural changes of the enzyme as covalent attachment took place. The longer exposure times of 18 and 24 hours suggested unfavourable conditions affecting the sensor behaviour due to the reduced current signals. Introducing extended immobilisation times may lead to the incorporation of more enzyme. If there are unoccupied sites more covalent binding will occur but the polymer thickness will increase affecting substrate and product diffusion. Also the enzymes may become anchored at multiple sites, either obstructing access to the substrate binding site or forcing the protein to adapt a less active conformation.

![Figure 5.4. Hanes plots for enzyme electrodes with varying enzyme exposure times.](image-url)
Table 5.1. Kinetic Data for Different Enzyme Immobilisation Times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme Exposure Time</th>
<th>$V_{\text{max}}$ (mM/A)</th>
<th>Apparent $K_m$ (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 minutes</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 hours</td>
<td>0.00025</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 hours</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hanes plots for solution enzyme kinetics are associated by a straight line, however as immobilisation causes the enzyme kinetics to change a shallow gradient can be observed at the low substrate concentrations referred to as the lag phase. The Hanes plots above in figure 5.4 demonstrate the lag phase which corresponds to the slow transport of glucose into the polymer and are significant at longer enzyme immobilisation times. This provides an indication into the permeability and diffusion limitation of the polymer film as more enzyme is incorporated into the matrix.

5.0.1.3. Examination of the Effects of Copolymer Thickness

![Graph showing current response generated for 24 hours of enzyme exposure.](image)
As the amount of charge passed for film generation was increased the response to glucose increased. It is difficult to conclude trends seen within the non-mediated systems due to the absence of reproducibility seen in figure 5.2 with a calculated coefficient variation of 127%. However increasing the amount of material produced is likely to increase the copolymer surface area as the film extends away from the electrode surface and produces a very porous, surface rich copolymer matrix. Increased surface exposure is likely to aid more enzyme binding and therefore more possible reaction sites generating a larger current response.

Table 5.2. Kinetic Data for Increasing Polymer Thickness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Thickness (mC)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{max}}$ (mM/A)</th>
<th>Apparent $K_m$ (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>0.000125</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although $V_{\text{max}}$ increased in figure 5.5 with the use of more charge for film growth the $K_m$ data demonstrated little change in the sensor behaviour compared to the previous investigation of the length of enzyme exposure at 24 hours. Therefore increasing the amount of polymer film with longer enzyme exposure did not achieve optimum sensor performance and due to low reproducibility, investigations involving thinner films over shorter immobilisation times were not successful.

5.0.1.4. Investigation of the Effects of Analyte Diffusion

Due to the irreproducibility of the glucose sensors highlighted in section 5.0.1.1 figure 5.2, diffusion through the polymer matrix was investigated. Two electrodes were prepared both with electrogenerated polymers encompassing 400 mC of passed charge. One electrode was placed in an enzyme phosphate buffer solution and one in the phosphate buffer without enzyme, both were exposed to the solutions for 24 hours under stirred conditions. Diffusion was therefore monitored through a matrix immobilised with enzyme and without the bound species with equal buffer exposure to eliminate factors due to polymer swelling affecting diffusion properties.
A significant difference was observed between diffusion within a matrix occupied by enzyme species and a matrix free of enzyme. Larger responses were detected where no enzyme was present approaching an increase of 40% indicating a possible obstruction to the diffusion of the hydrogen peroxide when enzyme was present. Although a decreased response was seen the hindered species still achieves access to the electrode surface albeit at reduced concentration therefore explaining the low current signals observed under non mediated systems and also the irreproducibility associated with the sensor performance.

5.1. Sensor Response in a Mediated Environment

5.1.1. Investigation of The Novel N-Succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-Methylthiophene Copolymer

The mediator $p$-benzoquinone was chosen in the following experiments due to its incorporation in the work of Kuwahara et al. The parameters published in this work were followed closely in order to compare the optimised biosensor electrodes in both studies.
As a mediated environment was employed, nitrogen was used to eliminate the oxygen in the solution. Oxygen acts as a natural mediator generating hydrogen peroxide which becomes oxidised primarily at the electrode surface. Removing the oxygen competition increased the current response to glucose by 16% seen in figure 5.7 for the novel copolymer. Due to the enhanced signals attainable with deoxygenation this method was employed through all \( p \)-benzoquinone mediated systems.

![Figure 5.7](image)

**Figure 5.7.** Sensor response in oxygenated and deoxygenated systems.

Incorporating a mediator into the system provided a sustained response to glucose throughout the various parameter changes identified for biosensor development. The elimination of oxygen in the system by nitrogen flushing increased the current signals upon glucose addition and was used throughout the study incorporating the mediator. Response to glucose, absent through non-mediated systems, indicated the difficulty associated with diffusion limitation and electron transport through the film.

**5.1.1.1. Altering Potential Binding Sites through Copolymerisation**

The literature concerning conducting polymers and the optimum content for potential enzyme immobilisation is stated at 10\%\textsuperscript{54}. The previous non-mediated investigations performed incorporated a 10% content of the functional thiophene monomer based
upon the literature findings. Alteration of the copolymer ratio along with many other biosensor studies could not be performed due to irreproducibility associated with the non-mediated environment. Through a mediated system these investigations were accomplished starting with the investigation of the optimum content of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate for sensor response.

![Figure 5.8](image)

Figure 5.8. STA content in the copolymerisation ratio employing a 50 mC film.

As the novel functional monomer differs in structure compared to the thiophene-3-acetic acid monomer it is important to establish if the same percentage content provides the greatest signal response.

From the results generated it was observed that at 10% N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate content the current signal to glucose reached a maximum response. The lower ester content of 6% provided decreased current response to glucose with high apparent $K_m$. Therefore indicating that the lower concentration of activated ester compounds was not sufficient in order to produce improved current response to glucose. The decrease in response to glucose upon the addition of more potential binding sites is explained in the literature through different reasoning. Kuwahara et al conclude that the reduction of the amperometric response is a result of decreasing...
conductivity within the copolymer film. This implies that the functional groups of the carboxylic acid and the activated ester have a direct effect upon the conductivity of the matrix and that the conducting nature of the immobilisation platform is an important aspect in the biosensor performance. Comparing the biosensor signals in figure 5.8 to the current response generated at +0.4 V obtained upon cyclic voltammetry characterisation in chapter 3 a relationship can be observed.

Table 5.3. Comparison of current generated at 0.4 V to the average current obtained upon biosensor analysis for the copolymers with different ester content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copolymer STA Content (%</th>
<th>Current Response at +0.4 V (µA)</th>
<th>Average Current Obtained for the Biosensor. (mA/cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At +0.4 V the polymer films are mostly in their reduced state; however the pre-peak observed in several of the copolymers occurs at this potential and therefore some oxidation of the film exists. At +0.4 V the current response generated for the copolymer and the biosensor with 10% ester content is the largest with 23% ester content representing the lowest signals for both the copolymer characterisation and the analysis of the biosensor. All remaining compositions produce similar current response at +0.4 V within the film characterisation and the corresponding biosensor system.

The level of oxidation of the copolymer films could in part explain the trend in current response seen due to the potential conductivity imparted to the modified enzyme electrode. However conductivity is not the only parameter that affects the response of the biosensor and therefore the results generated in figure 5.8 require further explanation.
Li et al have probed the behaviour of a polyaniline (PANI) conducting polymer platform for glucose oxidase attachment through surface grafted acrylic acid (AAc)\textsuperscript{48}. The results generated through the amount of AAc deployed describes a linear increase in enzyme activity with increasing binding sites until a plateau is reached. Li et al conclude a number of factors that remain potentially responsible for the cease in activity increase involving diffusion, cofactor accessibility and enzyme conformation which are also likely to be associated with the change in copolymer ratio of the N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate biosensor system.

Larger $K_m$ values are typically observed with all immobilised enzyme systems due to the reduced substrate accessibility to the reaction site, as the enzyme is no longer free. However the large apparent $K_m$ values with decreasing response to glucose upon greater STA content indicates a more complex effect than accessibility issues and therefore requires a different explanation.

Diffusion limitation of the material could be responsible for the decrease in sensor behaviour indicated by the high apparent $K_m$ and low $V_{\text{max}}$ values as more functional monomer is incorporated into the immobilisation platform. Increasing the available binding sites will potentially increase the amount of enzyme immobilised introducing a thicker film with limited substrate and product diffusion\textsuperscript{157}. In addition enzyme activity can be inhibited through multiple binding likely to be found within greater functional monomer content affecting the enzyme structure and causing damage to the reaction site.

With 23\% occupancy of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate the response to glucose decreased significantly. This can be attributed to the multiple covalent bonding and overcapacity imparting steric effects, increased polymer thickness and therefore diffusion limitation. Furthermore the low conductivity of the material may provide a contributing factor.

Although diffusion of the substrate was affected, a build up of product in the film was generated; causing constant detection at the electrode surface, resulting in a linear graph at higher glucose concentrations, ideal for a biosensor system\textsuperscript{193-194}, observed clearly in figure 5.8.
Table 5.4. Kinetic Data Associated with a Varying Monomer Ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STA Monomer Content (%)</th>
<th>Molar Ratio (M)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (mM/A)</th>
<th>Apparent $K_m$ (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.03-0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.06-0.24</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.12-0.18</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.15-0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.18-0.12</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further investigations considering response optimisation features the novel copolymer at a 10% content regarding the functional monomer species. This value was chosen as the optimum enzyme binding through the investigation upon the copolymer ratio which supported the maximum response to glucose stated in the literature at around 10%.

5.1.1.2. Effects of Film Thickness and Enzyme Exposure on the Biosensor Response.

There are many parameters that can be altered through the various stages of fabrication and these parameters can impart great influence upon the performance of the sensor. It was therefore decided to first investigate the amount of material deposited and the enzyme exposure period that would generate a practical sensor before determination of repeatability and reproducibility.

A range of film thicknesses were generated potentiostatically using coulometry with a defined potential of +2.2 V employing 16, 50, 100 and 400 mC to the working electrode corresponding to charge densities of 800, 2500, 5000, and 20000 mC/cm$^2$. Enzyme exposure times included 2, 6, 9, 18 and 24 hours.

The results displayed below in figures 5.9-5.13 coupled with the tabulated data in table 5.5 indicate an evident relationship between the amount of polymer material employed for the biosensor established through the amount of passed charge and the time period implemented for enzyme immobilisation.
Figure 5.9. Current response generated after 2 hours of enzyme exposure.

Figure 5.10. Current response generated after 6 hours of enzyme exposure.
Figure 5.11. Current response generated after 9 hours of enzyme exposure.

Figure 5.12. Current response generated after 24 hours of enzyme exposure.
Employing shorter immobilisation times of 2 and 6 hours demonstrated amplified current signals for 1 mM glucose additions as more charge was implemented for the resulting films seen in figures 5.9 and 5.10. Larger currents were also generated at shorter immobilisation times within a non-mediated system, figure 5.3. However as the enzyme immobilisation time was increased to 9 and 24 hours in figures 5.11 and 5.12 respectively the response to glucose remained constant despite the differences in charge applied for film growth. A similar response for the same investigation was seen in figure 5.5 within the non-mediated system where the apparent $K_m$ demonstrated little variation indicating no change in the sensor behaviour over the same extended immobilisation times.

The limited signal response at longer enzyme exposure was explored further to incorporate thinner polymer films of 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 and 50 mC seen in figure 5.13. Examination of the response to glucose over lower concentrations up to 8 mM clearly showed very limited variation for most of the polymer thicknesses investigated. However the sensor developed with the smallest amount of charge at 8 mC when
compared with the rest of the polymer films clearly demonstrated a reduced signal. Examination over the whole concentration range displays larger signal variation indicating a slight response increase as more charge is used for the film growth until possible stabilisation is reached. At 32 mC the largest response to glucose is observed however increasing the charge to 40 mC and 50 mC fails to generate enhanced current signals demonstrating a potential plateau of signal response at increasing film thickness over a 24 hour immobilisation period.

At longer enzyme immobilisation times of 18 and 24 hours the response to glucose does not differ significantly when compared to the current response plots over shorter immobilisation times of 2, 6 and 9 hours. The data has been re-plotted to include the whole range of exposure times for both a thin copolymer film of 16 mC plotted as figure 5.14 and the thickest film produced at 400 mC seen in figure 5.15.

Figure 5.14. Stabilisation of signal at longer immobilisation times for a 16 mC film.
Figure 5.15. Stabilisation of signal at longer immobilisation times for a 400 mC film.

The responses obtained for the 16 mC film demonstrated an increase in current signal with increasing apparent $K_m$ values over the range of enzyme exposure times. Thinner films represent less exposed surface area and therefore an increased enzyme exposure time was required to reach maximum loading as displayed in figure 5.14. Response to glucose increased greatly over the 9 hour period with considerable slowing after 24 hours. The 16 mC thin polymer film took longer to stabilise than the other polymer films as the response to glucose was still increasing after 24 hours, although the increase was small. A possible reason for this considers the polymer structure. The growth of the thin 16 mC film produced a very even polymer with no three dimensional growth; therefore access to the binding sites was likely to be more difficult and as more sites were occupied more time was needed for the enzymes to bind to available groups. After 24 hours it is likely that most sites are occupied by enzyme, slowing diffusion and elevating the apparent $K_m$ data seen in table 5.6.

Polymer films produced from 400 mC show a reverse order for current signal enhancement in relation to enzyme exposure. By employing a thicker film for the immobilisation layer, shorter time periods stimulated greater response to glucose, this
could be associated with the ease of immobilisation upon a larger surface area and therefore less time was needed for covalent binding to occur upon the polymer surface. It is also likely that the large current signals after two hours of immobilisation time were generated due to enzyme absorption as a low apparent $K_m$ of 8 mM is observed. The thicker films resembled growth in a three dimensional form extending away from the electrode surface with a porous composition. Enzyme molecules may have been absorbed in the matrix and therefore trapped without generating covalent attachment. Absorbed enzymes react to substrate more effectively and therefore large current signals and small apparent $K_m$ values were produced and are displayed in table 5.6. Increasing the enzyme exposure time demonstrated a significant change to the large signals achieved over 2 and 6 hours of enzyme immobilisation representing an overall reduction in current response and increased apparent $K_m$.

The results obtained can be explained in part regarding diffusion properties associated with the immobilisation matrix. Thicker films exhibited diffusion limitation supported by the results obtained in figure 5.6 in which lower current signals were generated in response to hydrogen peroxide additions for a 400 mC film immobilised with glucose oxidase over 24 hours compared to a film exposed to only buffer solution. Increasing the amount of enzyme that was immobilised through the extension of the enzyme exposure time increased the difficulty associated with the diffusion of the generated product to the electrode surface. This was seen more predominantly with thicker films as more enzyme was able to immobilise over the extended time frame imparting a greater diffusion barrier and therefore decreased the current signal seen in figure 5.15. In addition the porous nature of the film with the increased thickness coupled with the longer immobilisation times was likely to generate enzyme binding deeper within the polymer therefore restricting substrate access and affecting the response generated.

The stability associated with the signal observed in figures 5.9-5.12 over a range of polymer thickness and immobilisation times of 9 and 24 hours demonstrated the maximum signal generated where species diffusion limited thicker films and fully occupied binding sites limited the thinner films producing current responses of equal intensity.
### Table 5.5. Maximum Response Determined after 15 mM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Thickness</th>
<th>Current Response Achieved after 15 mM (mA/cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enzyme Exposure Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 mC</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mC</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mC</td>
<td>0.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 mC</td>
<td>2.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.6. Kinetic Data for Film Thickness and Enzyme Exposure Time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Thickness</th>
<th>Kinetic Data (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enzyme Exposure Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 mC</td>
<td>V_max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0068</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mC</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mC</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 mC</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the examination of varying film thickness and enzyme exposure time further studies were carried out upon both a 50 mC and 400 mC film after 6 hours of enzyme interaction. The 50 mC film represented good response to glucose and produced a good even film covering the electrode surface with quick, facile growth. A thicker film of 400 mC generates longer growth times however the response to glucose was greatly enhanced.

### 5.1.1.3. Repeatability and Reproducibility

Repeatability and reproducibility are two important factors that were investigated. Repeatability is an evaluation of how precise measurements are for a single electrode which is related to the behaviour of the biosensor within the experimental set up.
Reproducibility focuses upon the fabrication of the biosensor from polymer deployment to enzyme attachment this determines how reproducible the process is which is important for the generation of multiple enzyme electrodes.

Reproducibility is also affected by the performance of the individual electrode. The electrodes available varied in age and as they are used the area and quality of the platinum surface is likely to change therefore the current signal variation was calculated between the six platinum electrodes employed within the study. The associated error was found to be 6% and so current signal variation up to this value can be associated with the reproducibility of the electrode used.

![Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM ferrocene scanned at 100 mVs⁻¹.](image)

Figure 5.16. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM ferrocene scanned at 100 mVs⁻¹.

Reproducibility calculated for all biosensor systems considered the 6% error involved with the electrodes used and where error was greater possible causes were given.
The repeatability error for the 50 mC enzyme electrode analysed was calculated at 3% which was sufficiently low and can most likely be associated with experimental error such as introducing the correct volume of glucose, measuring buffer volumes and measurement analysis.

The increase in error for the 400 mC enzyme electrode calculated at 6% is approximately double the error involved with the 50 mC film. In this particular investigation the large current responses at 6 hours enzyme exposure displayed in table 5.5 are absent which indicates significant variation within thicker films. The error increase and current response decrease compared to the 50 mC film may be explained by the variability that larger amounts of material can impart. As more material is deposited upon the electrode surface an increase in the proportion of defects is probable affecting the conjugation within the polymer and the outward growth of the film becomes problematic as this can contribute to the loss of material throughout the fabrication process affecting the behaviour of the biosensor.
The reproducibility was determined using the average error calculated for two sets of three enzyme electrodes in which each set was performed upon different days. Combining the six data sets was avoided due to the variation in signal response generated upon the different days. This was due to the laboratory temperature change which occurred between winter and summer months, and therefore the errors were calculated separately for the data sets and averaged to provide an overall reproducibility error quoted as % RSD.

The average error associated with the analysis of three enzyme electrodes in each of the two data sets upon copolymer films of 50 mC was determined at 15% which incorporates the reproducibility of the electrodes used calculated previously at 6% leaving 9% variation accountable to the error associated with the fabrication process as different solutions were made for the biosensors on different days.

The assessment of three 400 mC enzyme electrodes produced some difficulty. Due to the enhanced loading of the copolymer and its related physical properties the polymer film would not remain intact and therefore suffered loss of material through the fabrication stages. The error associated with the 400 mC film was 84%. The large range of glucose concentrations is shown in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18. Reproducibility of three 400 mC enzyme electrodes.
variation upon each prepared enzyme electrode demonstrates the low practical application of a thick film.

5.1.1.4. Investigation of the Effects of Buffer Exposure Time upon Current Response

![Graph showing Current Density vs Glucose Concentration for different buffer exposure times (0 hrs, 1 hr, 6 hrs, 24 hrs).]

Figure 5.19. Investigation of the effects of buffer exposure upon 50 mC copolymer films.

The three 50 mC enzyme electrodes investigated for each of the buffer exposure times investigated demonstrated significant variation in signal over 24 hours. The spread of results was greatest upon leaving the enzyme electrodes at extended periods of time and therefore the limited storage time of up to one hour reduced the response variation. For the 6 and 24 hour buffer exposure, average error was calculated at 31.5% in which 6% was accountable for the error within electrode reproducibility therefore the variation represented 25.5%. Electrode storage between 0 and 1 hour generated an average variation of 4.5% taking electrode reproducibility into account therefore demonstrating that longer buffer soaking leads to increased variation in glucose response. Therefore the enzyme electrodes were not left in buffer for any extended period of time.
The average responses for the various buffer soak times seen in table 5.7 demonstrated the increase in deviation between values at longer storage times in buffer solution. This can possibly be explained due to the limited polymer swelling over shorter buffer exposure times influenced by the hydrophobic nature of the film, however over longer periods some buffer interaction may occur due to the fibrillar structure and level of film porosity\textsuperscript{17} causing the very large variation of response at 6 hours until the signal begins to stabilise at 24 hours.

The low variation in the biosensor response at shorter buffer exposure times was surprising as it was expected through eliminating the buffer soak greater current signals would be observed contributing to a larger error. The expected heightened response would have been explained through the presence of unbound enzyme and the fact that responses were precise demonstrated that the copolymer material did not excessively retain unbound species and therefore the rinsing of the electrodes and storage in between analysis presented little issue. However it was concluded that storage time was limited where possible due to the increase in response variation seen considerably at 6 hours and moderately at 24 hours.

Table 5.7. Error Associated with Each Set of Sensors for Various Buffer Soak Times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0 hours</th>
<th>1 hour</th>
<th>6 hours</th>
<th>24 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average CV</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>14 %</td>
<td>42 %</td>
<td>21 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.1.5. Stability Over 72 Hours

Three enzyme electrodes were prepared for the following study each one was analysed with the resulting data representing the average obtained.

The stability of the enzyme electrodes for both the N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and the thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymers were investigated over 72 hours as a measure of stability. The first analysis was carried out after 1 hour of buffer interaction with the subsequent results obtained after three 24 hour intervals. The enzyme electrodes were stored in pH 7.0 phosphate buffer at room temperature in between data collection.
Repeated use over 72 hours demonstrated the stability provided by films employing differing thicknesses. Table 5.8 displays the average signal retained as a percentage over 15 mM of glucose through 72 hours with graphical representations of stability demonstrating a 50 mC copolymer film and a thicker film generated by employing 400 mC to the electrode surface.

Figure 5.20. Average response of three 50 mC N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate film exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.
The stability of the film is seen clearly in figures 5.20 and 5.21 and demonstrates a small deviation of 17% from the original analysis. However as the enzyme electrodes were stored in buffer over the 72 hour time frame the variation in response could in part be attributed to the effects of extended buffer interaction associated with the film up to 24 hours as depicted in the buffer soak study represented in figure 5.19. If after 24 hours the variation in signal is associated to the stabilisation of polymer swelling only a 12% error can be related to loss of biosensor performance.

Figure 5.21. Average response of three 50 mC N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.
Figure 5.22. Average response of three 400 mC N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.

Figure 5.23. Average response of three 400 mC N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.
The thicker film demonstrated a 36% variation from the original analysis, more than double the loss of signal compared to the 50 mC film. It was likely that absorbed enzyme was more difficult to remove when thicker films were used for immobilisation and the large signal loss could be explained predominantly through enzyme leaching. As the buffer soak investigation did not include thicker films it was also expected that the signal variation was likely to be influenced by a degree of polymer swelling in which stabilisation may have taken longer to achieve.

The 400 mC film in this case generated a larger response to glucose which is desirable for a biosensor device however as the stability is greatly affected due to possible enhanced enzyme absorption, swelling and film fragility analysis of different copolymer formats did not include thicker films.

Table 5.8. Percentage Signal Retained Over 72 Hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Enzyme Exposure; 16 mC Film</th>
<th>Enzyme Exposure; 50 mC Film</th>
<th>Enzyme Exposure; 100 mC Film</th>
<th>Enzyme Exposure; 400 mC Film</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>6 hours</td>
<td>9 hours</td>
<td>18 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>6 hours</td>
<td>9 hours</td>
<td>18 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 65% 100% 82% 103% 62%</td>
<td>24 67% 95% 73% 100% 49%</td>
<td>48 37% 78% 56% 113% 42%</td>
<td>48 37% 84% 45% 67% 52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48 51% 43% 33% 26% 41%</td>
<td>48 13% 83% 35% 61% 33%</td>
<td>72 55% 69 % 97% 44% 69%</td>
<td>72 26% 64 % 43% 57% 17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stability study over 72 hours was implemented for all film thicknesses and enzyme immobilisation times previously investigated. Only the 50 mC and 400 mC films at 6 hours enzyme exposure were reproduced in triplicate as the remaining
studies were performed to determine other possible beneficial formats for further investigation.

The thin films of 16 mC were least stable after 72 hours retaining biosensor performance at only approximately 50% and lower. The average stability at 72 hours for both the thin (16 mC) and thick (400 mC) films were low representing 39% and 36% respectively, employing 50 mC and 100 mC of charge for film growth provided enhanced stability in which 50 mC retained an average 45% of the original signal and 100 mC retained 67%. Upon closer comparison it can be observed that for the 50 mC film exposed to 6 hours of enzyme solution stability was high at 83% over 72 hours of storage at room temperature. Furthermore the 100 mC film at 9 hours of enzyme immobilisation represents virtually no loss in signal. The biosensor demonstrated an increase in response to glucose after 24 hours where usually reduced responses were observed. This behaviour was possibly the result of established diffusion channels in the material. It was therefore concluded that investigations would continue with the thinner 50 mC film at shorter enzyme immobilisation of 6 hours as this format was successful in retaining enzyme stability with excellent repeatability, reproducibility and signal response.

5.1.1.6. Stability Over Four Weeks

Stability of the enzyme electrodes stored over 72 hours at room temperature generated very positive results with only a 12% loss of signal after the effects of buffer exposure were taken into account. Enzymes are generally considered as unstable species however upon immobilisation enzyme stability typically increases. A further stability study was employed in which three 50 mC enzyme electrodes were stored at 4 °C in between measurements over 4 weeks. By storing the enzyme at reduced temperature the lifetime of the enzyme biomolecule will be prolonged. It is expected that stability will be enhanced and the enzyme electrodes can be stored for longer periods of time without significant decrease in biosensor performance.
Figure 5.24. Average response of three 50 mC N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 4 weeks.

Stability over 4 weeks was good with a relatively constant decrease in response observed through the weekly analysis using the average of the three averaged responses. The storage temperature influenced the stability of the immobilised enzyme providing a retained signal of 75% from the original analysis after 1 month at 4 °C in phosphate buffer solution.

Over the 1-8 mM range of substrate, stability of the enzyme electrode was improved seen in table 5.9. Less degradation was seen; however the response still continued to fall as it is well known that enzymes denature over time. At higher substrate concentration saturation of the biosensor was observed in which saturation started to occur at lower concentrations over the following weeks. As less active enzyme remained the current responses decreased which can be observed clearly in figure 5.24.
Table 5.9. Stability of the N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate Copolymer Sensors Analysed over Four Weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STA-MT</th>
<th>1 Hour</th>
<th>1 Week</th>
<th>2 Weeks</th>
<th>3 Weeks</th>
<th>4 Weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-15 mM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-8 mM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The signal retained through each 7 day period can be seen in table 5.9. Interestingly a 10% increase is observed over weeks 3 and 4 this may correspond to a stabilisation of signal over longer storage times however further stability measurements would be required to confirm this.

5.1.2. Investigation of the Thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-Methylthiophene Copolymer

The thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene copolymer is a biosensor system which is well explored. The work by Kuwahara et al was incorporated into this study and provided a guide for successful biosensor analysis. Where possible the experimental conditions were followed closely in order to replicate data and compare biosensor performance to the parameters found to be optimal for the new biosensor system employing N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate.

The results generated for the T3AA/MT copolymer were comparable to the STA/MT system with analytical assessment of signal response and stability displaying close agreement. Reproducibility for the two biosensor formats differed considerably with the novel biosensor system providing greater signal reproducibility. Response to glucose for both copolymer systems indicated a measurable signal to glucose in under four seconds.

Employing the conditions found in the literature thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene monomers were copolymerised to provide a polymer film consisting of a 10% content of the acid substituted monomer specifically for enzyme binding. The amount of charge deployed for the immobilisation matrix differed from the literature due to difficulty obtaining even polymer coatings upon the electrode surface. Alternatively a thicker film of 2500 mC/cm² was used with an enzyme
exposure time of 6 hours employing optimum parameters generated from the N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate copolymer. The mediator $p$-benzoquinone was used within the study.

By deoxygenating the buffer solution with nitrogen the response to glucose increased up to 44% within a mediated environment. A larger increase was seen with the thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer through the removal of oxygen highlighting the competition against $p$-benzoquinone.

![Figure 5.25. Sensor response within a deoxygenating environment using nitrogen.](image)

The method of oxygen removal by nitrogen bubbling over 20 minutes was seen to considerably enhance signal response and was therefore employed through the rest of the biosensor investigations in order to gain maximum response to glucose and provide consistency for both copolymer assessments.
5.1.2.1. Repeatability and Reproducibility

The error associated with three repeat analysis of the thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene copolymer was 6%. The error was double that of the novel copolymer and may be less stable than the ester copolymer.

Reproducibility represents a variation of 16% calculated as an average over two sets of three different enzyme electrodes. The error involved requires an explanation other than the 6% variation calculated between the working electrodes as a 10% error still remains. This large error can be associated with the variation produced by buffer soak times between 0-1 hours at 10.5% and the fabrication process where different batches of monomer solution, and enzyme solution were prepared on different days.

5.1.2.2. Stability Over 72 Hours

The 50 mC film was chosen to investigate the thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer stability due to the good, steady responses to glucose obtained over a four day period with the novel copolymer.
Figure 5.27. Average response of three 50 mC thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.

Figure 5.28. Average response of three 50 mC thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.
Glucose response for the thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer over 72 hours at room temperature presented a stable film demonstrating a comparable 86% response to the original analysis after 72 hours. Increased deactivation can be seen more clearly at higher glucose concentrations where saturation was observed with very little variation in response over the 72 hour period up to 7 mM of glucose.

5.1.2.3. Stability Over Four Weeks Stored at 4 °C

![Graph showing glucose response over four weeks stored at 4 °C](image)

Figure 5.29. Average response of three 50 mC thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over four weeks.

Although room temperature stability was successful over a four day period stability can be increased by storing the enzyme electrodes at 4 °C between analysis. After one month 78% of the original response was retained with only a 1% decrease between weeks three and four indicating a lower rate of deactivation after longer storage periods. Response to glucose over 1-8 mM showed increased stability as saturation of the immobilised enzyme had not yet been reached. A slight 2% increase in stability after one week is seen and may possibly be due to the formation of diffusion channels within the material or a preferred and more stable rearrangement in enzyme conformation.
Table 5.10. Stability of the 3-thiophene acetic acid Copolymer Sensors Analysed over Four Weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T3AA-MT</th>
<th>1 Hour</th>
<th>1 Week</th>
<th>2 Weeks</th>
<th>3 Weeks</th>
<th>4 Weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-15 mM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-8 mM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>102%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Biosensor investigations have so far incorporated the well established thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene copolymer and the novel N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene copolymer. The novel N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate compound was synthesised within this study to monitor the effects that a preactivated thiophene monomer would produce within a biosensor format. The investigations provided encouraging results especially where signal response, repeatability and reproducibility were enhanced and therefore prompted further investigation.

Copolymers were studied with the identical functionality of the carboxylic acid and activated ester groups but differed by an extension between the thiophene ring and the functional group through a double bond provided by an additional methylene species. The compound trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid is readily available and was modified by the same condensation reaction with carbodiimide reagent to yield the activated ester species. It was envisaged that the double bond linkage would impart enhanced electron transport due to the extended conjugation provided and would increase the current signals produced.

The investigations performed for both the novel trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and 3-methylthiophene copolymer and N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate and 3-methylthiophene copolymer follow the same studies of repeatability, reproducibility, stability, limit of detection, signal response and enzyme kinetics and are tabulated in table 5.13 with data extracted for all copolymer biosensors investigated.
5.1.3. Investigation of the Novel Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and 3-Methylthiophene Copolymer

5.1.3.1. Repeatability and Reproducibility

The error calculated between the triplicate measurements was determined at 10% RSD. This represents a large variation between repeat analysis upon the same enzyme electrode and may signify stability issues.

A 10% signal reproducibility error was calculated over three different enzyme electrodes of trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and 3-methylthiophene in which a 4% variation was established once the 6% electrode error was subtracted. This represented a lower variation compared to the thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene copolymer in which the 4% signal variability occurred within the 0-1 hour buffer soak error margin of 10.5%.
5.1.3.2. Stability Over 72 Hours

Figure 5.31. Average response of three 50 mC trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.

Figure 5.32. Average response of three 50 mC trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.
Stability over three days at room temperature was good with 86% of the original signal retained after 72 hours. This stability study demonstrated the same level of precision for thiophene-3-acetic acid after 72 hours. Therefore stability over four days does not reflect the high error associated with the biosensor repeatability indicating successive measurements may have a large effect on the biosensor performance. Stability is further investigated over a longer analysis period of 28 days at 4 °C where a large decrease in current response is determined.

5.1.3.3. Stability Over Four weeks

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5.33. Average response for three 50 mC trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over four weeks.

Stability is excellent at lower glucose concentrations where analysis is performed over two weeks as 96% of the original electrode signal is retained. However after 14 days stability of the enzyme electrode diminishes considerably as the current response calculated for 1-8 mM glucose additions decreased by approximately 20% by week three with a further decline of 20% by week four leaving the sensor with only 56% of its original performance. Large reductions in current response was also observed at high glucose concentrations where only 50% of the signal remained.
Table 5.11. Stability of the Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid Copolymer Sensors Analyzed over Four Weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TTA-MT</th>
<th>1 Hour</th>
<th>1 Week</th>
<th>2 Weeks</th>
<th>3 Weeks</th>
<th>4 Weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-15 mM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-8 mM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.4. Investigation of The Novel N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate and 3-Methylthiophene Copolymer

5.1.4.1. Repeatability and Reproducibility

Figure 5.34. Repeatability of three 50 mC N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate and 3-methylthiophene enzyme electrodes.

The repeatability error of the novel N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate and 3-methylthiophene copolymer was calculated at 6%. Repeatability was affected with the introduction of the double bond linker chain compared to N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate as the response variation doubled. Therefore the stability of the sensor between successive measurements was observed to decrease and may require an extended analysis period.
An error value of 11% RSD was calculated in which a 5% variation in reproducibility was established over the average of the two sets of three enzyme electrodes developed with the N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate copolymer. The error was low and comparable to the trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid copolymer of 4% and may be related to the same structural properties of TTA affecting the sensor behaviour. The extension of the chain length between the polymer backbone and the enzyme provides enhanced access for the substrate potentially lowering signal variability associated with obstruction from the polymer material. Conjugation present in the linker chain should in theory facilitate electron transfer through the system generating better reproducibility.

**5.1.4.2. Stability Over 72 Hours**

![Figure 5.35](image_url)

Figure 5.35. Average response for three 50 mC N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.
Figure 5.36. Average response for three 50 mC N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate copolymer films exposed to 6 hours of GOx and analysed over 72 hours.

Over a 72 hour period signal response to glucose remained relatively high at 78% when stored at room temperature. This level of stability is comparable to the other biosensor formats demonstrating little difference in stability at this stage.
After one month of storage in buffer solution at 4 °C and measurements taken every seven days a significant change in stability is observed. The stability decrease is large compared to the biosensor formats previously investigated and therefore was less able to retain enzyme activity over longer periods of analysis.

The same structural characteristics of the copolymer that seem to enhance the reproducibility may also be responsible for the decrease seen in stability. Although the extended chain allows the glucose oxidase to be easily accessed, the polymer matrix may not be able to provide the same degree of protection to the enzymes exposed position. Therefore bacterial growth is likely to denature the enzyme with less difficulty over the longer storage period.
Table 5.12. Stability of the N-succinimido trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate Copolymer Sensors Analysed over Four Weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STTA-MT</th>
<th>1 Hour</th>
<th>1 Week</th>
<th>2 Weeks</th>
<th>3 Weeks</th>
<th>4 Weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-15 mM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-8 mM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.5. Data Comparison of Each Biosensor System

Table 5.13. Examination of Data Obtained from a 10% Functional Monomer Content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Monomer Copolymerised with Methyl Thiophene</th>
<th>STA</th>
<th>T3AA</th>
<th>STTA</th>
<th>TTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response after 15 mM, (mA/cm²)</td>
<td>1.4 ± 13%</td>
<td>1.4 ± 14%</td>
<td>1.8 ± 10%</td>
<td>1.9 ± 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability after 24 hours at r.t. (%)</td>
<td>95% ± 4%</td>
<td>91% ± 8%</td>
<td>90% ± 2%</td>
<td>88% ± 14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability after 3 days at r.t. (%)</td>
<td>83% ± 8%</td>
<td>86% ± 2%</td>
<td>78% ± 8%</td>
<td>86% ± 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability after 7 days at 4 °C (%)</td>
<td>89%± 13%</td>
<td>96% ± 9%</td>
<td>85% ± 5%</td>
<td>91% ± 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability after 28 days at 4 °C (%)</td>
<td>75%± 19%</td>
<td>78% ± 14%</td>
<td>57% ± 12%</td>
<td>50% ± 14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper limit linear range (mM)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOD (mM)</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to Glucose (seconds)</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeatability (%)</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproducibility (%)</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_m</td>
<td>20 ± 7.5%</td>
<td>13 ± 8%</td>
<td>13 ± 5.5%</td>
<td>15 ± 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_max</td>
<td>0.07 ± 7.5%</td>
<td>0.05 ± 8%</td>
<td>0.07 ± 5.5%</td>
<td>0.08 ± 5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.13 demonstrates some interesting results with clear differences seen between the copolymers that incorporated the use of the extended double bond linker arm and the thiophene monomers that employed only a single methylene group between the ring and the functional species.

One apparent difference is the current response generated with the extended side group associated with the trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid. This can be observed below in figure 5.38 where the reproducibility errors for the two copolymer series are clearly isolated demonstrating the effect of the structure upon the enhanced signals seen.

The difference in current response between the two copolymer structures including the variability associated with the error was calculated at 14%. This demonstrated a significant difference in the biosensor performance with the copolymers bearing the double bond linker producing enhanced response to glucose.

![Graph](image)

Figure 5.38. Average response to glucose for four different copolymer materials containing approximately 10% enzyme binding sites.

The influence upon reproducibility can also be observed as the error produced was low between the biosensors that incorporated the double bond linker. Both current
response to glucose and reproducibility are important within biosensor systems and although all the copolymer materials studied provided workable formats the introduction of an extended double bond linker between the polymer backbone and the biological recognition element enhanced these properties which are desirable within a biosensor device.

Repeatability was good for all biosensor formats achieving 90% and above for three repeat measurements carried out in succession on the same day. However a noticeable decrease in repeatability was observed with the STTA-MT and TTA-MT copolymers compared to the STA-MT and T3AA-MT formats. It was concluded that successive analysis upon these biosensors significantly affected the biosensor performance and therefore in future measurements for repeatability should not be taken immediately after each analysis.

Stability of the biosensors was investigated over two experiments in which both demonstrated good response throughout the analysis period. The first stability experiment monitored response to glucose over 72 hours with biosensor storage in phosphate buffer at room temperature. The second stability study was carried out over an extended period of time of four weeks where the enzyme electrodes were stored at 4 °C. By storing the sensors in the fridge in between analysis the stability of the enzyme electrodes were extended. The enhanced stability at 4 °C compared to the investigation at room temperature is observed after seven days. Although stability for the four biosensors over four weeks was good a significant difference was seen between the two copolymer formats. A noticeable decrease in stability was identified for the copolymers supporting the double bond linker where approximately only 50% of the signal was retained after four weeks compared to over 70% for the single methylene linker. The substantial loss in signal after 28 days was associated with the difference in enzyme location from the main polymer matrix. It is assumed that the increase in access to the enzyme will assist enzyme-substrate complex formation producing efficient signal detection but will be susceptible to denaturation from bacterial growth. Therefore reproducible results may be obtained but at the cost of long term stability.
Glucose response times were all below four seconds with signal stabilisation occurring within 90 seconds. The rapid response to glucose and short intervals between measurements demonstrated a practical biosensor system.

The working linear range for most formats was good only T3AA-MT displayed a narrow range to 4 mM. The extended linear range is likely to be formed through slow diffusion of product to the electrode surface. Diffusion limitation is generated through the use of thicker films or less porous material which exerts a certain degree of control over product diffusion. Due to the build up of product a steady response to glucose is obtained allowing the biosensor to perform over a larger concentration range. As only one of the copolymers is affected by a narrow linear range it is likely that the morphology of the copolymer materials is responsible. As T3AA bears the smallest substituent it is possible that the resulting morphology does not impede diffusion of the product therefore extension of the linear range is not observed.

The limit of detection was performed for each biosensor and was defined as the concentration of glucose that gave a signal equal to three times the noise level of the baseline. The limit of detection for all biosensors analysed were comparable where approximately 0.5 mM provided the lowest concentration of glucose accurately measurable. Large background currents were present in all biosensor investigations and are generally associated with the conducting nature of the film. As the measurement of glucose was performed at a low potential where the thiophene copolymer is mainly in a reduced form the large background currents could not be generated entirely by the polymer film. Overoxidation of the film is reported to improve the detection limit by reduction of the background current which was attempted but did not significantly decrease the background signal. The heavy baseline noise that was still present may be explained by the mechanical stirring of the solution possibly vibrating the electrode.

Kinetic data for the biosensor systems are displayed in table 5.13 in which the maximum reaction rates $V_{\text{max}}$ and the apparent Michaelis constants $K_{m}$ are determined from Hanes plots where substrate concentration was divided by the initial velocity (current values). The clear difference observed across all the apparent $K_{m}$ values was the value obtained for the N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene
copolymer. The Michaelis constant for this copolymer was larger than the other $K_m$ values for the other biosensor systems and can be attributed to the limited accessibility of the substrate to the active sites of the immobilised enzyme. Although all the copolymer matrices cause this same affect the morphology of the film may help to explain the observed behaviour. Upon examination of the polymer topography through scanning electron microscopy the copolymerisation of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene looked to provide a more compact film with fibrillar structure seen in figure 5.39. Without the aid of the extended link between the thiophene ring and the binding site the immobilised enzyme was possibly trapped within the dense structure leading to difficulty accessing the enzyme. The thiophene-3-acetic acid copolymer produces a more porous structure and the trans-3-(3-thienyl) thiophene species provided the extended link both allowing easy access to the glucose oxidase and generated lower apparent $K_m$ constants.

![SEM pictures comparing the two copolymer morphologies grown with TBATFB at 2.2 V at X250 magnification.](image)

**Figure 5.39.** SEM pictures comparing the two copolymer morphologies grown with TBATFB at 2.2 V at X250 magnification.

### 5.1.6. Effect of Temperature and pH upon the Sensor Response

All copolymer formats were investigated for the effect of pH and reaction temperature upon the biosensor performance. The average response of the glucose additions (1-15 mM) were plotted against a temperature range of 30 to 70 °C and pH values 4 to 9.
Figure 5.40. Affect of temperature and pH upon the average sensor response of N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene copolymer.

Figure 5.41. Affect of temperature and pH upon the average sensor response of 3-thiophene acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene copolymer.
Figure 5.42. Affect of temperature and pH upon the average sensor response of N-succinimide trans-3-(3-thienyl) acetate and 3-methylthiophene copolymer.

Figure 5.43. Affect of temperature and pH upon the average sensor response of Trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid and 3-methylthiophene copolymer.
The pH and temperature profiles are separately combined for the four different biosensors. The pH profiles for the four biosensors demonstrate the optimal and stable current signals generated through the change in pH. Each enzyme has an optimum pH where it demonstrates its highest activity; however, this value often differs from a enzyme in solution to one which is immobilised and for fast response times it is advised to use the optimum pH. The biosensor system may however perform poorly at such pH values and it is important not to force the enzyme system to conform with the requirements of the sensor as this may lead to loss in activity and instability where high pH values are employed.

Figure 5.44 show that the T3AA-MT and STA-MT copolymers provide an optimum working range across pH 7 to 9. The optimum pH shifts to more positive pH values of 8 and 9 when the TTA and STTA copolymers are analysed. pH shifts to higher values have been explained by the negative charge associated with the matrix. Yamauchi et al., explains the shift in pH through the presence of residual carboxyl groups in the T3AA-MT copolymer which can also be attributed to the novel copolymer system of TTA-MT. Another possible source of negative charge could potentially include the increase in electron density provided by the double bond linking group.
increase in electronegativity from either source may attract a high concentration of positively charged ions (H+) and due to the lack of polymer oxidation at +0.4 V the ions will migrate in the vicinity of the matrix and solution boundary influencing a drop in pH compared to that of the bulk solution\cite{200-201}. In this case the apparent pH of the enzyme can be increased as the pH environment surrounding the enzyme is in fact much lower\cite{201}.

Figure 5.45. Temperature comparison of the four biosensor formats.

Immobilisation is reported to enhance the stability of the enzyme when influenced by extreme conditions it is reported that the inactivation of free glucose oxidase occurs at lower temperatures\cite{48,201}. Immobilisation on different biosensor formats showed maximum current response is influenced by different temperatures. Overall an increase in current response was seen upon higher working temperatures of the enzyme sensors. Optimum current signals were achievable approximately between 50-60 °C but rapidly decreased with increase in analysis temperature. A subtle increase in optimum temperature was seen for the copolymer systems in the order; STA-MT, T3AA-MT and STTA-MT as they approach 50 °C. TTA-MT demonstrated a higher response to glucose over a broader temperature range from 50 °C and reached
maximum response at approximately 60 °C. All biosensors exhibited rapid loss of signal when analysed at 70 °C with most formats representing less than 15% of the optimum signal.

The four biosensor formats demonstrated improved response to glucose over higher pH and temperature. The enhanced stability is associated with the covalent immobilisation on the polymer matrix restricting the unfolding of the protein which destroys the enzyme activity. Therefore extreme conditions can be tolerated up to a certain degree before the biosensor becomes inoperative.
Chapter 6 Conclusions
This section of the report aims to outline the key objectives that were the focus of this research project and to describe the methods implemented to achieve these goals. Each chapter of the report has been summarised in detail and conclusions have been drawn based upon the findings determined from the experimental data and supporting information from the literature.

The intension of this study was to develop and evaluate a range of biosensor systems incorporating novel conducting thiophene derivatives for the covalent immobilisation of enzyme species. The aim was to improve the biosensor performance with specific consideration to the reproducibility of the biosensor format and its lifetime. The biosensor was based upon the well documented and familiar glucose oxidase system for the amperometric detection of glucose.

Biosensors have a huge potential which is yet to be fully achieved in areas such as diagnostic, industrial and environmental analysis. The combination of selectivity and sensitivity within a portable and robust device remains in demand however improved systems are desirable where the boundaries of such devices need to be pushed to their limits and therefore biosensors continue to be researched.

Conventional biosensor formats generally incorporate crosslinking, covalent binding or entrapment within a gel or behind a membrane for the immobilisation of biological species. The problems generated within such fabrication techniques involve uniform enzyme loading and poor reproducibility\textsuperscript{111}. Conducting polymers provide a promising material for biological attachment due to their intrinsic properties and their wide scope for adaptation. Their conducting nature allows the precise generation of polymer controlling the size and shape of the immobilisation platform and the thickness through the electrode dimensions and amount of current applied to the electrochemical cell by simply switching on and off the electrical supply. Furthermore conductivity within the biosensor structure has generated improved biosensor performance in terms of the speed and magnitude of the current response to substrate and the ability to entrap the biological recognition element in a single electropolymerisation process distributing the biological species throughout the polymer matrix.
Various conducting polymer formats have been investigated for their application in biosensor devices many of which have provided promising results. Polypyrrole and PEDOT have been studied extensively due to their solubility in aqueous solution. This provides the advantageous properties previously mentioned for entrapping the biomolecule within the generation of the film. However polypyrrole has a low oxidation potential and is known to undergo film degradation as a high potential is needed for the detection of hydrogen peroxide\textsuperscript{18}. Also polypyrrole has few commercially available derivatives making manipulation more difficult and therefore introducing desirable qualities into the polymer structure is not a simple process\textsuperscript{137}. PEDOT belongs to the thiophene family and unlike most thiophene compounds is soluble in aqueous solution. This has enabled the thiophene conducting polymers to be more adaptable and extensively studied where entrapment of the biomolecule is possible. Although a one step process is achieved and enhanced stability is observed due to the higher oxidation potential of the polymer\textsuperscript{92} disadvantages of the PEDOT system are recognised. Covalent immobilisation of biological compounds upon the polymer backbone cannot be pursued due to both beta positions on the ring being occupied. Although this has been reported to increase the regioregularity and hence conductivity within the film, as defects such as alpha-beta linkages are avoided, long term biosensor stability is problematic as entrapment suffers from enzyme leaching. Covalent attachment is the method that provides enhanced biosensor lifetime and is an important feature of a biosensor device required to perform multiple analysis\textsuperscript{49}.

The enzyme immobilisation copolymer thiophene-3-acetic acid and 3-methylthiophene was included in this study for comparison as this enzyme system has been reported to demonstrate good biosensor performance \textsuperscript{50-54}. The parameters were followed closely to the literature in order to establish a working biosensor system. Alterations to the method were made when the activated ester STA-MT copolymer exhibited improved response. As a result both biosensor formats were prepared with the same consideration ensuring compatibility.

Several copolymer formats were proposed for the generation of novel immobilisation matrices within a biosensor system. N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate and 3-methylthiophene was the first proposed copolymer. The N-succinimido thiophene-3-acetate monomer represents an activated ester which rapidly looses the ester group
upon reaction with an amide such as the lysine residues surrounding the enzyme glucose oxidase. The peptide bond formed is a covalent attachment imparting enhanced stability between the biomolecule needed for substrate recognition and the polymer matrix. It was expected that efficient immobilisation would take place through the activated species reducing the long immobilisation times generally observed. A different thiophene derivative was chosen trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid in which the spacer arm separating the carboxylic acid functional group from the monomer ring was one methine group longer and incorporated a double bond. This functional monomer was copolymerised with 3-methylthiophene and was expected to generate improved amperometric response to glucose due to enhanced conjugation affecting the conductivity of the film and higher reproducibility due to the longer spacer arm influencing facile enzyme-substrate complex formation. The same improved responses were envisaged for the activated ester synthesised from the trans-3-(3-thienyl) acrylic acid with possible changes to the biosensor behaviour potentially influenced by morphological differences between the copolymer films developed with monomers of different spacial requirement.

Chapter three demonstrates the electrochemical characterisation of various conducting polymer films. Cyclic voltammetry was mainly used to generate even polymer films upon a platinum electrode surface from a bithiophene solution containing a dopant. Using the same electrochemical technique the redox properties of the resulting films were probed gaining valuable information upon the reversible nature of the polymer and the ease of polymerisation and subsequent polymer oxidation.

From the bithiophene study it was concluded that thin films were required in order to successfully characterise the material which generally involved one full potential cycle. Slow scan rates of 20 mV s$^{-1}$ enhanced the details associated with the redox processes of the film and provided better comparison to other polymer characterisations. The influence of solvent and dopant were investigated and acetonitrile with LiClO$_4$ for film growth and TBATFB for film characterisation generated the largest current responses upon cycling the potential and were therefore implemented for the rest of the study unless otherwise stated.
Bithiophene provided a good starting compound to develop the electrochemical methods required to obtain successful polymer characterisation. The alkyl substituted thiophene monomers generated a good understanding of the electrochemical properties associated with the extension of the linear alkyl chain in the beta ring position. It was determined that increasing the alkyl chain increased the polymerisation potential of the monomer in which higher potentials were also observed for the oxidation of the resulting polymer film. This is associated with the difficulty of polymerising a monomer with a large side group due to obstruction of the alpha reaction site. The same steric hindrance is responsible for high polymer oxidation potentials as anion movement through the matrix is restricted. Flexibility of the film aids the intercalation of the anions providing charge neutrality whilst doping the polymer. Therefore 3-methylthiophene having the shortest alkyl substituent provided low polymerisation and film oxidation potentials, its affordability and reported conductivity all desirable for further study within a copolymer format.

The determination of functional monomers capable of covalent immobilisation were investigated these included T3AA, STA, TTA and STTA. The functional compounds all presented polymerisation difficulties with TTA and STTA homopolymerisation prevented by low solubility. Both T3AA and STA were successfully polymerised employing elevated potentials and increased monomer concentration to overcome the steric and inductive effects of the functional substituent. Although polymer films were generated characterisation of the redox processes produced undesirable film properties. High potentials were required to oxidise both T3AA and STA polymers with T3AA demonstrating irreversible damage to the polymer alignment due to forcing dopant into the polymer matrix. The following reduction response is therefore much smaller indicating the difficulty of anion expulsion due to the possible structural change to the film. STA bears a larger functional group in which the steric influence is observed upon characterisation as there is complete absence of a reduction response possibly affected by poor dopant release from the polymer film.

Copolymerisation was investigated as a method of incorporating functional monomers with polymerisation difficulties into a polymer film. Furthermore the homopolymers of T3AA and STA associated with undesirable film properties were easily modified by the incorporation of the simple 3-methylthiophene monomer. Ultimately
copolymerisation provided a method of controlling the percentage of functional units in the film. This demonstrated an effective technique that generated a series of copolymer ratios where cyclic voltammetry clearly illustrated the significant influence of the functional monomer content upon the electrochemistry of the film.

3-methylthiophene provided beneficial properties desirable within a copolymer material for the support of a functionalised thiophene monomer ready for enzyme immobilisation. A low polymerisation potential of +1.35 V provided readily available radical cations aiding copolymerisation of the problematic monomers of T3AA, STA TTA and STTA. A low polymer oxidation of +0.8 V influenced the corresponding copolymers generating reduced polymer oxidation and stable copolymer films demonstrating reversible redox processes.

The bulky functional groups copolymerised with 3-methylthiophene were effectively alleviated as the steric influence associated with the material was diluted. Oxidation of the film became easier indicated by the increasingly low oxidation potentials of the copolymers supporting less functionality. A 10% functional content associated with T3AA and the STA monomer provided enhanced current response which is reported to provide improved biosensor performance by Kuwahara et al and confirmed within the biosensor analysis chapter of this study. 10% TTA and STTA functionality was achieved although low solubility was an issue. The oxidation potentials of the films demonstrated that the ester monomers required higher positive potentials due to the steric hindrance imparted by the very bulky substituent. The similar oxidation potentials of the carboxylic acid substituted copolymers suggests that steric effects in this case do not dominate the electrochemistry of the film as lower potentials are not observed for the TTA monomer contributing the extended linker chain.

Thiophene compounds have been successfully investigated using electrochemical techniques to generate polymer films and to determine their stability for their use as an immobilisation platform within a biosensor device. Copolymerisation with 3-methylthiophene enabled the incorporation of various functional thiophene monomers generating the stable films necessary for enzyme immobilisation and therefore provided an important method to optimise enzyme loading for the biosensor system.
Functional monomer content was the next important investigation into the development of a workable biosensor format which was evaluated in chapter 4. The calculation of copolymer ratio and dopant content was successful with information gathered upon the morphological composition and evidence of covalent binding on the functionalised films.

Functional group content was investigated as it was important to identify the amount of available reaction sites for enzyme attachment. Various monomer ratios were investigated for T3AA-MT and STA-MT and used for polymerisation and elemental analysis. The percentage compositions from the resulting films were successfully determined providing a range of T3AA content where the highest and lowest monomer percentage ratios in the polymerisation solution were approximately 80% and 10% respectfully. The functional monomer content for T3AA in the resulting copolymer was therefore 10-53% and STA content provided a range of 6-26%.

The findings concluded that the functional monomer content in the copolymer film was significantly lower than the percentage ratio in the monomer mixture. Similar conclusions were made by Shimomura et al upon the investigation of the copolymer ratio T3AA-MT\textsuperscript{141}. In this case IR was employed with the KBr disk method to calculate the T3AA content. The absorbance corresponding to the stretching of the carbonyl groups allowed the T3AA percentage to be determined. Again a smaller percentage ratio of T3AA was determined in the copolymer film compared to the polymerisation solution however the difference was considerably lower than the findings in this report. A deviation from this relationship was observed for the T3AA-MT copolymer where a percentage content of over 8% was used in the monomer mixture and a higher 10% content was calculated in the copolymer film. In all other cases where higher T3AA concentrations were introduced large differences in T3AA content was seen between the monomer solution and resulting copolymer. This was supported by IR data obtained through the determination of the carbonyl absorbance using the ATR attachment. Copolymer films with high functional group content were successfully analysed where a T3AA ratio of 83.3% in the monomer solution gave a 45% T3AA content in the copolymer. Analysis of further copolymer compositions was unsuccessful due to the low concentration of carbonyl groups on the polymer surface. Therefore the difference in T3AA content reported here and in the work of
Shimomura et al can be explained through the different methods used for the investigation.

The samples obtained for characterisation were grown as thick films this was necessary in order to be able to extract the polymer material from the electrode surface however in most cases the thick films were difficult to grind. Due to the durable films produced and the method used, characterisation was limited to the polymer film surface. Elemental analysis employing SEM-EDX will only detect surface composition to a depth of a few microns and similarly IR (ATR) generates a small penetration depth between 0.6-2.0 μm and therefore confirms the same T3AA percentage\(^{202-203}\). Shimomura et al used IR (KBR-disk) allowing the T3AA content to be determined throughout the sample therefore as analysis was not surface restricted higher T3AA content was calculated in all samples. The calculation of the functional species content in this study was important for the determination of an optimised composition for use within a biosensor format. As enzyme immobilisation is only considered to take place on the polymer surface\(^{130-204}\) the percentage compositions calculated can potentially be related to the percentage occupancy of enzyme essential for the response current generated. Therefore a more accurate determination of enzyme loading was established with elemental analysis providing a quick, non destructive technique that required minimal sample preparation and time.

The novel copolymer system STA-MT was also investigated for the generation of various copolymer compositions. Due to the synthesis procedure lower concentrations were employed in order to reduce the number of reactions and therefore sample batches that were used in the study. A total concentration of 0.3 M was used which was half that of the T3AA-MT system. The lower concentrations used did not show any adverse effects upon film formation or biosensor performance compared to the copolymer systems employing higher total concentrations. The influence of lower monomer concentration has been reported where a total concentration of only 0.12 M was used. This was described for a T3AA-MT copolymer by Liu et al in which slight morphological changes were reported and biosensor performance suffered where low polymerisation currents of 2 mA were implemented\(^{50}\). Although the polymerisation currents generated for film formation in this study were considered low 1-3 mA the total concentration of the monomer solution at 0.3 M was sufficient for achieving a
good range of copolymer ratios. The difference observed for the generation of the novel copolymer films was associated with a lower functional group content compared to the copolymer films of T3AA-MT. All monomer solutions containing 40% STA and above provided less than half the STA percentage content in the resulting copolymer films. At 80% STA monomer content only 26% activated ester sites were generated compared to over 50% for the T3AA functional monomer. This can be explained by the size of the functional group attached to thiophene ring. The carboxylic acid group is much smaller than the ester formed by the N-hydroxysuccinimide reagent and therefore polymerisation is not heavily restricted by its obstruction to the alpha carbon reaction site. Steric hindrance is however associated with the ester monomer due to its large size and short spacer leading to polymerisation difficulties and therefore lower STA content.

Doping of the conducting films provided interesting results. SEM-EDX was used for the determination of fluorine as TBATFB was the electrolyte chosen for film growth within this study. The copolymer films bearing carboxylic acid groups demonstrated an increasing dopant inclusion as the percentage content of T3AA decreased. Several explanations have been determined for this phenomenon in which results have been found to support the doping difficulties of the T3AA monomer. The work of Shimomura and Kuwahara\textsuperscript{54} demonstrated the use of UV analysis upon 100% T3AA polymer films in doped and dedoped condition. Interestingly the same spectra for both doped and dedoped polymers were determined and was suggested that doping of the films was prevented by the carboxyl groups. In addition self doping and weak side arm rigidity have been postulated for low dopant levels which are explained in the following paragraphs.

Self doping of the T3AA compound is reported to be generated through the COO- species covalently bound to the ring. The calculated dopant / thiophene ratio for the T3AA-MT copolymer range in chapter 4, table 4.2 demonstrates this well. As the ratio of T3AA groups increase more COO- species are likely to be associated with the polymer. The negative charge required to neutralise the film upon oxidation is therefore provided by the COO- species causing a decrease in the anion content from the electrolyte to be seen. Although doping was low until approximately 10% T3AA content was established, the same dopant content was not observed for the TTA
copolymers. A slightly higher doping level of 0.5 was established with polymer containing 10-13% TTA groups however a higher percentage of TTA could not be achieved due to poor solubility. It is likely that the self doping effect of the carboxylic acid group is influenced by the thiophene compound. Lower dissociation of the ionic species may be associated with TTA and therefore comparable dopant levels were not seen. Due to the difficulty of generating a range of TTA compositions a relationship based upon the effect of self doping could not be established. The presence of the carboxylic acid group could therefore not be determined as the influential factor upon dopant content. Another explanation involves the rigidity of the linker chain where the more rigid the side chain the more dopant that can be incorporated into the film due to increased porosity. The double bond associated with TTA may therefore have some influence upon the enhanced dopant values.

Kabasakaloglu et al, Skotheim et al, Tourillon and Garnier, and Waltman et al provide conflicting reviews regarding dopant levels where conductivity is concerned. In addition Kuwahara et al describes an increase in conductivity as the content of T3AA decreases. As conductivity was not fully explored within this study the association between dopant level, T3AA content and conductivity cannot be made. The dopant variation is difficult to explain and the only conclusion that can be made describes the T3AA influence upon the material limiting dopant interaction.

Substituents attached to the thiophene ring generated a range of doping levels. DDT supports a 12 carbon flexible alkyl chain which in this study generated a polymer with significantly elevated dopant inclusion of over 2 anions per thiophene ring. Such a large dopant ratio is unlikely and can be explained due to the entrapment of solvent and electrolyte in the film. Due to the enhanced porosity of the material caused by the long alkyl substituent entrapment is likely to occur. Poly(3-methylthiophene) generated a dopant fraction of 0.17 which was lower than the accepted value for thiophene compounds and may be influenced by the less mobile methyl species and the different conditions employed in this study.

Copolymerisation was elucidated visually by the morphological changes of the copolymers with varying monomer content. This was coupled with the physical
properties of the films determined upon ease of extraction from the electrode and their overall robustness.

The integration of 3-methylthiophene within the copolymer films provided a more robust material compared to the brittle properties observed for poly(bithiophene). The low cost and low oxidation potential made 3-methylthiophene the first choice for copolymerisation with a monomer carrying bulky groups for covalent bonding. The low steric requirement of 3-methylthiophene enabled successful dilution of the functionalised thiophene monomers which included T3AA, STA, TTA and STTA.

T3AA-MT with low T3AA content of 10% generated a porous film with strong adhesion to the electrode surface. STA-MT at 10% ester content was denser and thicker than T3AA-MT with less surface adherence. TTA-MT with the same functional content showed similar cohesion to the electrode surface as T3AA-MT whereas STTA-MT was extracted from the electrode with less difficulty and displayed a very porous structure upon higher magnification.

The investigation upon copolymerisation was extended further to verify the covalent attachment of diamine species by exposing STA-MT functionalised films to a solution of 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine. After a reaction time of 3 hours with 26% reaction sites cyclic voltammetry demonstrated altered redox signals that were stable over successive cycles. Covalent attachment was confirmed using FTIR where the carbonyl stretch was observed at both 1731-1715 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1644 cm\(^{-1}\) verifying the formation of an amide bond with remaining unreacted ester groups. This provided useful information for the optimisation of biosensor fabrication. As it was expected that employing short immobilisation times of less than 3 hours was likely to only retain enzyme molecules through absorption, this was demonstrated in chapter 5.

Chapter 5 incorporates the copolymer materials characterised in chapters 3 and 4 for use as immobilisation platforms into a biosensor format for the evaluation of biosensor performance. All novel formats were compared to the well documented T3AA-MT copolymer in which the enzyme electrode construction was followed closely to allow a direct comparison. A mediated system was utilised by Kuwahara et al however it was expected that the enzyme electrodes would generate current
response to glucose within both a mediated and non-mediated environment. However this was not the case and analysis was unsuccessful over several attempts in a non mediated system. A diffusion study was implemented to better understand the difficulty in obtaining reproducible data. The current response to 5 mM additions of hydrogen peroxide was monitored for two electrodes in which one was immobilised with enzyme. A 40% decrease in amperometric response was observed for the electrode that had been immobilised with enzyme demonstrating the diffusion limitation of the obstructed film. In addition the small platinum surface area coupled with thick film growth most likely contributed to a low concentration of hydrogen peroxide diffusion through the matrix in cases where diffusion had not already occurred into the bulk of the solution. Employing the mediator \( p \)-benzoquinone in solution established efficient electrical communication from the redox enzyme to the electrode surface. Developing the analysis method to achieve maximum current response involved the removal of oxygen from the solution. Nitrogen flushing was required to generate an enhanced amperometric response to glucose therefore eliminating competition for oxygen mediation. Furthermore the potential used for biosensor analysis was reduced from +0.8 V to +0.4 V due to a lower oxidation potential associated with \( p \)-benzoquinone. This also provides an advantage to a mediated system where interferants are present. The low working potential will be unable to oxidise any interfering species in solution therefore increasing sensitivity and avoiding false measurement.

Many parameters were investigated to optimise the fabrication steps such as polymer thickness through the applied charge, immobilisation time of the enzyme, copolymer ratio and the extent of buffer exposure before analysis. The copolymer ratio for STA-MT was investigated for the amperometric response to glucose. As concluded by Kuwahara et al a 10% functional content in the grown polymer presented the optimum amount for response to glucose based upon the conductivity of the film. Conductivity was not monitored in this study but the current was examined at +0.4 V during the characterisation of the copolymer films using cyclic voltammetry. Although the copolymers were mostly reduced a trend was seen where 10% STA content provided the largest current at +0.4 V. Currents were then observed to decrease upon increasing STA content which could also be seen for the copolymers investigated in a biosensor format. Diffusion properties of the copolymers provided
the best explanation for the difference in biosensor performance. Increasing the amount of functional sites in the polymer will potentially bind more enzyme causing an increased thickness of the material and therefore causing greater diffusion limitation of both the substrate and product. Diffusion effects can be confirmed due to the extended linear range produced upon biosensor analysis caused by an accumulation of product near the electrode surface.

It was found that polymer films grown with 50 mC (2500 mC/cm$^2$) of charge generated an even polymer distributed over the platinum surface. The relatively thick polymer endured the various immobilisation times and sample preparation without damage to the film. An immobilisation time of 6 hours was found to produce good responses to glucose which differed to the 18-24 hours normally implemented$^{48,50,53-55,140-141,151}$. The extended times were investigated and it was found that in general the response to glucose demonstrated little change at the longer immobilisation times. Interestingly at 24 hours of enzyme exposure the response to glucose for all copolymer thicknesses were of equal intensity. This can be explained in terms of diffusion limitation affecting thicker films and saturated binding sites limiting the response of the thinner films. Implementing a 6 hour enzyme exposure period reduced the time needed for biosensor preparation in comparison to methods found in the literature$^{50-55}$.

Buffer exposure on the polymer films indicated a possible swelling effect although any noticeable influence only occurred after extended periods of 6-24 hours. A small margin of error was present at short exposure times of 0-1 hour demonstrating the polymers resistance to trapping absorbed enzyme and buffer interaction over short time periods. Further studies are required for the determination of possible swelling effects on the film and therefore were not conclusive in this case. From the results of the investigation it was decided where possible to maintain a short exposure time to buffer when analysing the enzyme electrodes.

From the preliminary investigations where biosensor fabrication was optimised producing good signal responses with faster preparation methods sensor evaluation provided the next step. Repeat analysis was performed upon all biosensor evaluation studies where three measurements were taken for each investigation and the mean
response was tabulated. Evaluating each biosensor system for repeatability and reproducibility is important when determining biosensor precision. Additional analytical determinations include amperometric response to analyte, sensitivity, linear range and stability studies. Table 5.13 in chapter 5 summarises the data clearly with graphical illustration in figure 5.31 demonstrating an improved amperometric response to glucose with the potential effect of the extended double bond spacer arm.

In summary from the four copolymers investigated for application in a biosensor format TTA-MT (10% TTA) generated the maximum response to glucose, good linear range up to 7 mM, rapid response to glucose in under 3 seconds, 90% in both repeatability and reproducibility and indication of good affinity to glucose with an apparent $K_m$ of 15 mM. In nearly all areas the 10% content of TTA copolymerised with MT generated improved performance, however stability of the enzyme electrode was limited. Only 50% of the original response was retained after 28 days stored at 4 °C in pH 7.0 phosphate buffer solution. Comparable results are observed for STTA-MT and it can be seen clearly that there is little difference in analytical assessment for copolymers of identical structure where enzyme immobilisation has taken place. Response to glucose, stability at 4 °C over 28 days and reproducibility are comparable for the carboxylic acid functionalised copolymers (T3AA and TTA) against their corresponding activated esters of STA and STTA. Therefore the morphology of the polymer seems to demonstrate little influence in these areas however where results seem to deviate away from this trend morphology of the film presents a feasible explanation. Differences in enzyme activity for the STA-MT copolymer and linear range for T3AA-MT are observed. A high Michaelis value of 20 mM was determined for the STA-MT format where all other copolymers produced lower $K_m$ values of around 15 mM. The observed increase was attributed to the limited accessibility of the substrate to the active sites of the immobilised enzyme due to the compact morphology of the polymer. The opposite effect was related to the short linear range of 4 mM for the T3AA-MT copolymer as a more porous morphology was concluded from the SEM images in chapter 4. The product generated from the enzyme-substrate reaction did not accumulate in the matrix to any significant extent due to the porosity of the polymer. The facile diffusion produced no control of the product concentration released to the electrode surface and therefore a short linear range was generated.
Response to temperature and pH provided the expected shift in optimum conditions associated with immobilised enzymes. The covalent method of enzyme attachment improved the stability of all the biosensors tolerating extreme conditions not normally withstood by solution based enzyme. The optimum pH and temperature showed only slightly different results when comparing the two different biosensor formats whereas the copolymer TTA-MT demonstrated the greatest affect to pH and temperature variation explained by the associated negative charge on the TTA monomer\textsuperscript{200-201}.

From the evaluation of all four biosensor composites a distinct improvement was observed with the copolymers incorporating the extended double bond spacer within the functional monomer. Enhancement of amperometric response to glucose and reproducibility are important factors which are desirable within a biosensor device. Stability is also an essential aspect of biosensor design and although TTA-MT and STTA-MT systems demonstrated successful operation after one month biosensor activity had decreased by 50\%. The T3AA-MT and STA-MT copolymers provided improved sensor stability retaining over 70\% of the original response however generated lower response to glucose and reproducibility. It is therefore clear that the improvements observed form the different biosensor systems and indeed the biosensor fabrication and optimisation steps are influenced by several parameters.
Chapter 6 Conclusions

The diagram above illustrates the dynamic biosensor system demonstrating the wide range of influencing effects that can alter the performance of the biosensor. Defining each effect is difficult due to the complex relationship of the parameters involved as changing a single parameter is likely to affect the outcome of several controlling factors. Understanding the diverse requirements of the biosensor system aid the advancement of improved biosensor formats. Modification of the parameters that control amperometric response by increasing the enzyme concentration such as polymer thickness, immobilisation time and copolymer ratio also affect product and substrate diffusion therefore limiting the maximum current response obtainable. The fabrication of the biosensor was focused upon the conducting material employed for enzyme immobilisation to maximize essential biosensor properties without significant loss to other important parameters determining biosensor performance. The four copolymer systems illustrate the ease of fabrication through the simple control of an electrochemical cell. Polymer thickness and the area can be easily manipulated due to the conducting nature of the polymer therefore providing a reproducible method that
generates reproducible enzyme electrodes. Copolymer conductivity was envisaged to enhance response to glucose and provide rapid response times without the side effect of increased copolymer thickness. Although this potential property of the polymer was not exploited as difficulty arose in the initial biosensor investigations the introduction of the mediator $p$-benzoquinone generated enhanced amperometric response to glucose operating at low potential which is known to further improve the biosensor system when measurement is required in an environment containing interfering species.

This study therefore concludes the evaluation of four biosensor systems. T3AA-MT was repeated from the literature and STA, TTA and STTA-MT copolymers are novel formats demonstrating successful immobilisation matrices with improved biosensor performance for the determination of glucose.
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